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Abstract

Development and Implementation of Locally-Executed Data
Mining on Mobile Devices

by Darren Yates.

Data mining is the science of extracting information or ’knowledge’ from data. It

is a task commonly executed on cloud computing resources, as well as personal

computers and laptops. Nevertheless, what about smartphones? Despite the fact

that these mobile devices now feature near-laptop levels of hardware and perform-

ance, locally-executed model-training using data mining methods on smartphones

is exceedingly rare.

This thesis proposes a four-stage framework of analysis, research, implementa-

tion and expansion of data mining on mobile devices. First, it analyses the hardware

capabilities of modern smartphones for locally-executing data mining algorithms

through a series of empirical tests to learn how smartphones cope with this work.

Second, it proposes two new data mining algorithms that focus on improving

the model-training speed on mobile devices without losing classification accuracy.

Third, it further proposes a practical mobile data mining solution that incorpor-

ates the above algorithms and operates on a broad range of smartphones without

requiring cloud computing or internet resources. Finally, it proposes and imple-

ments a new novel protocol for multi-smartphone distributed data mining over

private wireless networks to significantly improve model-training performance and

combines it with a new mobile three-dimensional data exploration method using

augment/mixed reality.

On-device data mining offers a number of advantages. It largely mitigates issues

of data security and privacy, as no data is required to leave the device. It also

ensures a self-contained, portable data mining solution that operates in any location

and fits in the user’s pocket. In addition, the source code for our algorithms and

data mining solutions are open-source and available as a basis of further research.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The bold declaration that ’smartphones are everywhere’ may well ring hollow.

However, these mobile devices have achieved a global reach such that in the five cal-

endar years 2015-2019, more than 7.5 billion units were sold (Gartner, 2020; Gartner,

2019; Gartner, 2018; Gartner, 2017) (see Fig. 1.1), sufficient to cover the estimated

global human population in 2019 (Dupre and Vickstrom, 2019). Smartphones have

changed not only how the world communicates, but how it computes. They have

evolved from fixed-function ’feature’ phones with minimal capacity to become the

ultimate expression of the ’personal computer’, with performance and functionality

to rival today’s laptop computers. Smartphones are today used in a broad array of

domains from entertainment, such as gaming and on-demand video streaming, to

medical-related areas, including mental health (Bakker et al., 2016).

More recently, these applications have begun to include data mining. A more

detailed introduction to data mining is presented in Chapter 2, but briefly, data

mining is the use of computer algorithms to identify patterns of knowledge within

data. Data is collected and formed into the records of a ’dataset’, which can be

presented in tabular form analogous to a spreadsheet, or as a broader collection of

files, a relational database or a website. Each record represents a single entity or

object, with all records representing related objects. The columns of this spreadsheet

analogy detail various features or ’attributes’ of each object. For example, if the

object is a smartphone, attributes may include its screen size, its on-board storage

capacity and the operating system it runs. One of these columns may be designated

the category or ’class’ attribute that determines the category each record belongs to.

Again, using our smartphone example, the class value or ’label’ may describe the

phone’s intended sales market segment, such as ’entry-level’ or ’power-user’.

This type of dataset is commonly used with a form of data mining known as

’classification’ (J. Ross Quinlan, 1986; Aggarwal, 2015). Classification performs two

main tasks. First, it identifies or ’learns’ the patterns or ’model’ that relates various

1
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dataset attribute values of each record to its class label. Second, the learned model

can then be used to predict or ’infer’ the classification of a new record whose class

value is unknown. For example, the model could determine the market segment

in which a new phone will be sold solely from its noted features. This task is

commonly referred to as ’inferencing’.

’Deep Learning’ is a specific branch of data mining that has gained corporate

interest over the last decade and is based on a learning algorithm family known as

’neural networks’. Neural networks have become popular for their ability to learn

models with great accuracy from mountains of data and are used in many fields of

endeavour, from malaria detection (F. Yang et al., 2019) to facial recognition (He et

al., 2016). So much so, that high-performance (often called ’flagship’) smartphones

released since 2019 have begun to feature high-speed processors dedicated to neural

network model inferencing that are collectively called ’neural processing units’

(NPUs). The Apple iPhone 11 includes Apple’s Neural Engine (Apple, 2020b), the

Samsung Galaxy S20 family also incorporates a dedicated NPU (Samsung, 2020c).

Nevertheless, it is logical that the task of learning a model from a dataset fea-

turing many records requires considerably more processing power than the task

of inferring the class of a single new record. However, the NPUs arriving in new

smartphones appear designed for the role of inferencing using deep learning mod-

els only (Qualcomm, 2020b; MediaTek, 2018a), or at best, the minor updating of

deep learning models learned elsewhere (Apple, 2020b).

1.1 Example Applications for On-Device Data-Mining

The combination of built-in sensors and continually-improving processing power

enables potential applications for on-device data mining in a range of areas. One

area that has featured in previous research is mental health. Using a combination

of sensor monitoring and user responses, locally-trained data mining can detect

changes in a user’s mental health. Upon detecting this change, the user can be

warned to take remedial action (Yates and Islam, 2019). The benefit of on-device

data mining in this application is that it can learn an individual user’s mental health

triggers. It can also reduce privacy and security concerns since no data needs to

leave the device. A further example is agriculture technology (often abbreviated to

’AgTech’), where a self-contained data mining device that does not rely on internet
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FIGURE 1.1: Global smartphones sales 2015-2019 total over 7.5 billion
units (Source: Gartner).

connectivity could be usefully applied in locations where internet connectivity is

rarely assured. In this application, a smartphone could, for example, capture images

of crops, build a dataset from those images, then use that dataset to build a model

for diagnostic classification, such as for weed or disease identification. However, as

this thesis will detail, there is still much to learn about the on-device data mining

capabilities of smartphones.

1.2 Research Questions

This situation raises a number of questions that will form the focus of this thesis:

Research Question 1 (RQ1): How can we use sophisticated data mining algorithms

on mobile devices such as smartphones that are also capable of data collection

through their built-in sensors?

Smartphones have transformed the way we interact with the digital world. How-

ever, their involvement in data-based applications has been largely limited to data

collection only. Nevertheless, recent high-performance smartphones have begun to

incorporate ’Neural Processing Units’ (NPUs), specialised processor cores designed

to support externally-training neural network models. However, this leaves the

broader population of smartphones, not suited to the processing cost of neural

network models, at a disadvantage. Thus, alternate lighter-weight algorithms able

to train models on any smartphone, regardless of NPU support, would greatly

boost the numbers of devices on which data mining can be performed.
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Locally-executed model-training not only offers opportunities in personal health

and agriculture, but it also largely overcomes the more technical issues of privacy,

such as data security, since data no longer needs to leave the mobile device. It also

expands the locations in which model-training can occur, as the device is no longer

tied to internet access or external computing resources. By improving privacy in

this manner, users can have greater confidence to use on-device model-training for

personalised e-health. These applications could potentially include areas as diverse

as dermatology, through image capture of skin lesions to live-prediction of migraine

attacks, via device usage monitoring and user-feedback.

To answer this first research question, Chapter 3 conducts an in-depth literature

review of smartphones from a hardware perspective, the evolution of data mining

algorithms, before surveying the combination of the two in previous research. This

is followed by Chapter 4 conducting tests using 20 existing algorithms and nine

datasets on three smartphones. This is to determine not only the classification

accuracy and processing speed of these devices, but also to examine the effect of

this work on smartphone battery life and heat dissipation. Further, Chapter 5 incor-

porates this learning and proposes a self-contained data mining solution in the form

of a proof-of-concept application (’app’) that executes on-device model-training

using any Android smartphone with at least Android 4.4 operating system.

Research Question 2 (RQ2): How can we speed up high-accuracy classification

algorithms and make them suitable for on-phone data mining without losing classi-

fication accuracy?

The research in Chapters 4 and 5 confirmed that classical data mining algorithms,

such as CART and Random Forest, can successfully train models on smartphones

with no loss of classification accuracy. However, the empirical results of Chapter 4

confirmed that the broad scale of processing performance available in smartphones

may limit capacity on older devices. Thus, algorithms that can speed up this model-

training process without losing classification accuracy would be of benefit.

Thus, to answer this second research question, Chapter 6 proposes SPAARC,

a new decision tree algorithm that incorporates novel methods for reducing the

model-training workload, yet which testing appears to show has no negative effect
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on classification accuracy. However, while it achieves its design aims, SPAARC de-

velops only a single decision tree, whereas ensemble algorithms that build multiple

trees are known to deliver increased classification accuracy. Chapter 7 overcomes

this limitation of SPAARC by proposing FastForest, an ensemble algorithm that

trains a user-settable number of trees and incorporates novel techniques for boost-

ing model-training speed without losing classification accuracy. Extensive testing

over 45 training datasets appears to confirm that FastForest trains models faster

than Random Forest without losing accuracy.

Research Question 3 (RQ3): How can we maximise the use of the broad capabilit-

ies of modern smartphones for faster and more effective data mining?

Apart from their growing list of on-board sensors, smartphones continue to gain

in processing performance, as well as new technologies. Processing speeds benefit

from ’System on a Chip’ (SoC) processors with as many as eight cores, while new

technologies such as Augmented Reality (AR) and Mixed Reality (MR) provide

new visualisation opportunities. The solution proposed in Chapter 5 has a barrier

limiting its potential - the capacity to train models using only a single processor core.

To answer this third research question, Chapter 8 addresses this issue by proposing

a new solution that offers multi-processor support, as well as a mixed-reality data

exploration option and incorporates the proposed algorithms from Chapters 6 and

7. Moreover, it proposes a novel protocol and framework for wirelessly distributing

the model-training process across multiple heterogeneous Android smartphones.

Empirical testing confirms this increases processing speed beyond single-device

levels without affecting classification accuracy.

1.3 Overview of this Thesis

This thesis is a study in four parts:

Part I: Foundations lays the groundwork of our research, introducing important

data-mining concepts and surveys the research landscape relevant to this work.

Part II: Framework empirically determines the capacity of smartphones for data

mining, as well as proposing a proof-of-concept system for incorporating data
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mining algorithms into a practical smartphone application.

Part III: Research & Execution proposes two new algorithms that incorporate

novel techniques for speeding up model-training without sacrificing classification

accuracy. Moreover, it further proposes a more detailed solution for on-device data

mining for smartphones that incorporates faster multi-core processing, a 3-D data

exploration technique and a novel distributed data mining protocol and framework.

Part IV: Epilogue concludes this thesis, combining the various components of this

research work to provide understanding and a practical solution that empowers

the reader to execute data mining algorithms on a broad array of mobile devices.

Part I features the first three chapters, including this introduction:

Chapter 2 presents an introduction to data-mining that will provide the basic know-

ledge required to read this thesis. This will include a focus on classification

algorithms, particularly decision trees and ensembles or decision forests.

Chapter 3 surveys existing literature, looking first at the sources of improvement

in modern smartphones that now rival laptop computers for application per-

formance. We then detail the development of decision trees and ensembles,

how the demand to model larger datasets resulted in new algorithms that

consider both classification accuracy and model-training speed. Finally, we

review recent research into the combination of the two to understand how

and where smartphones are used in data-centric research applications.

Part II begins our research in the following two chapters:

Chapter 4 proposes a method for empirically testing the capabilities of smartphones

in on-device model-training, looking not only at accuracy, but also its effect on

the smartphone itself, considering model-training speed, in addition to device

battery life and any potential heat generation due to the increased workload.

Chapter 5 proposes a new prototype data mining solution for Android devices that

loads locally-stored training data and locally-executes the user-selected data
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mining algorithm on the device to train a model of that data.

Part III first puts forward our two proposed algorithms before presenting our pro-

posed solution for higher-performance data mining over one or more smartphones:

Chapter 6 proposes the first of two classification algorithms, designed to offer

faster model-training speed whilst maintaining classification accuracy. This

algorithm is based on a popular ’decision tree’ algorithm, but incorporates

novel techniques for increasing the speed of the learning process that are

shown not to affect overall accuracy.

Chapter 7 proposes a new ensemble algorithm with novel techniques designed to

speed up the training of multiple trees while maintaining classification accur-

acy. Ensemble classifiers are explained in Section 2.7. Our proposed algorithm

incorporates three novel contributions to reduce processor workload and,

hence, increase model-training speed. Moreover, empirical testing confirms

our proposed algorithm suffers no loss in overall classification accuracy.

Chapter 8 extends the work of Chapter 5 and proposes a data mining solution fea-

turing the proposed algorithms developed in Chapters 6 and 7. Further, three

new features are proposed, including multi-core processor support, a new

mixed-reality data explorer and a novel distributed data mining framework.

Part IV concludes this thesis with the two chapters below:

Chapter 9 provides an opportunity to review and consider all that has been pro-

posed in this thesis, looking at benefits and drawbacks, plus possible oppor-

tunities for future research. We discuss the strong potential smartphones have

in data-mining and explore potential domain areas of interest.

Finally, in Chapter 10, we conclude with the contributions this thesis has made to

the study of mobile data mining, before providing some final reflections.



CHAPTER 2

Data Mining: An Introduction

As with most research, this thesis builds upon the work of those who have gone

before. Thus, before we delve into the original contributions of this thesis, we

explore important data-mining algorithms - including decision trees and ensembles

- and how they are implemented. However, we begin with an introduction to

data-mining concepts and consider arguably the most important component in

data-mining, the value and role of ’data’.

2.1 Data

Data is the raw material from which knowledge is mined and according to both

IBM and Forbes magazine, we are creating data at an ever-increasing rate. IBM’s

2012 statement that 90% of the world’s data was created in the last two years is

often quoted (Jewell, Dobelin Barros and Diederichs, 2014). Estimates from 2018

quoted by Forbes were that 2.5 quintillion bytes (2.5 exabytes) of data were created

daily (Marr, 2018).

Rather than considering it in its entirety, this thesis will consider data in a more

manageable form. That form generally takes the shape of a spreadsheet or ‘dataset’,

a two-dimensional series of data points consisting of rows and columns, where

each row or ‘record’ represents a single entity, object or event in a series of related

entities or events, and the columns are the features or ‘attributes’ of those entities or

events. For consistency, we will use the common notation throughout this thesis to

denote the dataset D, being a series of records R = {R1..Rn}, such that the number

of records |R| = n. Similarly, dataset D also consists of a series of attributes A =

{A1..Am}, such that the number of attributes |A| = m. Thus, the dataset D can also

be considered as a spreadsheet consisting of m× n cells or elements.

A simple example dataset is shown in Table 2.1, detailing weather occurrences

over a month of consecutive days. Each row represents a day’s weather readings
8
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TABLE 2.1: A simple example dataset detailing weather events.

Day Max.
Temp.

Min.
Temp

Main
Wind
Dir.

Rel. Hu-
midity

Baro.
Pres-
sure

Rain (Class
Attribute)

1 27 12 ESE 60 1012 Yes
2 31 8 W 30 1023 No
3 28 11 W 25 1017 No
... ... ... ... ... ... ...
31 22 14 SE 57 1002 Yes

and the columns specific weather measurements. The final column (attribute) is

the category or ‘class attribute’, the value of which indicates the group each record

belongs to. In this example, there are two class groups – days on which it rained

(‘yes’) and days it did not (‘no’).

2.2 Goals of Data Mining

Collections of data have long had the potential of holding important knowledge.

During World War II, the need to process streams of data in the form of encrypted

radio messages led to the development of the first all-electronic computer called

’Colossus’ in December 1943 (Flowers, 1983; Copeland, 2004). From that period on-

wards, computers have been at the forefront of collecting larger and more complex

stores of data. However, as those leading Allied cryptanalysis efforts during World

War II found, the time required to process data using human-only processing was

increasing rapidly. This led to the development of a new science - what was origin-

ally called ’data mining’ but more commonly today known as ’data science’ - where

the data is ’mined’ for knowledge in a machine-powered systematic way. Today,

these techniques are applied to a wide range of data collections in an equally-broad

array of industries from health to finance, entertainment to law-enforcement, with

the goal of finding knowledge that can be actioned in those domains.

In the example of Table 2.1, the knowledge we desire is to identify patterns

within the weather records that relate those weather observations of temperature,

humidity and barometric pressure to rainfall for that day. Moreover, these patterns

can take the form of a series of rules or ‘model’. The rules can appear as ‘IF.. THEN’

statements, for example, one rule that could be inferred from the visible records in
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Table 2.1 is: IF WIND_DIR 6= ’W’, RAIN = ‘YES’. With only four records, each with

only a handful of attributes, this rule can be inferred visually. However, for datasets

with millions of records and many thousands of attributes, more mathematically

complex and rigourous methods are needed.

Once a model has been derived from this dataset (we shall refer to a dataset used

to train a model such as this as a ‘training dataset’ from now on), we not only have

a way of describing the pattern within that training dataset, but also the ability to

predict any further observation records that may arrive. This ability to use models

to predict the categorisation of new records is a prime function of data mining, one

that is used in many fields of endeavour from road maintenance (Allouch et al.,

2017) to detection of cervical cancer (J. K. Bae et al., 2020).

2.3 The Broader Steps of Data Mining

This task of learning patterns within data using data-mining algorithms forms an

important part of data mining. However, it is one part of a broader process (Han,

Pei and Kamber, 2011):

• Data Collection - Before data can be mined, it has to be collected! Data

can be collected from any number of sources, including Internet of Things

(IoT) devices and smartphones, depending on the application and the data

required. However, quality of data is a key issue and it is important that the

data collected is relevant to the knowledge that is desired. Moreover, the

inclusion of irrelevant data can weaken the model, as well as slow down

the model training speed and any inference process using that model. Thus,

data selection can be seen to not only ensure higher accuracy but also faster

processing. (Aggarwal, 2015)

• Data Cleaning or ’pre-processing’ - This is the process of removing data

that may be inconsistent and including appropriate data where values may

be missing. Errors can also be cause for concern, for example, datasets

required to match lists of names may mis-classify names that are misspelt.

Thus, data cleaning is the process of ensuring that data is complete and as

free of errors or ’noise’ as possible (Han, Pei and Kamber, 2011). Missing

values can cause a record to be overlooked, thus there are numerous tech-

niques for appropriately adding in suitable values. For categorical data, it
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can include selecting the most common response, while for numerical data,

it can be taking the average of values for this attribute, or looking at the

same attribute value in other similar records.

• Data Transformation / Data Integration - Data cannot be guaranteed to

arrive in a form suited for immediate data mining and thus, some manipula-

tion maybe required. For example, the temperature values in Table 2.1 may

have come in degrees-Fahrenheit, not Celsius, requiring a transformation

for each data point. The wind direction may arrive as a numeric value in

degrees and need to be converted into the more traditional compass-based

identifiers. Moreover, data is usually gathered from various sources, thus

apart from any transformation steps, the data needs to be combined or

‘integrated’ into a single dataset form (Lenzerini, 2002).

• Data Mining - Once these preceding steps have been completed, the data

is ready for mining. It is in this step that machine-learning algorithms

are applied to derive a model from the data that explains the hidden pat-

terns within. However, as previously noted, the accuracy of the model

achieved in this step can only be as good as the training data it is applied

to (Aggarwal, 2015).

• Knowledge Presentation/Visualisation - Having these most relevant mod-

els at hand achieves the basic data mining goal. However, for the sake of

stakeholders, more meaningful presentation methods may be required to

share the knowledge gained and for actions to be taken. Understanding

the needs of stakeholders will provide the best direction for choosing the

appropriate presentation methods. This can be achieved through data visu-

alisation, methods of providing a visually-engaging display of knowledge

that can be more easily absorbed (M. Chen et al., 2008).

Thus, while an essential part of the overall process, the actual execution of data-

mining algorithms to perform the ’data mining’ step is only one part that depends

on the other steps to achieve best results.

2.3.1 Important Methods of Data Mining

Not all data mining tasks require the classification of a record into a particular

group. As a result, there are different data mining techniques to suit different
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applications. Three of the most common are Association Rule Mining, Classification

and Clustering.

2.3.1.1 Association Rule Mining

A technique used by supermarkets is to analyse the contents of customer pur-

chases from purchase data. This ’market basket analysis’ aims to identify purchasing

patterns within shopping transactions. In terms of data mining, this analysis looks

for commonalities or ’associations’ between attribute values (that is, basket items)

that have a higher probability of occurring. Association Rule Mining (also called

’frequent itemset mining’) is the process of identifying these association rules from

transaction data (I. H. Witten, Frank and M. A. Hall, 2011; R. Agarwal, Srikant et al.,

1994). For example, common association rules can include:

{soft-drink, chips}→ {chocolate}

{breakfast cereal}→ {milk}

These rules operate such that if the item/s on the left of the arrow are found, the

item/s on the right usually follows, with the arrow indicating the single direction

of association. For example, it would not follow that milk is always purchased with

breakfast cereal. Nevertheless, supermarket proprietors can use this knowledge to

their advantage, for example, by adjusting the physical layout of the store to place

breakfast cereal near the milk (to boost customer convenience), or having a special

deal on only one of the items in the association rule (since the other items tend to

be purchased in any case) (I. H. Witten, Frank and M. A. Hall, 2011).

2.3.1.2 Classification

Many datasets feature records that have already been categorised or ’classed’.

Classification is a method of ’supervised learning’ where algorithms learn the

patterns between the class value and non-class attribute values as a set of rules or

’model’. This model not only explains the relationships within the data, but can also

be used to infer or predict the class value of new similar records that have no class

value. There are numerous types of classification algorithm, from those based on

Bayesian probability to decision trees (J. Ross Quinlan, 1986) and neural networks

(A. K. Jain, J. Mao and Mohiuddin, 1996).
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FIGURE 2.1: Clustering of three groups of records within a three-
attribute datacube.

2.3.1.3 Clustering

While classification is a popular technique, not all datasets come with predefined

class values. In this situation, learning about the data must take place without the

’supervision’ of class values, a process known as ’unsupervised learning’. To do

this, clustering looks at the data itself to identify groups of records having a similar

structure to each other, but different to other records and clusters. An example

of a three-dimensional datacube in Fig. 2.1 shows groups of records with three

attributes clustered by likeness.

As the focus of this thesis is on classification methods, particularly decision trees

and ensembles, these will now be discussed in more detail in the next section.

2.4 An Introduction to Classification Methods

2.4.1 Decision Trees

Decision trees are a method of classification within supervised learning, an example

of which is shown in Fig. 2.2a. It is a flowchart or tree-like structure consisting of

internal branching points or ‘nodes’ and terminating nodes or ‘leaves’ that feature

the designated class value or ‘label’. The example tree in Fig. 2.2a is built from

the training dataset in Fig. 2.2b. This simple dataset consists of three attributes

(columns) and six records (rows). The designated ‘class’ attribute in this dataset is

the ‘Mortgage’ attribute. The goal would be to identify a data pattern relating age
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FIGURE 2.2: The decision tree in (a) consists of nodes (ovals),
branches (edges) and terminating nodes or ‘leaves’ (rectangles). This
tree correctly classifies all six records in dataset (b) by their Mortgage
attribute values.

and salary to having a mortgage.

Decision trees have two functions. First, they represent or model the training

data and from which, the tree is grown. Thus, they provide a visual knowledge

representation. Second, a decision tree can then infer or predict the class label of a

new unlabelled record.

The tree building or ‘induction’ process begins by finding the initial non-class

attribute and its value that best splits the records by their ‘Mortgage’ attribute values.

An attribute’s ability to split records at a node can be estimated by its ‘information

gain’. Multiple methods for calculating information gain exist, including the Gini

Index used by the CART algorithm (Breiman et al., 1984), Gain Ratio featured in

C4.5 (J Ross Quinlan, 2014) and the ‘Information Gain’ method in the earlier ID3

decision tree (J. Ross Quinlan, 1986). Thus, the dataset attribute that achieves the

greatest information gain at a particular node is selected to become the splitting

attribute at that node. In addition, the attribute value at which the maximum

information gain is achieved also becomes the ‘split point’ for records at that node.

The process can be demonstrated mathematically using the equation for information

value or ‘entropy’ developed by Shannon (Shannon, 1949; Han, Pei and Kamber,

2011):

Info(D) = −
c∑

i=1

pi log2 (pi) (2.1)

where D is the dataset, c is the number of distinct class values (two, in this example

- ‘yes′ and ‘no′) and pi is the probability of a record in D belonging to a particular

class value ci. In this example, the dataset in Fig. 2.2b features three records with
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‘yes′ Mortgage value and three with ‘no′. Thus, the uncertainty of the dataset can be

calculated using equation (2.1):

Info(D) = −(3
6
log2(

3

6
) +

3

6
log2(

3

6
)) = −(−0.5 + (−0.5)) = 1.0bits

The ‘Information Gain’ is then the improvement or ‘gain’ in information achieved

by splitting the records against one of the non-class attributes (J. Ross Quinlan,

1986). This gain is calculated by:

Gain(D) = Info(D)− InfoA(D) (2.2)

where InfoA(D) is the information value required to determine a record’s class by

splitting on attribute A. In a decision tree build process, each non-class attribute of

the dataset is tested in turn as attribute A at each node. This is done by splitting the

records by each candidate attribute value one-by-one and calculating the informa-

tion gain with equations (2.1) and (2.2). The aim is to identify the attribute-value

pair that delivers the maximum information gain. Fig. 2.3 extends the example of

Fig. 2.2 to show the process for the first two attribute value splits. Starting with the

‘Age′ attribute as the test candidate, Fig. 2.3a shows the initial division of records

based on the ‘Age′ attribute and the value of 25. The information value can be

calculated via Equation (2.1):

InfoA(D) =
1

6
× (−0

1
log2

0

1
− 1

1
log2

1

1
) +

5

6
× (−3

5
log2

3

5
− 2

5
log2

2

5
) = 0.809bits

Fig. 2.3b shows how the ‘Age′ attribute and test split-value of 25 divides the dataset

records into two groups. The group consisting of Age values less than or equal to

(≤) 25 has the one record, with Mortgage value of yes. The group with Age values

greater than (>) 25 has five records in all - three records with Mortgage value of no

and two with yes. This delivers the information value of 0.809 bits calculated above.

The ‘information gain’ achieved by this split-value is calculated using equation

(2.2):

Gain(D) = Info(D)− InfoA(D) = 1.0− 0.809 = 0.191bits

Thus, this split-point provides some information gain, but to identify the value

delivering the greatest information gain, each attribute value must be tested. The
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FIGURE 2.3: The attribute splitting process involves (a) splitting the
records into two groups by each attribute value in turn, with (b)
showing the split on an attribute value of ‘25’ and (c) an attribute
value of ‘27’.

next split value of ‘27’, shown in Fig. 2.3a and Fig. 2.3c, has information value:

InfoA(D) =
2

6
× (−1

2
log2

1

2
− 1

2
log2

1

2
) +

4

6
× (−2

4
log2

2

4
− 2

4
log2

2

4
) = 1.0bit

Again, the information gain for this attribute value comes via equation (2.2) as 1.0 -

1.0 = 0. Thus, this split-value provides no information gain and can be disregarded

as a potential candidate, since it is less than the 0.191-bit information gain achieved

using the value ‘25’. This can be also seen intuitively from the split of Mortgage

attribute values, shown in Fig. 2.3c. Drawing a line under the second record in Fig.

2.3a and splitting on Age ≤ 27 and Age > 27 creates the two groups as shown in Fig.

2.3c - each group features equal numbers of yes and no records and is of no help in

classifying a new record.

Following this process through all of the Age attribute values, the highest in-

formation gain is achieved with a split-value of ‘30’, where the gain is 1.0 - 0.459

= 0.541 bits. However, testing the Salary attribute shows the split-value of ‘45000’

also provides a maximum information gain of 0.541 bits. In this situation where two

attributes achieve equal maximum information gain, one is chosen at random, thus

Age can be selected and becomes the root node attribute (top oval in Fig. 2.2a). This

testing process is used to create further nodes for each split of dataset records and

continues recursively until an end-point or ‘termination’ criterion is met. End-point

criteria include a node reaching a user-defined level of maximum tree depth, too

few records reaching a node, as well as no further division of records possible (Han,

Pei and Kamber, 2011).

However, identifying Age as the root node attribute and ‘30’ as its split value

required testing all non-class attributes and all distinct attribute values - in this
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TABLE 2.2: A Confusion Matrix showing classification results for a
two-class-label dataset.

yes no Total
yes TP FN P
no FP TN N
Total P‘ N‘ P + N

example, 12 tests in all. Moreover, this process must be repeated for every node in

the tree.

Once the tree is complete, an unlabelled record (one without a class value) can

be analysed by the tree. The new record’s non-class attribute values determine

the branches taken until one of the leaf nodes is reached. If the class values of

all records at the selected leaf are the same, this value becomes the class value of

the unlabelled record. If, however, the leaf consists of multiple class values, some

method for selecting between the class values is used. It is common for decision

trees to choose the class value that is most frequent (known as the ‘majority’ class).

2.5 Model Classification Accuracy

A key measure of success for a classification model is its ability to correctly classify

new data that arrives without a class attribute label, described as the model’s

’classification accuracy’. To allow comparison with other algorithms, it can be

measured by testing the model against a dataset of records with known class labels,

but with those labels removed for testing. The model then attempts to classify each

record - if the model’s predicted class label matches the actual label, that record

is correctly classified; if it does not, the record is incorrectly classified. Finally, the

number of correctly classified records are tallied and divided by the total number

of records in the dataset. This value becomes the model’s classification accuracy

(I. H. Witten, Frank and M. A. Hall, 2011).

2.5.1 Confusion Matrix and Evaluation Metrics

Classification accuracy can also be defined more precisely by comparing how the

model classifier predictions compare with the actual class labels of the training
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TABLE 2.3: A Confusion Matrix based on a classifier testing a 100-
record version of Fig. 2.2b showing the two ’Mortgage’ class labels -
’yes’ and ’no’.

yes no Total
yes 44 12 56
no 8 36 44

Total 52 48 100

data. An important tool for achieving this is the classification matrix, an example

of which is shown in Table 2.2. This |c| × |c| table, where c is the set of class labels,

provides a numerical summary of the classifier’s ability to handle records of the

available classes and how these are distributed.

In a classification problem of two class values, one will be considered a ’positive’

class (the class value we are most interested in) and the other ’negative’ (the one

we are not). Table 2.3 provides a working example of a dataset with 100 records

similar to that shown in Fig. 2.2b. In this example, the positive class is ’yes’ and

the negative ’no’. The confusion matrix displays for possible alternatives for the

classification of each record:

• True Positive (TP ) - a positive-class record correctly predicted as positive.

• False Positive (FP ) - a negative-class record the classifier incorrectly classes

as positive.

• True Negative (TN ) - a negative-class record correctly classified as negative.

• False Negative (FN ) - a positive-class record falsely classified as negative.

Here, TP , FP , TN and FN represent the numbers of records classed in each of

these four options, respectively. From these, a number of metrics can be calculated,

starting with accuracy (Han, Pei and Kamber, 2011; I. H. Witten, Frank and M. A.

Hall, 2011):

accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FP + TN + FN
=
TP + TN

P +N
= 1− error rate (2.3)

Thus, accuracy is the number of true-positive and true-negative records as a pro-

portion of the total number of records. In the case of Table 2.3, the accuracy

(44 + 36)/100 = 0.8 or 80%.

Likewise, the classifier error rate is calculated by the number of false-positive and

false-negative records as a proportion of the total (Han, Pei and Kamber, 2011):
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error rate =
FP + FN

TP + FP + TN + FN
=
FP + FN

P +N
= 1− accuracy (2.4)

Again, in our working example, the error rate is 1 − 0.8 = 0.2 or 20%. However,

accuracy and error rate only provide detail over the whole class value space. It

may also be important to understand how accurate the classifier is specifically with

positive and negative-class records. Sensitivity identifies the number of positive-

class records correctly predicted (Han, Pei and Kamber, 2011):

sensitivity =
TP

TP + FN
=
TP

P
(2.5)

Using our example once more, the sensitivity of this classifier is 44/52 = 0.846 or

84.6%. Meanwhile, specificity measures the accuracy of negative-class records (Han,

Pei and Kamber, 2011; Powers, 2011):

specificity =
TN

TN + FP
=
TN

N
(2.6)

This proves to be 36/48 = 0.75 or 75% in our worked example. It is also possible to

determine the proportion of positive records are actually positive, a metric known

as ’precision’ (Davis and Goadrich, 2006):

precision =
TP

TP + FP
(2.7)

Nevertheless, while these measures do provide considerable detail, the choice of

dataset used to measure these metrics is also important. If we use the same dataset

the model was learned from to perform this classification accuracy test, this can

lead to a serious problem known as ’over-fitting’. Imagine someone sitting for an

exam they have already seen. The chances are that person would do well. However,

it may give examiners an inflated result. The issue of over-fitting falls into the same

bracket - a model tested using the same dataset it was learned from would achieve

unrealistically high accuracy. However, when tested on new data the model has not

seen, the actual accuracy may be considerably lower (I. H. Witten, Frank and M. A.

Hall, 2011). Thus, its ability to generalise to other data would be considered ’poor’.

The question now is how to avoid this problem. There are two common solutions,

often depending on the number of available records in the training dataset.
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FIGURE 2.4: The ’train, validate, test’ assessment method splits the
original dataset into three subsets. A common split is 60/20/20 for
train, validate and test, respectively.

2.5.2 Train, Validate, Test

One of two common solutions for assessing classification accuracy is the ’Train,

Validate, Test’ (TVT) method (I. H. Witten, Frank and M. A. Hall, 2011). It involves

splitting the training dataset into three groups or ’subsets’, as shown in Fig. 2.4.

The first subset is used to train the model. Thus, the model learns the pattern(s) of

this first subset. The second subset is used to evaluate the model, make parameter

or ’tuning’ changes to the algorithm’s parameters and rebuild the model using the

original training subset. The value of this technique is that it allows the model to be

tuned or ’tweaked’ on the basis of the ’validate’ subset, but never learns from this

subset. The third subset is then used as a final test to check the model’s classification

accuracy. This accuracy is based solely on the classification results from this ’test’

subset and is equal to the number of subset records correctly classified divided by

the total number of subset records.

2.5.3 k-fold Cross-Validation

The issue with the Train-Validate-Test (TVT) method of model assessment in the

previous section is that since it is normal for no section to be given more than 60%

of the total number of records in the training data, the actual training dataset has to

be a reasonable size to ensure reliability of results. However, this may not always

be possible, particularly for example in health applications.

One alternative enables the entire training dataset to be used as both training

data and testing data. It is called ’cross-validation’ and is commonly used, particu-

larly with smaller training datasets (I. H. Witten, Frank and M. A. Hall, 2011).
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FIGURE 2.5: k-fold cross-validation involves each fold taking turns
as the ’test’ fold (yellow), all test fold results are tallied (the ’correctly
classified’ column) and divided by the total number of records, n =
|D|. In this example, k = 5.

An example of this technique is shown in Fig. 2.5. It begins with first parti-

tioning the records of the training dataset into k groups or ’folds’, each given a

roughly equal number of records. One of the folds is designated the ’test’ fold and

the remaining folds are used to train a model. Once the model is trained, it is then

tested against the records in the ’test’ fold and the number of correctly classified

records tallied. Once completed, one of the other training folds is selected to become

the new ’test’ fold. A new model is trained on the remaining ’train’ folds and the

number of correctly classified records is again tallied. This process continues until

each fold has had its turn as the ’test’ fold. Thus, k models are built and every

record is tested exactly once, since each fold performs the ’test’ fold role only once.

At this point, the overall classification accuracy is obtained by collating the correctly

classified records from each fold test and divided it by the total number of records

in the original training dataset (Han, Pei and Kamber, 2011).

The number of folds, k, might seem to be chosen mostly by convention, with

three, five and ten-folds most common. However, research shows that setting k = 5

or k = 10 are of value as they reduced bias. Essentially, choosing k is a trade-off - set-

ting it too low may increase bias in the result, while setting it too high increases the

computational load, slowing the process and requiring more time (J. D. Rodriguez,

A. Perez and Lozano, 2009).
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2.6 Model Training Speed

A key focus of this thesis is the concept of ’model training speed’. By this, we

mean the time it takes for a computing system to run, in this case, a classification

algorithm across a training dataset and generate a model of that data that can be

used to classify, or ’infer’ the class of new data. Broadly, the time required to train a

model is a function of:

• the complexity of the algorithm, Ca,

• the number of processor cores or threads, Pt

• the number of computing devices used, Nd

Thus, it can be broadly represented as:

Ttrain =
Ca

Pt ×Nd

(2.8)

More practically, speed test or ’benchmark’ timings in this thesis are recorded

programmatically - that is, they are recorded by the software program being run.

Timing is initialised as the last task before the data-mining algorithm is executed

and ends as soon as the algorithm completes. All times are recorded in seconds and

use the device’s internal system clock functions at millisecond level.

The importance of model-training speed becomes apparent when you are able

to train a model with one algorithm that achieves the same accuracy as a model

from another algorithm, but required less time to train the model. Algorithms

that train models faster are important for two reasons. First, in 2017, cloud service

providers, Google and Amazon, changed their pricing models from a per-hour to a

per-second basis (Darrow, 2017; Woo, 2020). Thus, an algorithm that achieves the

same result faster can save a business money. Second, faster algorithms are useful

for mobile devices, such as smartphones, where battery power is limited and often

jealously-guarded by users. As a result, model training speed is an important factor,

regardless of whether it is implemented in the cloud or on a mobile device.

2.7 Ensemble classifiers

When seeking medical advice, a patient may be referred by a general practitioner to

a specialist doctor when specific diagnosis is complex. This desire to seek a ’second
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FIGURE 2.6: The original Fig. 2.2 dataset (a) resampled with replace-
ment to create ’bagged’ dataset samples (b) and (c).

opinion’ is the basis behind the concept of ensemble learning. Ensemble classifiers,

such as decision forests, combine the predicted results from multiple base classifiers

and use some method (such as majority voting) for deciding the final result. There

are many ensemble classifiers. However, the three most relevant to this thesis will

now be discussed. These are Bagging (Breiman, 1996a), Random Subspace (Ho,

1998) and Random Forest (Breiman, 2001).

2.7.1 Bagging

Ensemble classifiers are numerous, but few are more well-known than ‘Boot-

strapped Aggregating’, commonly known as ‘Bagging’ (Breiman, 1996a). It com-

bines a number of identical base classifiers together and uses majority voting to

determine the final predicted class label for a new record.

However, if each base classifier is given the exact same training data, the res-

ult will be a series of identical trees, all giving the same result. Just as a general

practitioner does not refer a patient to another general practitioner with exactly the

same skills, an ensemble requires diversity amongst the base classifiers. To achieve

this diversity, Bagging generates multiple copies of the original training dataset D,

|D| = n, through the process of ’bootstrapping’. This involves choosing n records

sampled at random from dataset D with replacement, that is, any sample chosen

for a bootstrap sample, maybe chosen again for that same bootstrap sample. An

example using the original dataset from Fig. 2.2 is shown in Fig. 2.6. One record

from the dataset in Fig. 2.6a is chosen at random, recorded, put back and the process

completed six times each to create the datasets in Fig. 2.6b and Fig. 2.6c.

The purpose of Bagging is to achieve a set of more diverse dataset derivatives.

However, this ‘with replacement’ technique results in only approximately 63.2%
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of the records selected being unique, with the remainder as duplicates (Bauer and

Kohavi, 1999). Each new sample dataset Dj is then used to induce a new decision

tree, with as many datasets created as required, such that j=[1,|T |], where T is

the ensemble of trees, size |T |. The results of each decision tree are combined or

‘aggregated’, either through averaging for a regression problem, or through a vot-

ing method (such as majority voting) for a classification task. Thus, the bootstrap

aggregation creates an ensemble of decision trees T , where the only variation is the

dataset Dj used to induce each tree Tj .

2.7.2 Random Subspace

An alternative method of creating this diversity is achieved by Random Subspacing.

Rather than creating a new dataset sample for every base classifier as with Bagging,

Random Subspacing instead creates a subsample or ’subspace’, Asub, of the attribute

space, A, such that |Asub| = 0.5 × |A| (Ho, 1998). The attributes for this subspace

are sampled at random without replacement and are resampled for each tree node.

Unlike Bagging, all base classifiers for Random Subspacing use the same training

dataset D. However, Random Subspacing does follow the Bagging method of

deciding the final prediction result, by aggregating the predictions of each base

classifier are aggregated and using majority voting (classification) or averaging

(regression), as appropriate, to decide the winner.

One of the benefits of Random Subspacing is that since only a subspace of

the full dataset attribute space is used, it achieves greater processing speed than

Bagging. Moreover, it overcomes the ’curse of dimensionality’ that occurs with

algorithms that process every attribute, whether or not it has a strong relationship

with the class attribute and thus, notably slowing the learning process (Ho, 1998).

2.7.3 Random Forest

It was later understood that the benefits of Bagging and Random Subspacing

could be combined to create a new ensemble classifier known as ’Random Forest’

(Breiman, 2001). This double layer of diversity created through Bagging’s boot-

strapped dataset samples and Random Subspacing’s random attribute subspace

selection, delivers greater processing speed than Bagging and greater classification
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accuracy than Random Subspacing. In addition, Random Forest further varies

the attribute subspacing from Random Subspace, with two common methods for

generating the size of this subspace:

|Asub| = int(log2m) + 1 (2.9)

|Asub| =
√
m (2.10)

where m is the size of attribute space A of dataset D. As a result, it has become one

of the most influential classification algorithms and continues to form the basis of

new research today (J. Chen et al., 2016; Adnan and Islam, 2017a; Bernard, Heutte

and Adam, 2009; Ishwaran and M. Lu, 2019).

Unlike decision trees, Random Forest base classifiers are grown to maximise size

with no post-pruning stage. Because of the diversity achieved through bootstrap-

ping and random subsampling, the combined classifier is essentially immune to

over-fitting to the training data. This adds to the model-training speed by reducing

the processing workload required.

Following this introduction to data mining, Chapter 3 surveys the rise of smart-

phones, identifying how they have improved to achieve near-laptop performance

levels. We also explore the evolution of data mining, with a focus on decision trees

and ensembles. Finally, we analyse how both smartphones and data mining have

combined to become a focus of research, albeit one with limitations.



CHAPTER 3

Literature Review

The purpose of this chapter is to explore in-depth the three key research areas related

to the research contributions of this thesis - the development of smartphones, the

evolution of data mining and the intersection of the two. Section 3.1 begins with

the development of the ’modern era’ smartphone, starting with the first Apple

iPhone in 2007, analysing the component areas that have seen smartphones evolve

from secondary companion devices to rivalling laptop computers for application

performance. This is followed by Section 3.2 and the evolution of data science,

with specific focus on how the demand to model larger (and smaller) datasets has

boosted the need for faster and more accurate classification methods. In Section 3.3,

we survey this intersection of smartphones and data mining in literature, identify

trends in smartphone usage patterns, as well as the digital landscape created

by Cloud, Fog and Mobile Edge Computing. Section 3.4 looks to the future for

smartphones in data mining, identifying opportunities in data visualisation through

augmented/mixed reality and distributed data mining. Finally, Section 3.5 closes

this review.

3.1 A Brief Evolution of Smartphones

Although the first prototype mobile phone was developed by U.S. electronics man-

ufacturer Motorola in 1973 (Cooper et al., 1975), we define the modern ‘smartphone’

era as beginning with the release of the Apple iPhone in 2007 (B. X. Chen, 2007). We

will call this period since the ‘modern era’ to differentiate it from the pre-smartphone

era of fixed-software or ‘feature’ phones, such as the popular Nokia 3110 and 5110

models of the late-1990s and early-2000s. In addition, the focus will be limited to

active smartphone technologies based on ecosystems created by Apple and Google.

While distinct smartphone platforms from Microsoft, Blackberry and others during

The work presented in this chapter is currently submitted for review in: ACM Computing
Surveys, Rank A* (CORE2020), under the title of "Data Mining on Smartphones: A Survey".

26
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this period are acknowledged, the global smartphone market has since retreated

to the two ecosystems in Apple and Google (Rubin, 2020; Gartner, 2017) and these

form the basis of this research survey.

Key factors of interest to this thesis that differentiate smartphones from their

predecessors are the ability to install third-party software from a central software

repository (Jieun Kim et al., 2014), along with a growing array of built-in sensors (X.

Su, Tong and Ji, 2014). The software repository not only provides users with a safe

and easy-to-install library of software applications, but also gives smartphones ‘per-

sonal computer’-like versatility, with applications ranging from three-dimensional

(3-D) gaming and multimedia to broad-based internet functionality including video

streaming and online-dating (Mohadisdudis and Ali, 2014). Moreover, the array of

built-in sensors provides opportunities for gathering local user and environmental

feedback that will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.3.

3.1.1 Smartphones - By Design

Smartphones are a category of mobile communications device featuring a highly

capable level of general-purpose computing functionality. This functionality is

user-accessed through a touch-screen display interface and powered by a general-

purpose processor or ’System on a Chip’ (SoC) platform (Carroll and Heiser, 2013).

An SoC platform follows the same software principles as ‘personal computers’

(PCs) in featuring an operating system, upon which, third-party multi-purpose

applications can be loaded and executed. The operating system is executed by a

central processing unit (CPU) with accompanying random-access memory (RAM).

Long-term on-device storage is provided by solid-state memory (Carroll, Heiser

et al., 2010; Shiraz, Whaiduzzaman and Gani, 2013).

As with the feature phones they supersede, smartphones are powered by an

internal rechargeable battery. They also feature a number of additional sensors

designed to enhance usability (X. Su, Tong and Ji, 2014). These include an accel-

erometer enabling the smartphone to detect its physical orientation and switch

the screen between portrait (vertical) and landscape (horizontal) modes to suit

(Sahami Shirazi et al., 2013). Other sensors include a proximity sensor to detect a

phone being held close to the user’s face, as well as environmental sensors captur-

ing measurements that can include temperature, barometric pressure and compass
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direction (X. Su, Tong and Ji, 2014).

Smartphones also provide numerous wireless communications interfaces (Per-

rucci, Fitzek and Widmer, 2011). These include Bluetooth for one-to-one narrow-

band communications with peripheral devices, such as audio headphones. Higher-

bandwidth local-area wireless data transfer is available via Wi-Fi. This transfer can

be direct with other smartphones using Wi-Fi Direct (WiFi Alliance, 2020b), or via

a wireless-access point (WAP) for broader internet access. Moreover, wide-area

data transfer can also be achieved directly through broadband cellular networks, in

addition to voice and text communications (Z. Lu, Cao and La Porta, 2017). Thus,

the smartphone is a complete mobile computing and communications device that

fits in the user’s pocket.

3.1.2 Smartphones - By Numbers

This combination of mobile general-purpose computing and portable communica-

tions has seen smartphones changed the way the world computes. The smartphone

market today is dominated by devices using the Android and iOS operating sys-

tems, plus the software ecosystems created by their respective owners, Google and

Apple (Gartner, 2020). This dominance is evidenced by the more than 1.5 billion

Android and iOS smartphones sold in both 2018 and 2019. The last quarter of 2019

saw global smartphones sales pass 406 million, with Samsung topping 70.4 million

sales, ahead of Apple on 69.5 million (Gartner, 2020). Both major ecosystems have a

heritage that traces back to their respective launch devices – the first Apple iPhone

released in June 2007 (Macedonia, 2007) and the first Android device, the HTC

Dream (also known as the T-Mobile G1), launched in October 2008 (Ganapati, 2008).

3.1.3 Improvements in Smartphone Hardware

Since their launch, smartphones have seen significant improvements in key hard-

ware components that have enabled rapid application expansion, improvements

that are also relevant to data mining. This section will now cover these key com-

ponents, including the smartphone processor or ‘System on a Chip’ (SoC), Random-

Access Memory (RAM) and battery capacity. We begin with an overview of im-

provements in smartphone SoCs.
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FIGURE 3.1: Block diagram of an example smartphone SoC, featuring
integrated connectivity (4G, Wi-Fi), Image Signal Processor (cam-
eras), Graphics Processor Unit (graphics) and Digital Signal Processor
(hardware-accelerated deep-learning inferencing).

3.1.3.1 Improvements in Smartphone SoC Technology

A ‘System on a Chip’ (SoC) is a single-piece or ‘monolithic’ integrated circuit

that combines many of the basic functions that form a computer system into a single

chip from predesigned ’intellectual property’ (IP) blocks (Saleh et al., 2006). The

block diagram of an example SoC design is shown in Fig. 3.1. An SoC typically

consists of one or more central processor unit (CPU) or ‘processor cores’ for code

execution, random-access memory (RAM) for local temporary storage of code and

data, as well as dedicated input/output (I/O) interfaces, either to access data from

associated sensors or other devices (Keating and Bricaud, 2002). In addition, many

SoCs incorporate graphic processor units (GPUs) designed to accelerate video pro-

cessing for three-dimensional (3-D) gaming (Pathania et al., 2014). GPUs are also

increasingly being used in machine-learning applications, including data mining,

albeit using pre-learned ‘deep learning’ models only. More recent SoCs include

additional application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) for accelerated video-

encoding (camera record) and decoding (video playback) applications. SoCs also

feature wireless connectivity, including Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and older-generation cel-

lular network support, while newer-generation networks, such as fifth-generation

’5G’, are often initially provided on separate silicon (Amadeo, 2019).

Nevertheless, with the SoC responsible for executing application code in any
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smartphone device, it is the continual development and improvement in three

key facets of SoC design that has today extended the performance to near-laptop

computer levels. These facets include clock speed, the number of processor cores

and the core microarchitecture (M. P. Singh and M. K. Jain, 2014).

3.1.3.2 Improvements in SoC Processor Clock Speed

The processor clock speed refers to the rate at which periodic electronic syn-

chronisation or ‘clock’ pulses are generated by the SoC’s internal clock generator to

govern functions from basic arithmetic logic to data transfer to and from RAM and

external storage (Seitz, Mead and Conway, 1980). The higher this clock speed, the

faster a processor can execute software program code and the faster a mobile device

appears to operate. With respect to smartphone SoCs, clock speed is measured

in millions (106) or billions (109) of cycles per second or ‘Hertz’ (MHz or GHz as

appropriate, 1GHz = 1000MHz) (Kwak et al., 2014).

The first-generation Apple iPhone delivered a processor clock speed of 412MHz

(Shojania and Li, 2009), the corresponding initial Android-powered HTC Dream

featured a higher 528MHz clock rate (Carroll, Heiser et al., 2010). By direct compar-

ison, a top-performing Android smartphone in 2020, such as the current-generation

Samsung Galaxy S20 Ultra 5G, incorporates a smartphone SoC with a clock rate

of up to 2.8GHz (Samsung, 2020d) - a greater-than-six-fold increase. Even the

cheapest budget-class devices include a processor clock speed in excess of 1GHz.

For example, in Australia, the Telstra Essential Smart 2 prepaid phone (locked to

a particular cellular network) operates a processor clock speed of up to 1.4GHz,

despite selling for just AUD$45. Thus, clock speed is one key factor that has seen a

significant improvement to-date in this modern smartphone era.

By way of further comparison, the clock speed gains within the ‘personal com-

puter’ (PC) market over the same period have not been as extensive. As of May

2006, chip maker Intel had already released its latest Pentium 4 processor with

a clock speed of 3.6GHz (Grochowski and Annavaram, 2006), yet the latest Core

i9-10980XE Extreme Edition processor launched in the fourth quarter of 2019 has

a ’maximum turbo frequency’ of 4.6GHz (Intel, 2020), a gain over the 2006 rate

of only 28%. Thus, notwithstanding the importance of other factors such as CPU

architecture, the better-than six-fold gain in SoC clock speed provides one point of

reference for performance improvements in smartphones during that time.
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3.1.3.3 The Need for More Processor Cores

A modern processor core consists of many millions of electronic switches or

‘transistors’ that switch between two voltage levels. These levels define binary digits

or ‘bits’ {0, 1} that combine to create binary numbers representing code instructions

and data. The maximum clock speed of a processor is set by the maximum switching

frequency of the transistors (V. Agarwal et al., 2000). This, in turn, is determined

by various factors, including transistor leakage current that limits the processor’s

maximum power dissipation, plus the electrical voltage range, between which,

the transistors must switch (De Vogeleer et al., 2013). Thus, there is a limit to

the rate to which the clock speed of any processor can be increased. Moreover,

the development history of processors for the ‘personal computer’ (PC) market

provides insight into the issues that have come to similarly affect smartphones.

Chip makers Intel and AMD both reached the 1GHz clock speed mark in mid-

2000 (Wired, 2000) and continued gains saw Intel reaching the 3GHz mark by

the end of 2002 (Brewin, 2002). However, Intel required a further two-and-a-half

years to push its transistor technology to achieve 3.8GHz (Krazit, 2004). Since

the launch of the first Intel 4004 processor chip in 1971, clock speed had been a

readily-available lever with which to increase processor performance. By 2005, that

lever had effectively reached its limits (Borkar, 2007; Creel and Goffe, 2008).

The solution was not further increasing the clock speed, but increasing the

number of processor cores. Intel launched the Pentium D processor in June 2005,

the first single-chip dual-core processor for desktop PCs (Geer, 2005). A processor

with multiple code-execution engines or ‘cores’ enables a suitably-coded application

to split time-consuming code into separate streams or ‘threads’. Each thread can

then be processed on a separate core, thus ‘parallelising’ the work and reducing the

overall code execution time (Di Ventra and Pershin, 2013). PC processors have since

seen continual growth in the number of cores. As of April 2020, the latest Ryzen

Threadripper 3990X processor from AMD includes 64 separate cores (AMD, 2020).

Smartphones have also benefited from this multi-core pathway forged by the

PC market. It took 24 years from the launch of the IBM 5150 personal computer

to see the PC first feature a multi-core processor. In contrast, the first dual-core

smartphone, the LG Optimus 2X, appeared in January 2011, less than four years

after the launch of the first iPhone (ZDNet, 2010).
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This CPU ‘core count’ rose quickly in smartphones over the next four years. The

Samsung Galaxy SIII of 2012 provided a four-core processor (Velazco, 2012; Carroll

and Heiser, 2013), while the Galaxy S6 phone of 2015 doubled this to eight cores

(Dolcourt, 2017). However, eight cores has remained the upper limit since 2015,

with greater emphasis applied to system random-access memory (RAM), as will be

shown in Section 3.1.4.

Nevertheless, in addition to the six-fold increase in clock speed, this eight-fold

increase in the number of processor cores is the second important factor for the

significant improvement in smartphone performance since 2010.

3.1.3.4 Improvements in Core Architecture

Less obvious than clock speed and core count gains, but no less important, has

been the steady improvement in processor core microarchitecture since the launch

of that first iPhone in 2007. All smartphone processors today feature core techno-

logy developed by ARM Holdings, the design company that achieved success with

the Apple Newton personal digital assistant (PDA) in 1994 (Forman and Zahorjan,

1994). Unlike traditional chipmakers Intel and AMD, ARM does not make its own

processors. Rather, it licences its technology to specialist device manufacturers to

implement in their own designs (Smith, 2008). Licensees include brands such as

Samsung, MediaTek, Qualcomm and HiSilicon, whose processors appear in the

vast numbers of smartphones today.

Both the first Apple iPhone and the first Android smartphone, the HTC Dream,

featured single-core ARM-designed processors using the ARM11 core and the

ARMv6 microarchitecture (Shojania and Li, 2009; Carroll, Heiser et al., 2010). A key

factor behind the early success of smartphones was their ability to playback media

files using the fast-growing MPEG-4 video codec (X. Chen et al., 2013). This capab-

ility came via new SIMD (single-instruction, multiple-data) instructions included

for the first time in the ARMv6 instruction set. SIMD instructions allow the same

instruction to be executed on multiple points of data concurrently. It is a form of

‘parallel processing’ that increases the speed at which instruction code is processed.

Video playback was one of the early application successes of SIMD (Goodacre and

Sloss, 2005).

However, smartphone development lagged processor development by several

years at that point – the ARM11 core, first released in 2002 (Schwabe, B.-Y. Yang
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and S.-Y. Yang, 2012), had already been superseded by the time of the original

2007 iPhone launch. In 2005, ARM announced its new Cortex-A series of processor

designs featuring a new ARMv7-A microarchitecture, beginning with the Cortex-A8

(ARM, 2005). Nevertheless, it would not be until 2009 with the arrival of the iPhone

3GS (and competitor, the Palm ’Pre’) that the Cortex-A8 processor would reach the

smartphone market (Shimpi, 2009a). Moreover, while the Cortex-A8 would become

the first ARM processor core to achieve a 1GHz clock speed, smartphone SoCs to

that point were only single-core, until the arrival of LG Optimus 2X in 2010.

The Cortex-A9 first announced in 2007 appeared in the Samsung Galaxy SII in

2011 as a dual-core configuration (Savov, 2011), which was doubled again to four-

cores for the Galaxy SIII I9300 the following year (Velazco, 2012). While ARM indic-

ated the Cortex-A9 had the potential to reach a 2GHz clock speed (ARM, 2012), the

Galaxy SIII only operated at 1.4GHz (Carroll and Heiser, 2013). Thus, smartphones

were beginning to achieve the same capabilities as PCs, with faster processing

via higher clock speeds, greater core counts and continually-improving microar-

chitecture. However, this reduced clock speed below theoretical maximum also

continued the trend initiated with the original iPhone. Its Samsung-manufactured

ARM1176JZF-S CPU core was designed to operate at 620MHz, but was under-

clocked in that first-generation iPhone to 412MHz (Dolce, 2011).

3.1.3.5 The Arrival of ’big.LITTLE’ Architecture

To this point, smartphones had mirrored the evolution of the PC in that multi-

core processors were homogeneous in design – each CPU core within the SoC

package was of the same architecture. In 2011, ARM announced that the newly-

released Cortex-A7 core could combine with the previous year’s Cortex-A15 design

to create a new heterogeneous multi-core configuration (Sakr, 2011).

Dubbed ‘big.LITTLE’ (S. Kamdar and N. Kamdar, 2015), this new framework

was designed to counter the divergent goals of increasing processor speed and

extending battery life. Researchers had previously found it increasingly difficult

to achieve the two goals with the single core design (S. Kamdar and N. Kamdar,

2015). A common method for improving power efficiency was to dynamically

regulate the operating voltage and clock speed to the required performance level, a

method known as ‘dynamic voltage and frequency scaling’ (DVFS) (W. Kim et al.,

2008). Thus, high-demand applications, such as online gaming, resulted in higher
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FIGURE 3.2: Three software models of ’big.LITTLE’ architecture -
a) Cluster Migration, b) CPU Migration, c) Global Task Scheduling.
Small blocks represent ’LITTLE’ cores; larger blocks, the ’big’ cores.
The bottom-half diagrams are examples of the active core limits for
each model, with grey cores inactive.

clock speeds, while low-power tasks, such as audio playback, could be achieved

at lower clock speeds. However, the phenomenon of ‘transistor current leakage’

meant that even when clocked at a lower rate, high-performance processors, with

their comparatively higher transistor counts, would consume more power than

less-complex processor cores with fewer transistors (Jeff, 2013).

Thus, ‘big.LITTLE’ aimed to overcome this issue by incorporating two distinct

core types within the single processor SoC (M. Kim et al., 2014). In its launch

configuration, the Cortex-A15 ‘big’ cores provided the high performance, while

the more energy-efficient Cortex-A7 ‘LITTLE’ cores handled less-demanding tasks

(Pricopi et al., 2013). The two cores are 100%-software compatible, such that either

core can run the same software code (Jeff, 2013). The question now is how to select
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the appropriate core(s) to execute a particular section of application code.

Three solutions or ’software models’ developed for big.LITTLE cores are shown

in Fig. 3.2. Before 2013, the two available software models for core selection were

‘cluster migration’ (Fig. 3.2a) and ‘CPU migration’ (Fig. 3.2b). The former treated

‘big’ and ‘LITTLE’ cores as separate homogeneous groups or ‘clusters’, with soft-

ware applications beginning life on the ‘LITTLE’ cluster and switching to the ‘big’

cluster as certain thresholds were exceeded (Randhawa, 2013). The later created

heterogeneous pairs, consisting of one core from each cluster, with code shifting

from the ‘LITTLE’ core to the ‘big’ core in each pair once those same thresholds were

exceeded (Villebonnet et al., 2014). CPU Migration offers better balance between

processing performance and power management, but both methods only allow half

the processor cores to be used at any one time (S. Kamdar and N. Kamdar, 2015).

The solution to this was proposed in 2013 as the ‘Global Task Scheduling’ soft-

ware model shown in Fig. 3.2c. Here, each core is treated as a separate unit that can

be activated as necessary, provided the device maximum power dissipation rating

is not exceeded. Thus, code can be applied to any core as the system sees fit, with

all cores available for use as required, thermal limits permitting (S. Kamdar and

N. Kamdar, 2015; Jeff, 2013).

While this core selection process is considered a ‘software model’, it is controlled

by the operating system software – to the software code of an installed app being

executed, this selection process is invisible (Holmback, Lafond and Lilius, 2015).

This can be seen as both an advantage and a drawback. The advantage of all three

software models is that they add no additional complexity to application software.

The drawback is that software developers cannot select which cores will execute

the code. Nevertheless, ‘big.LITTLE’ is said to provide three-times the efficiency

of ‘big’-only core implementations without any significant loss in performance

(Jeff, 2013). Moreover, Global Task Scheduling (also known as ’Heterogeneous

Multi-Processing’) is used by the Apple A11 Bionic SoC featured in the iPhone X

(Apple, 2017). One of the first implementations of ‘big.LITTLE’ was the Samsung

Exynos 5410 Octa processor SoC. It combined eight cores into the single package

– four Cortex-A15 and four Cortex-A7 cores. This SoC appeared in the Galaxy S4

phone of 2013 (Catanzariti, 2013).
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3.1.3.6 DynamIQ - ’big.LITTLE’ revised

ARM introduced a second-generation ‘big.LITTLE’ framework called ‘DynamIQ’

in 2017 with the release of the Cortex-A75 ‘big’ and Cortex-A55 ‘LITTLE’ processor

cores (Ignatov et al., 2018). DynamIQ doubles the maximum number of cores per

cluster from four to eight, as well as allowing unequal ‘big’ and ‘LITTLE’ cores

within the same cluster. This allows for various ‘big’ + ‘LITTLE combinations –

1+7, 2+6, 1+2, 1+3 and 1+4 in addition to the standard 4+4 configuration. It also

supports faster code switching between cores, as well as cheaper and more flexible

SoC designs (Wathan, 2017a).

3.1.3.7 ARM Cortex-X Custom (CXC) Program

Announced in May 2020, the new Cortex-X Custom (CXC) Program is aimed at

shifting developmental focus from the traditional ‘PPA’ (’P’ower consumption,

’P’erformance, chip ’A’rea) goals to allow for greater customisation and high-

performance focus (ARM, 2020i). The new Cortex-X1 SoC is said to deliver 22%

greater integer performance than the new Cortex-A78 and 30% more than the

previous-generation Cortex-A77. It also offers twice the matrix-multiplication the-

oretical throughput of previous cores, a key function in ’deep learning’ neural

networks (ARM, 2020i). Thus, CXC highlights a growing focus on performance

and machine-learning for future SoC designs, designs that may feature in future

smartphones.

3.1.3.8 Summary of Processor Improvements

Table 3.1 outlines the ARM microarchitecture pathway from the ARM11 core

design featured in the original Apple iPhone / HTC Dream phones to the latest

Cortex-A77 featuring inside the latest Samsung Galaxy S20 Ultra 5G phone and the

Cortex-X1. It also includes the reported percentage performance gains for each new

core over the corresponding core it supersedes (ARM, 2020a). Combining these

percentages, the improvement in performance over the evolution of architecture is

estimated to be greater than 20-fold, from the ARM11 core to the latest Cortex-X1.

Thus, the processing capacity of current smartphones can be seen as the result of the

substantial gains in clock speed, processor core count and core microarchitecture

performance achieved since 2007.
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TABLE 3.1: Development Summary of ARM Processor cores 2002-2020

Year Core Processor
Core Type:
’big’

Processor
Core Type:
’LITTLE’

Processor
Core Type:
’DynamIQ’

Speed
Gain
Claim
(%)

Over Citation

2002 ARM11
2005 Cortex-A8 40 ARM11 (Shimpi, 2009b)
2007 Cortex-A9 50 Cortex-A8 (ARM, 2020h)
2010 Cortex-A15 50 Cortex-A9 (ARM, 2020b)
2011 Cortex-A7
2012 Cortex-A53 40 Cortex-A7 (ARM, 2020c)
2012 Cortex-A57 160 Cortex-A15 (Frumusanu, 2015)
2015 Cortex-A72 16-50 Cortex-A57 (Frumusanu, 2015)
2016 Cortex-A73 10 Cortex-A72 (Frumusanu, 2016)
2017 Cortex-A55 18 Cortex-A53 (ARM, 2020d)
2017 Cortex-A75 16-48 Cortex-A73 (Humrick, 2017)
2018 Cortex-A76 35 Cortex-A75 (ARM, 2020e)
2019 Cortex-A77 20 Cortex-A76 (ARM, 2020f)
2020 Cortex-A78 22 Cortex-A77 (ARM, 2020g)
2020 Cortex-X1 22 Cortex-A78 (ARM, 2020i)

3.1.4 Improvements in Mobile Random-Access Memory

In the context of smartphones, Random-Access Memory (RAM) is a high-speed

volatile (data is lost when power is removed) storage to temporarily hold data

relating to in-progress software instructions. The more RAM a computing device

contains, the larger and more data-heavy software applications it can execute.

At the time of Apple iPhone launch in 2007, laptop computers of that era, such as

the Apple MacBook, were equipped with 1GB of RAM (Ackerman, 2007). However,

the initial iPhone featured only 128MB of RAM (Costanich, 2011), the HTC Dream

offered 192MB (Amamra, Talhi and Robert, 2012). Combined with the low clock

speed and single-core design of the processor SoC, this had a limiting effect on the

complexity of mobile applications available at the time.

Since 2012, Samsung has been one of the more dominant brands in the smart-

phone market based on yearly sales (Gartner, 2020; Statistica, 2020). It is known for

its high-performance ’flagship’ Galaxy S-series phones often setting new marks for

processor and RAM capacities. In 2010, smartphone RAM had risen to 512MB in

the Samsung Galaxy S I9000. The following year, the Galaxy SII doubled this to

1GB (Savov, 2011) and the Galaxy S4 of 2013 increased this to 2GB of RAM, along

with an eight-core processor (Catanzariti, 2013).
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FIGURE 3.3: Smartphones are catching up - a) 50% of smartphones
retailing in 2020 have at least 128GB of long-term storage, b) smart-
phones selling for under AUD$500 now have up to 8GB of RAM.

However, unlike the processor core count, the amount of RAM included in

subsequent models has continued to grow. The Galaxy S6 of 2015 featured 3GB of

RAM (Dolcourt, 2017), this more than doubled to 8GB in 2019’s Galaxy S10 and as

of April 2020, the current Galaxy S20 Ultra 5G phone includes an option for 16GB

of RAM (Samsung, 2020e). This represents a 128x-increase over the 2007 iPhone. To

place this in a laptop-computer context, Microsoft supplies the same 16GB of RAM

in its 2020-generation Surface Pro 7 i7 laptop at a similar $2000 price tag, yet the

Surface Pro 7 has only half the long term ‘flash’ storage of the Galaxy S20 Ultra 5G

at the same price point (128GB vs 256GB) (Microsoft, 2020b; Samsung, 2020e).

This is highlighted in Fig. 3.3. More than 60% of the 120 phones sold at one

major Australian retailer in June 2020 featured at least 128GB of long-term on-board

storage, as shown in Fig. 3.3a. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 3.3b, the amount of

RAM in smartphones in 2020 has increased significantly, with units selling under

AUD$500 now featuring as much as 8GB of RAM and AUD$1,000 smartphones as

much as 12GB. Maximising RAM is important, particularly for on-device model-

training using data mining algorithms, as the more RAM a smartphone includes,

the more complex an algorithm and the larger the dataset that can be processed.
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Thus, in terms of RAM and internal storage, the current generation of high-

performance smartphones have achieved parity with similarly-priced Windows-

based laptop computers. Combined with the equally-rapid rise in processor per-

formance, interest in the potential for smartphones to replace laptop computers is

growing (Elgan, 2017; Mark Gurman and King, 2020).

3.1.5 Application Performance - Smartphones versus Laptops

This question of smartphone and laptop performance comparison is highly relevant

from a data mining perspective, since locally-executed data mining on laptops has

long been achievable through the array of graphical user interface (GUI)-based

software tools, such as RStudio (Allaire, 2012), Rattle (Williams, 2020) and WEKA

(Frank, M. Hall and I. Witten, 2016).

The complexity of achieving high levels of processing performance constrained

by limited battery power has meant that smartphone design started at a significant

deficit. However, that deficit is rapidly declining.

ARM reported in 2018 that its Cortex-A76 core achieved single-threaded per-

formance parity with the Intel class-of-2017 dual-core Core i5-7300U processor

(Fingas, 2018). Moreover, it did so using one-third of the energy (5-watts versus

15-watts for the i5-7300U). Although this was comparing a 2018 ARM core against

a 2017 Intel chip, momentum for ARM cores continues to grow. On 22 June 2020,

Apple announced it will replace Intel processors with its own silicon based on ARM

technology in 2021 (Gibbs, 2020; Albergotti, 2020). This further boosts the argument

that the performance gap between ARM and traditional Intel laptop processors is

at the very least rapidly diminishing.

3.1.6 Improvements in Battery Capacity

However, while significant strides have been made in the key areas affecting smart-

phone performance, one area that has progressed to a lesser degree is battery

technology. Smartphones continue to rely on the same Lithium-ion based battery

technology that powered the first-generation models. The main difference has been

an increase in battery capacity, as a result of the physically larger dimensions of

recently released phones. The initial Apple iPhone featured a 1,400-milliamp-hour

(mAh) battery inside a device with a 3.5-inch diagonal-dimension touchscreen
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(Chang, C. Chen and H. Zhou, 2009). The current Galaxy S20 Ultra 5G features a

5,000mAh battery inside a chassis housing a 6.9-inch diagonal display (Samsung,

2020e). This may represent a 3.5x-increase in capacity, however, it is a notably

smaller gain than achieved in clock speed (6x), core count (8x) and RAM (128x)

over the same period. Thus, while battery capacity has improved, it has struggled

to kept pace with the gains achieved in other parts of the smartphone hardware

ecosystem.

Nevertheless, this has been largely compensated for by improvements in power

management, as well as reduced power consumption of the SoCs themselves,

thanks to smaller process-scale chip fabrication. For example, the Exynos 3110 SoC,

with its single Cortex-A8 processor core that powered the first Galaxy S phone,

was manufactured by Samsung in 2010 at a 45-nanometre (45nm) scale or ’node’

(Samsung, 2020a). By contrast, the Qualcomm Snapdragon 665 SoC inside the

2020-class Galaxy S20 was manufactured using a 7-nanometre (7nm) process node

(Qualcomm, 2020c). In general, smaller transistors switching at the same frequency

consume less power than larger transistors (N. S. Kim et al., 2003), but can also

switch at a higher rate for the same power consumption. Thus, SoC design can be

viewed in simple terms as a co-operative effort between power consumption and

switching frequency (or CPU clock speed) (N. S. Kim et al., 2003).

3.1.7 Improvements in Mobile Software

While the many improvements to smartphone hardware have rendered significant

performance gains, the Android operating system has also delivered performance

gains of its own.

One of the most effective software speed improvements arrived with the An-

droid 2.2 operating system in 2010. The inclusion of ‘Just In Time’ (JIT) software

compiling delivered speed gains of up to five-times over the previous Android

2.1 release (Bornstein, 2010; Guihot, 2012). Android devices support the Java and

Kotlin programming languages. It was well known by this point that compiling

source code as needed or ’just in time’ rather than fully compiling the source code

before execution was a more RAM-efficient method and well-suited for memory-

constrained devices (Gal, C. W. Probst and Franz, 2006).

As the amount of RAM in smartphones increased, further gains were achieved
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with the launch of Android Runtime (ART), first as an optional select in Android

4.4 and as a replacement for the previous Dalvik virtual machine in Android 5.0

(Anthony, 2013). The key difference with ART is it compiled code ahead-of-time.

This requires more RAM than JIT, but with RAM in more plentiful supply by this

time, pre-compilation delivered further performance gains. Further changes in

Android 7.0 saw JIT added to ART for additional speed (P. Singh, 2017).

3.1.8 Summary of Smartphone Improvements

Thus, since the launch of the modern smartphone in 2007, there have been perform-

ance improvements achieved in many areas – from faster processor SoCs with more

cores, more complex instruction sets and architectures, to higher levels of RAM,

larger-capacity batteries delivering longer battery life and software improvements

that execute code with greater speed. As a result, smartphones have risen from

secondary ‘companion’-class devices to now rival laptop computers with their

processing speed and storage capabilities.

However, before we consider the question of smartphones and their capacity

to execute machine-learning algorithms and perform data mining with similar

efficacy to laptops, we will first examine the evolution of data mining and how

machine-learning algorithms have themselves progressed in accuracy and efficacy.

3.2 The Evolution of (Faster) Data Mining

The phrase ’data mining’ is commonly used to describe the task of extracting

information from the growing mountains of data we as humans generate daily.

However, it can be argued that ’knowledge discovery in databases’ (KDD) more

aptly describes the desired outcome - the discovery of useful knowledge from data

that can be further actioned (Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro and Smyth, 1996). The

process of gaining this knowledge from data has evolved over the years from the

original ’expert systems’ model.

Modern expert systems date back to the early 1960s, with the exploration of

‘concept learning’ (Hunt and Hovland, 1961), an idea, originally borrowed from

the field of psychology, that a set or group of objects can be described by a rule

that can determine if another object belongs to that group (Hunt and Hovland,

1961). However, the knowledge required to drive such systems was gained through
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experience by area or ’domain’ experts and carefully collated through human

interviews by skilful ’knowledge engineers’ (Feigenbaum, 1979). By the 1970s,

knowledge-based expert systems had evolved into ’artificial intelligence’ computer

programs that held knowledge as fixed ’facts’ but also as expertise or ’heuristics’,

described as "mostly private, little-discussed rules of good judgment" (Feigenbaum,

1981). However, the human-intensive process of learning this knowledge into

a series of rules was, not surprisingly, slow and laborious, being described as

a ’bottleneck’ as early as 1980 (Feigenbaum, 1981; J. Ross Quinlan, 1986). This

highlights that improving the speed of this rule-induction process has long been a

focus of data mining history.

3.2.1 The Growth of Decision Trees in the Field of Classification

As the concept of machine-learned expert systems continued to evolve, along with

the computers used to develop them, decision trees became a growth research area,

producing algorithms covering the spectrum of needs including greater accuracy

(J Ross Quinlan, 2014), faster processing speeds (Mehta, R. Agrawal and Rissanen,

1996) and the ability to handle larger datasets (Shafer, R. Agrawal and Mehta,

1996; Gehrke, Ramakrishnan and Ganti, 1998). Decision trees do not require any

prior assumptions about the training data (Friedl and Brodley, 1997) and are thus,

a good choice for exploratory knowledge discovery. Moreover, their intuitive

tree-like structures enable data scientists and general stakeholders to comprehend

them with greater ease (Gehrke, Ganti et al., 1999). Yet despite their early success,

researchers have found continual areas for improvement in decision tree algorithms

and methods.

3.2.2 Advancements in Accuracy

Decision trees are predominantly built in a two-stage process - the tree-growth stage

and the tree-pruning stage (Buntine and Niblett, 1992). During the growth stage, the

tree is typically built by recursively splitting the training data at each decision point

or ’node’ based on an attribute that best partitions the data reaching the node into

separate homogeneous groups (J. Su and H. Zhang, 2006). The tree-pruning stage

aims to remove sections or ’branches’ of the tree that are unnecessary in accurately

splitting the training records, so as to improve the tree’s ability to generalise and

correctly classify new unseen records (J Ross Quinlan, 1996; Geurts, Irrthum and
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Wehenkel, 2009). Both stages have been the subject of considerable research, each

responsible for achieving improvements in overall classification accuracy.

3.2.2.1 Attribute Selection Measures

The method for determining the attribute that best splits the dataset records

reaching a particular node into separate homogeneous groups is known as an ’attrib-

ute selection measure’ (Han, Pei and Kamber, 2011; Mingers, 1989). It statistically

ranks each of the non-class attributes based on their ability to split the records, with

the attribute attaining the highest score selected for that node. Moreover, in the case

of numerical attributes and binary trees, the attribute value at which that best score

is calculated becomes the split value for that node (J Ross Quinlan, 1996).

Iterative Dichotomiser 3 (ID3) was one of the first derivative works of the

Content Learning System (CLS) algorithm (Hunt, Marin and Stone, 1966) and it

incorporated the attribute selection measure known as ’Information Gain’ (J. Ross

Quinlan, 1986). It is initially based on the concept that any record in a dataset D

can be classified given the required information value (or ’entropy’):

Info(D) = −
m∑
i=1

pi log2(pi) (3.1)

Here, pi is the probability that a record in the dataset belongs to a particular

class Ci, with m distinct class values (J. Ross Quinlan, 1986; Raileanu and Stoffel,

2004; Han, Pei and Kamber, 2011). The information value of splitting on attribute A

is calculated based on:

InfoA(D) =
v∑

j=1

|Dj|
|D|
× Info(Dj) (3.2)

Here, Dj is the partition of records in dataset D split by attribute A into the jth

partition, with a total of v partitions. The gain of information is then simply the

difference between the two (Han, Pei and Kamber, 2011; J. Ross Quinlan, 1986;

Frank, M. Hall and I. Witten, 2016):

Gain(A) = Info(D)− InfoA(D) (3.3)
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The Classification And Regression Tree (CART) algorithm follows a similar

top-down ’greedy’ tree induction. However, its attribute selection measure is based

on the ’gini index’ (Gastwirth, 1972; Breiman et al., 1984; J Ross Quinlan, 1996)

calculated as:

Gini(D) = 1−
m∑
i=1

p2i (3.4)

Here, m is the number of classes and pi is the proportion of records belonging

to class Ci. Again, the goal is to identify the attribute that produces the maximum

improvement in class impurity. Again, for numerical attributes, the attribute value

at which that maximum information gain is obtained becomes the split point.

3.2.2.2 Overcoming Issues of Bias and Variance

While attribute selection measures perform well at this role, they can be subject

to two subtle issues that can affect classification accuracy, namely bias and variance

(A. P. White and W. Z. Liu, 1994; Breiman, 1996b).

The concept of bias has been described as the selection of any hypothesis over

another that is not consistent with the training data (Dietterich and E. B. Kong, 1995).

Both Information Gain and Gini Index are statistical methods aimed at reducing

the impurity within the proposed node splits. However, they are both known to

favour attributes that have more distinct values (Strobl, Anne-Laure Boulesteix and

Augustin, 2007; Loh and Shih, 1997).

Gain Ratio (J Ross Quinlan, 1996), incorporated into the C4.5 algorithm, attempts

to overcome this natural bias by taking into consideration the size in the subset Dj .

First, this ’split information’ is calculated by:

SplitInfoA(D) = −
v∑

j=1

|Dj|
|D|
× log2

(
|Dj|
|D|

)
(3.5)

Then, from this, the Gain Ratio is calculated as:

GainRatio(A) =
Gain(A)

SplitInfoA(D)
(3.6)

The attribute, A, having the highest gain ratio factor is selected as the attribute

for that node. Moreover, the attributes selected for testing are limited to those

having at least average gain (J Ross Quinlan, 1996). This is due to attributes with
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low information values (that is, low ’SplitInfo’ values) appearing to be favoured

unfairly (A. P. White and W. Z. Liu, 1994).

More broadly, there are other potential sources of bias within the decision tree

induction process. Consider the process of tree-pruning. In general, it is known that

trees grown maximally are known to over-fit the data from which they are trained,

yet struggle to generalise on data not previously seen (Han, Pei and Kamber, 2011;

Aggarwal, 2015). Tree-pruning aims to remove branches that do not contribute

to accurate prediction of data, allow the tree to be less effected by the noise in

the training data and thus, generalise more accurately on new data (Buntine and

Niblett, 1992). However, arguments exist that over-fitting avoidance is another form

of bias that, when used in applications with notable data noise, can result in worse

classification accuracy (Schaffer, 1993; Elomaa, 1999).

Nevertheless, while these ‘overfitting-avoidance as bias’ arguments have them-

selves been countered (Wolpert et al., 1993), decision trees are a complex arrange-

ment that involves trading bias against variance. Variance identifies variation from

either randomness within the classification algorithm or the training data (Diet-

terich and E. B. Kong, 1995). This randomness can be due to the behaviour of the

algorithm, such as the selection of records in Bagging, or the selection of attributes

for node testing in Random Subspace and Random Forest. It can also be the result of

randomly-assigned weights to initialise neural networks (Dietterich and E. B. Kong,

1995). This is measured by calculating the square of the difference between each

sample, xi, and the sample average, xi :

variance =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(xi − xi)2 (3.7)

Moreover, it has been shown that variance, rather than bias, is the more import-

ant issue for decision tree classification accuracy (Breiman, 1996b; Dietterich and

E. B. Kong, 1995). Numerous methods for reducing variance have been researched,

yet one of the simplest methods is to run the decision tree a multiple number of

times, which acts as an averaging mechanism (Breiman, 1996b). It is this concept of

running multiple trees that has resulted in the broad area of research in ensemble

and forest learning that we will discuss in Section 3.2.5.
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3.2.3 New Sources of Speed in Decision Trees

Classification accuracy occupies a significant amount of decision tree research.

However, the need to execute machine-learning in domains as diverse as cloud

computing, smartphones and IoT devices also requires algorithms to train classifiers

at optimal speed (Keshavarz, Abadeh and Rawassizadeh, 2020). The ’need for speed’

can be applied equally to accelerating the training of existing data at greater speeds,

or handling larger datasets more efficiently.

Techniques for improving decision tree model-training speed have focussed

on the two key induction stages of tree-growth and tree-pruning. Methods for

improving the growth stage speed are often focussed on the node attribute selection

process (Ranka and V. Singh, 1998), while pruning strategies, in conjunction with

tree-growth stopping rules, are also known to improve training speed (Mehta, R.

Agrawal and Rissanen, 1996). However, the risk in aiming for improved speed

is a reduction in classification accuracy. Thus, techniques that improve speed are

generally also graded on their ability to minimise classification accuracy loss.

3.2.3.1 Faster Attribute Selection Measures

While CART was well-noted for its ability to train accurate trees, the meticulous

nature and complexity of its node attribute selection process was soon beginning to

be seen as a potential drawback (Loh and Vanichsetakul, 1988). In particular, the

split-point selection process on numeric attributes sees CART test every distinct

split-point as a possible solution for that attribute at that node (Breiman et al., 1984).

Thus, while this exhaustive search did eventually find the correct split-point for

each attribute, it is also true that, as the number of records in the training data and

distinct values per attribute increased, so too did processing time.

The Fast and Automatic Classification Tree (FACT) algorithm (Loh and Vanich-

setakul, 1988) proposed an alternative method based on the principle of Linear

Discriminant Analysis (LDA) (Balakrishnama and Ganapathiraju, 1998). Instead

of CART’s exhaustive search mechanism, FACT calculates the F-ratio (also known

as the F-statistic) of the ’between-groups’ versus ’within-groups’ variance of each

attribute at the current node. The attribute with the highest F-statistic score is selec-

ted as the attribute for that node (Loh and Shih, 1997). This process requires less

time than performing an exhaustive search, thus speeding up the training process

as a whole.
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3.2.3.2 Pruning strategies and their effect on Speed

The process of tree-pruning has an important effect on classification accuracy,

but it has an effect on processing speed also. In terms of speed, the tree induc-

tion process continues recursively, depending on the tree-pruning strategies and

stopping criterion selected. For example, CART does not incorporate a stopping

rule, instead building a maximal tree (Breiman et al., 1984). However, as seen

previously, a maximal tree is typically over-fitted to the training data and performs

comparatively-poorly when trying to classify new data. Thus, after the maximal

tree is built, CART implements post-pruning to reduce the potential for over-fitting

and increase its ability to generalise to new data (Breiman et al., 1984; Han, Pei and

Kamber, 2011).

However, this process also requires extra computational effort. By contrast,

FACT replaces pruning by implementing a stopping framework that incorporates

two stopping rules (Loh and Vanichsetakul, 1988). In this case, splitting is stopped

if the apparent error rate of splitting a new node is not lower than if no splitting

took place, or one of the classes represented at the node equals or is greater than

a user-specified number. Accordingly, FACT is shown to run between 13 and 23

times faster than CART, depending on the training data and choice of uni-variate

(single-attribute) or linear-combination splitting (Loh and Vanichsetakul, 1988).

The SLIQ (Supervised Learning in Quest) algorithm also boasts an ’inexpensive’

tree-pruning algorithm, built on the Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle

(Mehta, R. Agrawal and Rissanen, 1996). This method is based on minimising the

cost in encoding the tree, such that if two models can describe the same data, the

model with the minimum description length is preferred. The initial SLIQ research

included tests comparing performance with CART that found SLIQ to be as much

as an order-of-magnitude faster (Mehta, R. Agrawal and Rissanen, 1996).

3.2.3.3 Potential of Subsampling

As previously noted, CART tests every distinct attribute value and while this is

guaranteed to find the attribute and split-point providing the greatest information

gain, it is also computationally expensive (Loh, 2014).

A technique often used to enable the use of numerical attributes in algorithms

that do not support them is feature or attribute discretisation and involves vari-

ous methods for partitioning continuous numerical values into splits or ’bins’
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(Dougherty, Kohavi and Sahami, 1995). However, it is also noted to increase tree

induction speed. There are three attribute vectors on which discretisation can

be applied. These are described as global/local, supervised/unsupervised and

static/dynamic (Dougherty, Kohavi and Sahami, 1995).

The Global/local method determines when the attributes are discretised - ’global’

discretisation occurs before the induction process begins, ’local’ at the point of at-

tribute selection. Static/dynamic is based on whether the number of ’bins’ or

partitions is fixed at the start or varies depending on the number of attribute values

(Dougherty, Kohavi and Sahami, 1995).

An example of dynamic discretisation, CLOUDS (Classification for Large or

OUt-of-core DataSets) looks to reduce the processing complexity by reducing the

number of distinct values through sampling (Ranka and V. Singh, 1998). CLOUDS

implements two methods for sampling the distinct numeric values of an attribute

being tested at a node. The ’Sampling the Split-points’ (SS) method divides the at-

tribute value space into a fixed number of intervals and tests at those intervals. The

value providing the smallest gini value is selected, becoming the value ginimin. The

’Sampling the Split-points with Estimation’ (SSE) starts with the SS method but also

introduces an estimation method at each interval. Those intervals with an estimate

greater than ginimin are discarded, while those remaining have all values tested

(Ranka and V. Singh, 1998). Tests conducted in the initial research showed that

sampling at a ratio of 1-in-10 (10%) produced results that were almost equivalent

to the actual ’gini index’ result. However, in comparison to alternative algorithms

such as CART and C4 (the precursor to C4.5), its classification accuracy met with

moderate success. While a 10% sampling method should have resulted in improved

processing speed, no tree-training speed comparison tests were published.

3.2.3.4 Recent Research in Decision Tree Induction Efficiency

More recent research has focused on reducing the computational load of se-

lecting the optimum numerical attribute and split-point values. One technique

drops the process of testing each unique attribute value as a split candidate, instead,

opting for the attribute value mean and median as the two split candidates without

any further optimisation. Testing suggests that the technique can offer greater speed

and accuracy than algorithms such as C4.5 (Cherfi, Nouira and Ferchichi, 2018).

The rapid growth in on-line data, particular with the rise of the ’Internet of
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Things’ (IoT) has seen renewed interest in high-speed classification of non-recurrent

or ’streaming’ data. One of the pioneering algorithms in this field was the Very Fast

Decision Tree (VFDT) or ’Hoeffding Tree’ (Domingos and Hulten, 2000) that instead

of assuming the full training dataset can fit within system memory, uses statistical

Hoeffding bounds (Hoeffding, 1994) to identify when an attribute is the optimal

node attributed based on a minimal number of streamed samples.

However, recent research has identified a new technique for further improving

the processing speed of Hoeffding Trees, creating the Extremely Fast Decision Tree

(Manapragada, Webb and Salehi, 2018). Rather than following the standard Hoeffd-

ing Tree method of split-once-and-forget (that is, splitting once the best split point

has been found), EFDT uses a more efficient ’split-early-and-often’ approach, where

a split is chosen once it reaches a threshold, then later replaced if a better split has

been found.

Recent efforts have also been directed at reducing the memory footprint of

VFDTs in stream data mining applications. The Strict Very Fast Decision Tree (Costa,

Leon Ferreira, Junior et al., 2018) achieves comparative classification performance

with VFDT, but with reduced memory usage and processing time. This is achieved

by limiting the growth of the tree by only converting a leaf node into a splitting

node if a series of constraints are met.

An important recent development in decision tree-based classification has been

the rise of the Gradient-Boosting Decision Tree (GBDT), with XGBoost (T. Chen

and Guestrin, 2016) one of its most popular implementations. GBDTs are a class of

decision tree that is built sequentially as a series or ’ensemble’ of shallow or ’weak’

trees. The results from the growing number of trees are combined and are used to

weight the selection of training records used to build the next tree in the sequence

to ’boost’ the quality of the ensemble. Whereas traditional decision trees such as

CART and C4.5 use the Gini index or Information Gain, GBDTs use a loss function,

with the aim to minimise the rate of improvement or ’gradient’ of that function.

However, like traditional decision trees, GBDTs rely on testing every attribute

and every record. Soon after the introduction of the original GBDT algorithm, new

methods were developed to reduce this computational load. Stochastic Gradient

Boosting (Friedman, 2002) was one of the first, borrowing from Bagging (Breiman,

1996a) and using a random sample of the dataset, rather than the full dataset for
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the next sequential tree. This not only had the effect of reducing the number of

records to be tested, but also had the pleasant side-effect of improving accuracy

(Friedman, 2002). More recently, LightGBM (Ke et al., 2017) eliminates records that

minimally improve the loss function (that is, have small gradients), greatly reducing

the number of records required to be tested and improving overall processing speed.

Moreover, XGBoost (T. Chen and Guestrin, 2016) reduces the computational load

of selecting the optimum node attribute and split-point through an approximation

algorithm that reduces the number of value points tested.

3.2.4 Scaling Up: Overcoming the Limits of Memory

Decision trees C4.5 and CART have long been the basis of further research and are

often used as a platform for improvements. One of the key issues for algorithms

such as C4.5 and CART is their requirement that the entire training dataset fit into

system memory (Mehta, R. Agrawal and Rissanen, 1996; Shafer, R. Agrawal and

Mehta, 1996). While system memory has risen considerably in recent years, as

discussed in Section 3.1, this rise pales against the exponential growth in data being

generated each year (Jewell, Dobelin Barros and Diederichs, 2014; Marr, 2018). Thus,

while C4.5 and CART both are able to find an optimum tree that achieves generally

high accuracy, the reach of these algorithms is increasingly memory-bound. How-

ever, a framework exists to extend these algorithms beyond in-memory usage.

3.2.4.1 Methods for Achieving Scale

Supervised Learning in Quest (SLIQ) was one of the first attempts at developing

a decision tree algorithm able to scale with larger datasets and was implemented

as part of the ’Quest’ data-mining project at the IBM Almaden Research Center

(Mehta, R. Agrawal and Rissanen, 1996). It combines three main elements enabling

it to handle disk-bound datasets, as well as achieve faster tree induction speeds.

The first of these is to build the tree in a breadth-first method, rather than the

standard depth-first fashion of most previous tree algorithms. It also incorporates a

pre-sort stage for numerical attributes that creates a distinct list for each attribute,

plus a separate ’class list’ for the class labels of the training records. The third

element is a lower-cost post-pruning phase that prunes the tree using the Minimum

Description Length (MDL) principle (Barron, Rissanen and B. Yu, 1998).
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However, SLIQ has a drawback in that the pre-sort technique requires a portion

of data from the dataset be held in system memory. As the amount of system

memory required grows with the size of the training data, the maximum size of

dataset SLIQ can support is still practically limited by the available system memory

(Shafer, R. Agrawal and Mehta, 1996).

The Scalable Parallelizable Induction of Decision Trees (SPRINT) (Shafer, R.

Agrawal and Mehta, 1996) algorithm overcomes the issue of system memory util-

isation by modifying the attribute list originally developed for SLIQ. As with SLIQ,

the SPRINT attribute list contains the attribute value of each record and a record

identifier to indicate the record’s position in the dataset. However, the SPRINT list

also incorporates the corresponding class value, which SLIQ keeps in a separate

class list. The SLIQ class list is required to be kept in system memory at all times

(Mehta, R. Agrawal and Rissanen, 1996). Thus, as the dataset size increases, so too,

does the class list, which is eventually limited by the available system memory. By

incorporating the class values into the attribute list, SPRINT is required to perform

extra work at each node. However, the benefit is the reduced memory usage, allow-

ing for much larger datasets to be supported (Shafer, R. Agrawal and Mehta, 1996).

Nevertheless, SPRINT was also later identified to have a number of drawbacks,

including this need to generate attribute lists at each node, which was claimed to

potentially triple the size of the training data. Further, the need to keep the attribute

lists sorted has additional costs, including a hash-table to maintain links between

the separated record features, which grows in size in proportion to the number of

records at the node (Gehrke, Ramakrishnan and Ganti, 1998).

3.2.4.2 Achieving scale with any ’greedy’ decision tree algorithm

Rather than try to develop a winning algorithm to overcome this scalability

issue, RainForest is a framework for creating scalable versions of most decision tree

algorithms based on the common top-down ’greedy’ induction process, including

C4.5, CART, SLIQ, SPRINT and others (Gehrke, Ramakrishnan and Ganti, 1998). A

key point of RainForest is the recognition that decision trees that exercise univariate

node-splitting (that is, splitting on a single attribute only) do not need to access to

the entire attribute space of the training data (Aggarwal, 2015). Further, it follows

a similar path to SPRINT and SLIQ in that it keeps what is called an ‘AVC-set’
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of distinct ‘A’ttribute ‘V’alues and their associated ‘C’lass labels needed for each

attribute at the node being tested (Gehrke, Ramakrishnan and Ganti, 1998).

The important aspect of this system is that the size of any AVC-set is propor-

tional to the number of distinct attribute values at the node. Moreover, the set

of AVC-sets for all attributes at a node is described as an ’AVC-Group’ and the

largest AVC-Group size will be at the root node. Thus, the assumption is that if

the AVC-Group at the root node fits within system memory, the size of the training

dataset itself does not matter because the AVC-Group of the root node is sufficient

to build the tree (Gehrke, Ramakrishnan and Ganti, 1998). In addition, RainForest

is also able to handle the situation where the entire AVC-Group of the root node

may not fit in system memory, but each of the Group’s individual AVC-Sets will.

Nevertheless, RainForest was later noted by its authors to also have a drawback,

which is that it does require a minimum amount of system memory sufficient to

carry the initial AVC-group. The authors of RainForest corrected this issue with

the subsequent BOAT (Bootstrapped Optimistic Algorithm for Tree Construction)

algorithm (Gehrke, Ganti et al., 1999). BOAT uses bootstrapping to generate smaller

subsamples of training data small enough to fit into system memory. These boot-

strapped samples are used to generate new trees, the analysis of which, leads to the

development of the final tree (Han, Pei and Kamber, 2011). In addition, BOAT is also

able to incrementally update a decision tree in the face of dynamically-changing

training data. Performance tests show BOAT to be faster than RainForest by a

minimum of a factor of two, with the speed improvement continuing to increase

in-line with training dataset size (Gehrke, Ganti et al., 1999).

3.2.4.3 Parallelisation of Decision Trees

Parallelisation of individual tree algorithms is less common, given the complex-

ity of splitting tree development over multiple processor cores. However, numerous

parallelised decision tree algorithms have been proposed (Ben-Haim and Tom-Tov,

2010; Jin and G. Agrawal, 2003). The Scalable Parallelizable Induction of Decision

Trees (SPRINT) algorithm (Shafer, R. Agrawal and Mehta, 1996) was one of the

earliest decision tree algorithms to implement parallelisation. It does so by first

dividing the training dataset into c partitions, where c is the number of processor

cores available. As detailed in Section 3.2.4.1, SPRINT maintains attribute lists

for node-splitting and does so here, with each dataset partition on each processor
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core. In addition, numerical attribute lists are sorted and repartitioned, with each

processor receiving a 1/c slice of each list, such that all slices form the contiguous

list for each attribute. The split-point is then found in parallel using these partitions.

More recently, MR-PCC-Tree (Map-Reduce-Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient-

based Decision Tree) (Mu, X. Liu and L. Wang, 2018) uses Pearson’s correlation

coefficient as the impurity measure for node-attribute splitting:

P (αi, αj) =
cov(αi, αj)√

var(αi)× var(αj)
(3.8)

where αi, αj are vectors, cov(αi, αj) is the covariance and var(αi), var(αj) are

the variances of vectors αi and αj , respectively. As an impurity measure, values

less than or equal to the current attribute value being tested will fill vector αi

and the remainder fill vector αj . Numerical attributes use their real values, while

categorical attributes are re-valued into a {0, 1, 2..F − 1} space, where F is the

number of attribute values. New vectors for each feature attribute using different

split-points are obtained and the Pearson’s correlation coefficient calculated. The

attribute split value with the greater Pearson’s correlation coefficient is the split

candidate for that attribute. The attribute with the highest Pearson’s value overall

is the chosen attribute for that node.

Moreover, it borrows the ’map-reduce’ framework from distributed computing

to parallelise the node-splitting. It achieves this by first splitting the training dataset,

D, into a number of subsets, followed by mapping the best splitting point in each

subset, then reducing the mapping down to obtain the best attribute and attribute

value for the node split. This ’reduce’ stage calculates the average Pearson’s value

for each attribute and chooses the attribute with the maximum average (Mu, X. Liu

and L. Wang, 2018).

3.2.5 The Rise of Ensembles and Forests

Despite their considerable success, decision trees have a fundamental limitation in

that they are only capable of identifying the most dominant pattern or set of logic

rules relating feature attributes with the class attribute within the training data, and

thus, are unable to represent less-dominant but still-important patterns (Dietterich

et al., 2002). Moreover, the unstable nature of tree induction results in high variance,

such that a small change to the training data can result in a significant change in the
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classifier trained (Breiman, 1996b).

The discovery that aggregating multiple individual classifiers delivered greater

classification accuracy than a single classifier began a flurry of research into what

has now become ’ensembles’ and ’decision forests’. Ensembles act as a smoothing

or averaging function, reducing the variance and improving the generalised ability

of the ensemble to classify new records (Breiman, 1996b).

However, ensembles introduce complexities of their own, with multiple factors

that must be considered in order to achieve maximum ensemble classification

accuracy. These include issues of individual classifier accuracy and diversity, as

well as their interaction with ensemble accuracy, along with algorithm complexity

and its effect on processing and training speed.

3.2.6 The Importance of Diversity in Increasing Ensemble

Accuracy

Diversity has long been at the foundation of ensemble and forest classification al-

gorithms. Individual base classifier models that are significantly diverse are known

to provide better classification accuracy than models with less diversity (Kuncheva

and Whitaker, 2003; Adnan and Islam, 2017b). There have been arguments that

the relationship between diversity and ensemble accuracy is less clear (Brown and

Kuncheva, 2010; Kuncheva and Whitaker, 2003). Nevertheless, for an ensemble of

base classifiers to more accurately represent a training dataset than any individual

classifier member, these individual classifiers must be both accurate and diverse

(Brown and Kuncheva, 2010; Dietterich, 2000).

3.2.6.1 Diversity in Datasets

Diversity amongst datasets was achieved by one of the first ensemble classi-

fication algorithms in Bagging (Breiman, 1996a). In simple terms, Bagging is the

aggregation of identical classifiers, each one given a bootstrapped sample of the

original training data, such that the only diversity within the system is the result of

the bootstrapped dataset sample. Tests comparing Bagging with a single iteration of

Bagging’s base classifier show Bagging to improve classification accuracy (Breiman,

1996a; Buhlmann and B. Yu, 2002; Skurichina and Duin, 2002). Bagging’s success in

achieving greater classification accuracy is due to the highly ’unstable’ nature of

the decision tree algorithms typically used as Bagging’s base classifier (Skurichina
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and Duin, 2002). Decision trees are classed as ’unstable’ since a minor change in

training data can have a significant effect on the overall classifier trained from that

data (Breiman et al., 1996).

3.2.6.2 Methods of Bootstrapping

Bootstrapping is the process whereby a subsample of the original training data-

set is created by sampling the data n times, each time with replacement, meaning

that any record selected can be selected again. If the original training dataset has n

records, the chance of any record not being selected across the n number of selec-

tions to make up the bootstrapped sample is (1−1/n)n. This probability approaches

e−1, or 0.368, as n increases (Han, Pei and Kamber, 2011; Wehrens, Putter and Buy-

dens, 2000). Thus, on average, 63.2% (1− 0.368) of the original samples will appear

in the bootstrapped sample, with the remaining records as duplicates.

However, Subsample Aggregation or ’Sub-bagging’ is a computationally lower-

cost alternative to Bootstrapping that has been shown to achieve similar results

(Buhlmann and B. Yu, 2002). Subbagging is essentially the flip-side of Bootstrapping

- where Bootstrapping involves sampling with replacement, Subbagging is sampling

without replacement (Bühlmann, 2003; Buhlmann and B. Yu, 2002). However, since

sampling a dataset of size n without replacement n times simply just gives you

back the original dataset, Subbagging requires a proportion factor, a, such that the

sub-bagged sample has size n′ = an, 0 < a ≤ 1. Choosing a = 0.5 is noted to give

similar classification accuracy results to standard bootstrapping (Bühlmann, 2003).

3.2.6.3 Diversity in Attribute Selection

While Bagging is known to achieve greater accuracy than a single classifier

through the diversity of its bagged samples, it is the only diversity measure that

Bagging incorporates (Breiman, 1996a). An important alternative is incorporating

diversity through the attribute selection process. The Random Subspace (Ho, 1998)

and Random Forest (Breiman, 2001) algorithms achieve diversity through selecting

a randomly-selected subsample of the attribute space. Thus, each Random Subspace

tree uses a diverse (sub)set of attributes. Moreover, Random Forest achieves two

degrees of diversity by incorporating this attribute subsampling diversity with the

bootstrapped dataset diversity of Bagging (Breiman, 2001).

However, while Random Subspacing and Random Forest introduce diversity
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into each base classifier tree through random attribute subspacing, there is argument

that the reduced number of attributes can have a detrimental effect as node selection

reaches closer to the leaf node of a branch. The issue occurs when the attribute

space of a training dataset is already small. Thus, as the subspace is selected, the

number of attributes in that subspace can be quite restricted, with the possibility

that poor-quality node attributes may be selected for splitting. This has the potential

to result in poor-quality branches that may reduce the classification accuracy of

the tree. Dynamic Subspacing (Adnan and Islam, 2017a) dynamically boosts the

number of attributes, f , as the number records reaching the test node, Di, falls via

the following equation:

f = int(log2(|A| ×
|D|
|Di|

)) + 1 (3.9)

Here, A is the attribute space of the training dataset D. Thus, with more attrib-

utes in the subspace to choose from, the chances of obtaining a worthwhile node

attribute for splitting are potentially increased (Adnan and Islam, 2017a). The effect

of this can be seen in an example: say the size of the dataset D is 800, the size of

the dataset attribute space, A, that is, |A|, is 64 and the number of records at the

node |Di| is 50. With a standard Random Subspace using the common method of

f = log2(|A|), the attribute subspace would be sized 6. However, using the new

proposed method, the subspace size is increased to 10, providing more choice to find

a better-suited node attribute. Empirical testing over a small number of datasets

suggests this technique provides an accuracy improvement over Random Forest

(Adnan and Islam, 2017a). Its effect on model-training times was not recorded and

thus, remains a question unanswered.

3.2.6.4 The Importance of Individual Accuracy

An ensemble classifier requires a technique to combine the results of its indi-

vidual base classifiers, which is typically one of the number of ’voting’ methods

available (Wehrens, Putter and Buydens, 2000). For example, Bagging uses ’ma-

jority voting’, whereby the class value predictions of a new record from each base

classifier are tallied and the class value most represented becomes the classification

of that record (Han, Pei and Kamber, 2011; Breiman, 1996a).

The two key factors affecting ensemble accuracy are the individual accuracy
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and diversity of the base classifiers (Adnan and Islam, 2017b). However, the re-

lationship between individual base classifier accuracy and diversity with respect

to ensemble accuracy is complex. To explore this, consider the two extremes. If

there is zero diversity amongst the individual classifiers, they all produce the same

result. Thus, the ensemble classifier result is dependent upon the accuracy of the

individual classifiers. However, it has also been shown that an ensemble classifier

is guaranteed to deliver a higher ensemble accuracy result through majority voting

if the individual classifiers are independent and have an accuracy of greater than

only 0.5 (that is, better than random guessing) (Kuncheva, Whitaker et al., 2003).

Thus, the more diverse the base classifiers, the weaker in terms of individual

accuracy they can be. This principle is used to good effect by the Boosting and Ada-

Boost algorithms (Freund, Schapire et al., 1996). Alternatively, it also follows that

base classifiers with less diversity are required to have greater individual accuracy.

3.2.7 The Issue of Complexity In Maintaining Ensemble Training

Speed

Ensemble classifiers are amongst the most computationally-efficient of learning

systems, with their complexity during training considered linear with respect to the

number of attributes in the training data and log-linear with respect to the number

of training records (Geurts, Irrthum and Wehenkel, 2009). However, it is noted that

in the chase for ever-greater classification accuracy, the complexity of ensemble

classifiers increases, resulting in a corresponding drop in training speed.

Rotation Forest is a recent addition to the ensemble classifiers, using Principle

Component Analysis (PCA) as a vector to deliver higher classification accuracy than

other comparable ensembles such as Random Forest (J. J. Rodriguez, Kuncheva and

Alonso, 2006). However, it has also been reported to require considerably more

training time than Random Forest in a number of empirical research applications

(Pandey and Taruna, 2014; Sahin, Colkesen and Kavzoglu, 2020). The require-

ment of Rotation Forest to test the full attribute space, A, at each node increases

the processing workload, thus reducing its training speed. By contrast, Random

Forest, with its attribute subspacing, processes at most
√
|A| or as few as log2 (|A|)

attributes, depending on the algorithm implementation and setting of the hyper-

parameter k (J. J. Rodriguez, Kuncheva and Alonso, 2006).
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Moreover, Random Forest does not employ pruning of its individual base classi-

fiers. When combined with the reduced attribute space, the processing workload

is much less (Chan and Paelinckx, 2008). The Big-O computation time of Random

Forest is estimated of the order t×
√
m× n log (n), with t the number of base classi-

fiers, n the number of training records and m the number of attributes (Breiman,

2001).

3.2.7.1 Reducing Complexity Without Sacrificing Accuracy

As noted in Section 3.2.6.2, Bootstrapping is the method of training dataset

sampling with replacement used most commonly in the ’Bagging’ and ’Random

Forest’ algorithms. However, the process requires that for a dataset of n records, n

samples must be taken, despite the fact that only 63.2% of those samples will be

unique (not duplicates).

Subsample Aggregation or ’Subbagging’ is an alternative to Bootstrapping

that foregoes replacement, such that any record that has been selected cannot

be selected again in that sample. However, sampling again n times with this

technique simply retrieves the original training set. Thus, for subbagging to work,

the number of samples selected has to be less than n. By setting the number of

samples n′ = 0.632 × n, (a = 0.632), subbagging can reproduce a bootstrapped

sample with reduced computational demand (Bühlmann, 2003). Moreover, setting

a to 0.5 has been noted as delivering an equivalent variance result to Bagging

(Buhlmann and B. Yu, 2002; Bühlmann, 2003). This has two benefits. Not only are

subbagged samples faster to generate since only half the usual number of samples,

n, are required, but also, it is logical that an ensemble classifier should require

considerably less time to process the dataset sample, thus, improving training

performance.

3.2.8 The Power of Parallelisation in Ensemble Learning

While training efficiency can be improved through algorithm research, an increas-

ingly common framework for performance improvement that incurs zero accuracy

losses is parallelisation. Computing systems from smartphones through to PCs

and cloud computing now feature processors containing multiple engines or ’cores’
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(Samsung, 2020d; Microsoft, 2020b). Moreover, modern devices are increasingly of-

fering three distinct classes of processing unit - the traditional general-purpose cent-

ral processing unit (CPU), the graphics processor unit (GPU) and next-generation

application-specific machine learning-focused solutions such as neural processing

units (NPUs) and digital signal processors (DSPs) (Qualcomm, 2020a; Apple, 2020b).

Central Processing Units (CPUs) represent the general-purpose processing en-

gines in computing systems, from smartphones to desktop PCs. Their ability to

execute separate code streams or ’threads’ in parallel enables them to speed up

processing of compatible applications. However, while smartphones have featured

multi-core CPUs since 2011, there has been no research on parallelised classification

algorithms, such as Random Forest, on these devices.

With smartphones now rapidly approaching laptop computers for application

performance, there is a research gap not just in the understanding of classification

algorithms on modern smartphone devices, but also of multi-threaded algorithms

running on multi-core smartphones.

Parallelisation of ensembles and forests in general is achievable due to the fact

that the base classifiers in algorithms such as Bagging, Random Subspace and Ran-

dom Forest are trained independently (Breiman, 1996a; Ho, 1998; Breiman, 2001).

This process allows for easy parallelisation by assigning an individual base classifier

to an individual CPU core. Indeed, this process is utilised for the implementation

of these three algorithms within the Weka data mining environment for PCs and

laptops, version 3.7 and later (Frank, M. Hall and I. Witten, 2016).

3.2.9 Summary of the Evolution in Data Mining

Classification algorithms have built upon the early shoots of ’concept learning’ in

the 1960s to the ’deep learning’-focussed neural networks in use today. The speed

and performance of popular decision tree algorithms such as C4.5 have lead to

broader improvements that enable parallelisation and scalability to larger datasets.

The development of ’ensemble’ and ’forest’ systems that combine multiple

decision trees has further increased classification accuracy, while their performance

is improved, again through the parallelisation available not just on networked

systems, but within multi-core processors now readily available. With smartphones
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only at the stage of providing neural network model inferencing, rather than model-

training, there is still room for further development of fast, lightweight decision

trees and forests that can take advantage of the performance now available from

the recent generations of smartphones. It is this intersection of machine-learning

and smartphones that this chapter will now consider.

3.3 The Intersection of Smartphones and Data Mining

With smartphone performance levels now approaching those of laptop computers,

in addition to the continuous development in machine-learning/data mining al-

gorithms, the combination of the two is gaining momentum within enterprise

and research domains. However, a survey of both research literature and new-

generation machine-learning hardware reveals three key points:

• that smartphones are already involved in data-mining research, however,

• smartphones are predominant used for data collection and model inferen-

cing only, rarely model training or building, and,

• new machine-learning hardware aimed at mobile devices is largely fo-

cussed on model inferencing of deep-learning/neural network models

only.

To understand this further, we begin this section with an exploration of Cloud

Computing and the ’Data Pathway’ concept as a prelude to a non-exhaustive survey

of research literature involving smartphones in data-focussed applications. This will

be followed by an exploratory study on new opportunities for smartphones in data

mining, including new-generation machine-learning hardware, data visualisation

and distributed data mining. Finally, we conclusion this chapter with a discussion

of findings from this literature review and new opportunities for smartphones in

the data-mining domain.

3.3.1 Cloud Computing and the Data Pathway

The process of extracting knowledge from data maybe dubbed ’data mining’ (Fayyad,

Piatetsky-Shapiro and Smyth, 1996), however, it is only one part of the broader

framework of knowledge extraction incorporating computing systems from Internet

of Things (IoT) through to Cloud Computing. The rapid growth in data creation,

including that from mobile devices, such as smartphones, has fuelled demand for
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cloud computing resources (Mollah, Azad and Vasilakos, 2017). These resources

are increasingly used to collate and store the data created by mobile devices and

sensors, to such an extent that the amount of data traffic specifically from the expec-

ted 41.6 billion IoT devices in 2025 is forecast to exceed 79 zettabytes (ZB, 1ZB =

1021 bytes) (IDC, 2019).

This raises concerns not just over the amount of data traffic, but also the network

distance it has to travel, increasing the potential for network blockages to occur

(Ousterhout et al., 2015; Kaur et al., 2018). This can be seen by analysing the data

flow from IoT devices to cloud storage and the steps along what we have called

the ’data pathway’. This pathway can include one or more of the following steps

(including an example of each):

• data creation - generation of raw data from source, such as IoT sensors and

other input devices (Pongnumkul, Chaovalit and Surasvadi, 2015).

• data collection/transfer - the data is transferred, usually to a more central

location, where it can be combined with other relevant and similar data

sources (Allouch et al., 2017).

• data-cleansing/pre-processing - This initial processing of the raw data can

take place at the source, but commonly occurs at the central location. It can

include correction of errors and replacement of missing values before the

more complex task of feature-extraction (X. Su, Tong and Ji, 2014).

• model-training/knowledge-extraction - machine-learning algorithms are

used to learn models from the data (Hassan et al., 2018).

• model-execution - the learned model may first be transferred back to the

source device, but in any event, is executed against new data (Allouch et al.,

2017).

• model output - based on the model’s inference of the new data, new actions

are taken or executed (Hakim et al., 2017).

Cloud computing can be described as the sum of virtual hardware and software

resources supplied to enterprise and research clients as services (Armbrust et al.,

2010). However, cloud computing also presents challenges related to the data

pathway. These challenges include data latency, the time it takes for data to transfer

from source to destination and, if necessary, return to the source (Bonomi et al.,

2012). In addition, bandwidth bottlenecking is also a concern (P. Hu et al., 2017),
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locations within the network where data transfer becomes blocked due to excess

requests. One solution to this issue is the practice of shipping physical disk drives

to cloud computing client locations, loading them with data and returning them

to the cloud service provider. It is said this service can achieve a higher practical

’data throughput rate’ than transfer over internet networks (Armbrust et al., 2010).

Amazon Web Services’ Snowball is an example of this practice (Amazon, 2020a).

3.3.2 The Rise of Fog/Edge Computing

These issues of latency and data transfer bottlenecks between the data source

and centralised cloud computing resources has led to the development of ’Fog

Computing’ or ’Edge Computing’ (the terms are used interchangeably) to act as

an intermediate, more decentralised resource layer (P. Hu et al., 2017). In essence,

Fog/Edge Computing distributes the same cloud computing resources - processing,

storage and communications - nearer the network edge, thus shortening the data

pathway by breaking it up into separate partitions. The benefit of this is not just

easing the load on centralised cloud infrastructure, but also the potential for new

real-time and more complex applications at the network edge (Bonomi et al., 2012).

Fog/Edge Computing is also a response to the rapid growth in the Internet

of Things (IoT), ultra-low power computing sensors that connect their data to

the cloud (Mahmud, Kotagiri and Buyya, 2018). It has also quickly become the

delivery vehicle for video-on-demand/video streaming services, such as Netflix

and YouTube (Bonomi et al., 2012; N. Chen et al., 2016; Luan et al., 2015).

3.3.3 The Coming of Mobile Edge Computing

While Fog/Edge Computing has become known as the domain of the Internet of

Things (IoT) devices, smartphones are also edge-of-network devices and the focus

of the rapidly-expanding ’Mobile Edge Computing’ (MEC) framework, thanks to

the implementation of fifth-generation (5G) cellular network technology (Mach

and Becvar, 2017; Y. C. Hu et al., 2015). This framework specifically brings the

computational and storage resources closer to the cellular network edge, with

a focus on improving throughput, scalability, latency and the growing field of

automation (Y. Mao et al., 2017). Nevertheless, it is of interest to this thesis that

an argument for MEC and Fog/Edge Computing is the view that mobile devices

are constrained in their ability to handle computationally-demanding applications
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(Mach and Becvar, 2017; Y. Mao et al., 2017). However, this view is countered by

RAINA, a fog-computing architecture that essentially argues smartphones have

sufficient processing, storage and communications to become a central point in fog

computing (Dantu, Ko and Ziarek, 2017).

3.3.4 The Concept of Mobile Point Computing

As discussed in Section 3.1, smartphones have indeed progressed to the point of

approaching laptop computers for processing power and offering similar on-board

storage and battery capacity. However, rather than rely on cloud-based comput-

ing resources, there is growing potential for smartphones to conduct their own

high-performance computing applications in a framework we have dubbed ’Mobile

Point Computing’. In this framework, smartphones are not required to interact with

network connectivity or cloud resources, thus, they do need to exist on the ’edge’ of

anything, but rather, exist as their own reference point. With on-board Wi-Fi and

cellular network connectivity, device interaction with the broader cloud network is

optional, but the computing resources now available in new smartphones means

this interaction is no longer a necessity.

However, to understand the potential for smartphones in the future, it is import-

ant to survey previous research involving smartphones in data-related applications

and examine how they have been utilised.

3.3.5 Smartphones and Data Mining in Research

While the potential for smartphones in mobile edge computing (MEC) is being

fuelled by the growth of 5G connectivity, a survey of published research indicates

smartphones already have a significant history in data-focused applications, but

one with a predominantly limited scope.

Table 3.2 is a non-exhaustive survey of 40 research papers featuring smartphones

in data-centric applications. The domain areas are broad, ranging from detection

of Parkinson’s disease (Arora et al., 2014), to the detection of construction work

activity (Akhavian and Behzadan, 2016); from heart attack risk prediction (Dangare

and Apte, 2012) to detection of earthquakes (Q. Kong et al., 2019).

Each paper was identified for inclusion on the basis of using one or more

smartphones within the broader knowledge-extraction framework. Moreover,
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TABLE 3.2: Survey of published research featuring smartphones in
data applications. (3 indicates this feature is present in the research.)
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Research Citation A B C D E F G H I J

Enviro. exposure assessment Anagnostopoulos et al., 2017 3 3 3 3 3 3

Parkinson’s disease detection Arora et al., 2014 3 3 3

Depression screening BinDhim et al., 2015 3 3 3 3

Group activity recognition H. Chen, Cha and T. W. Kim, 2019 3 3 3 3

Human activity recognition Chetty, M. White and Akther, 2015 3 3 3 3

Human fall detection Hakim et al., 2017 3 3 3 3 3

Depression prediction Jeong, Klabjan and Starren, 2016 3 3 3 3 3 3

Physical activity classification K. Lee and Kwan, 2018 3 3 3 3 3

Human activity recognition Ronao and Cho, 2016 3 3 3 3

Travel mode detection B. Wang, Gao and Juan, 2017 3 3 3 3

User trait identification Weiss and Lockhart, 2011 3 3 3 3

Human stress detection Sağbaş, Korukoglu and Balli, 2020 3 3 3 3

Skin cancer detection Udrea et al., 2020 3 3 3

Cervical cancer detection J. K. Bae et al., 2020 3 3 3 3

Construction worker activity Akhavian and Behzadan, 2016 3 3 3 3

Human activity recognition Hassan et al., 2018 3 3 3 3

Portable ethanol detection Shahvar, Shamsaei and Saraji, 2020 3 3 3

Glaucoma tonometer Wu et al., 2019 3 3 3 3

In-situ cadmium detection Gan et al., 2020 3 3 3

Microfluidic Salmonella detect. S. Wang et al., 2019 3 3 3

Mercury element detection Sajed et al., 2019 3 3 3

Driving style detection Meseguer et al., 2013 3 3 3 3 3

Heart attack risk prediction Raihan et al., 2016 3 3 3 3

Road condition estimation Allouch et al., 2017 3 3 3 3 3 3

Travel mode sensing X. Zhou, W. Yu and Sullivan, 2016 3 3 3 3

Alcohol consumption predict’n Arnold, Larose and Agu, 2015 3 3 3

Minced meat composition Kartakoullis et al., 2019 3 3 3

Earthquake detection Q. Kong et al., 2019 3 3 3 3

COVID-19 detection* Maghdid et al., 2020 3 3 3 3

Dermatitis detection S. Kim et al., 2019 3 3 3 3 3

Malaria detection F. Yang et al., 2019 3 3 3 3

Heavy drinking detection S. Bae et al., 2017 3 3 3 3 3

Soybean stress severity Naik et al., 2017 3 3 3

Colorimetric pH detection Mutlu et al., 2017 3 3 3

Compound emotion detection X. Zhang et al., 2018 3 3 3 3

Human activity recognition Kose, Incel and Ersoy, 2012 3 3 3

Human fall detection Ballı, Sağbaş and Peker, 2019 3 3 3 3 3 3

Enviro. noise classification Saki et al., 2016 3 3

Eco-driving assistant Magana and Muñoz-Organero, 2011 3 3 3 3 3 3

Mental health detection Yates and Islam, 2019 3 3 3

* proposal only
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FIGURE 3.4: The three common smartphone data-processing software
models - a) Collect, b) Collect and Execute, c) Collect, Model, Execute.

additional information was recorded, including the source of generated data and the

method of transfer to external computer resources and services, where applicable.

3.3.6 The Three Software Models of Data Processing Using

Smartphones

In analysing the research in Table 3.2, three software models for data processing by

smartphones were identified. These have been labelled as:

• Collect (Column A)

• Collect, Execute (B)

• Collect, Model, Execute (C)

Each of these three models appears in research, with the ’Collect’ and ’Collect,

Execute’ models more popular by far than the ’Collect, Model, Execute’ alternat-

ive. All three involve the smartphone within the data collection process, but differ

considerably in how the data is utilised thereafter. These three models will now be

explained in more detail, with the aid of Fig. 3.4.

3.3.6.1 The ’Collect’ software model

The most common (21 of 40) and simplest of the models is the ’collect’ model,

shown in Table 3.2, column A and Fig. 3.4a. This involves using the smartphone

to gather data only. The data may at this point be pre-processed or ’cleansed’ of

missing values, or left in original or ’raw’ condition. However, all further machine-

learning of the data continues outside of the mobile device. For this, the data is

transferred, either wirelessly through Wi-Fi or cellular network, or wired via the
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USB port to a separate computer. This may be a local workstation computer or an

online cloud computing resource. However, the key factor of this method is that

once the data is collected and transferred, the smartphone plays no further role in

the data’s use, modelling or execution.

3.3.6.2 The ’Collect, Execute’ software model

Only slightly less popular than the ’Collect’ software model is the ’Collect,

Execute’ model (14 of 40) as shown in Table 3.2, Column B, and Fig. 3.4b. This

model involves data collection, as with the previous model. However, in addition,

the ’Collect, Execute’ model generally involves the return of a trained data-model

derived from the transferred data. This model can then be executed locally on the

smartphone itself for inferencing with newly-acquired data. However, this model

may also involve simply returning back the final classification result, rather than a

trained model (S. Kim et al., 2019). Nevertheless, this group delivers greater value

for the smartphone user than the ’Collect’ model by providing at least some result

from the data-collection efforts.

3.3.6.3 The ’Collect, Model, Execute’ software model

The least-common and most-complex model of the three is the ’Collect, Model,

Execute’ software model, shown in Table 3.2, Column C and Fig. 3.4c. It is least-

common, as it only appears in five of the 40 research papers surveyed, but also the

most complex, as it not only involves data collection and model execution of the

previous software models, but also training the data-model directly on the smart-

phone itself. This requires greater processing capabilities of the smartphone device

than the previous two software models and more complex software development.

Transfer of data and/or models to cloud resources is still possible with this model,

although it is optional.

One reason for the difficulty and complexity of implementing on-device machine-

learning for smartphones is the lack of a dedicated on-device machine-learning

framework. No smartphone-focussed framework exists for classic machine-learning

algorithms, such as decision trees or Random Forest or NaiveBayes. Thus, each

of the five research projects that do implement local model-learning is required to

built its own solution. The closest option to a publicly-available framework is a
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translated or ’ported’ version of the Weka data-mining suite originally developed

by the University of Waikato. This port, dubbed ’Weka-for-Android’ (rjmarsan,

2011), is incomplete, including a note that ’many things were removed... and 100%

functionality is not promised’ (rjmarsan, 2011). As of June 2020, it had not been

updated since 2011.

TensorFlow Lite is a Google framework intended to execute pre-built deep-

learning models on mobile devices, not train new models locally (Google, 2020c).

The closest option available as of June 2020 to locally training deep learning models

from local data on smartphones is the new Apple Core ML 3 framework (Apple,

2020b). However, from a smartphone perspective, Core ML 3 is designed to only

work with ’updateable’ models. These are models trained elsewhere and down-

loaded into a recent Apple iPhone model device, but can be updated on the device

using new data (Apple, 2020b). Thus, Core ML 3’s on-device training for now

provides model updates, rather than from-new modelling. Nevertheless, the five

projects using this software model show that on-device model-training is possible.

3.3.6.4 Advantages and Drawbacks

From this survey, each of the three software models, however, has advantages

and drawbacks, depending on the task being implemented:

• Collect - This model has the advantage of requiring the least processing,

RAM and storage resource of the three models. The drawbacks are that it

offers the user nothing in return and there is also the issue of data privacy

and security. This is due to the need to transfer the data off-device. Thus,

any transfer must ensure data privacy and security, which may constitute a

problem depending on the nature of the data captured or the application

within which it is used (eg. national security, personal health data).

• Collect, Execute - This model offers an advantage over the ’Collect’-only

model by returning to the user a model that can be executed for inferencing

on new data or at least a classification result. However, this model also

suffers the same data-pathway problem as the ’Collect’ model, but to twice

the extent, since the data must travel from the phone to its central resource

for processing, but then return as the data-model or class result back to the

phone. Thus, this ’two-way’ flow of data offers a second vector for possible
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attack. Moreover, executing the model locally will utilise more memory,

processing power, storage and battery life that the ’Collect’ model.

• Collect, Model, Execute - The disadvantages of this model are that it is the

most resource-intensive and expensive of the three. Software development

complexity is also high, since there is no local framework for on-device

data-modelling. Thus, any model-training must be manually implemented.

However, the drawbacks are accompanied by a number of advantages. For

instance, since data transfer is optional, the data pathway distance can be

reduced to zero. This in itself provides two advantages - first, since there

is no need to transfer data, there is no need for internet access, allowing

for creation of a fully portable self-contained modelling unit. Second,

removing the need for data transfer largely resolves issues of data privacy

and security, since no data needs to leave the device.

3.4 The Future of Data Mining on Smartphones

While a considerable amount of existing research shows smartphones working in

non-modelling roles, the release of new high-performance smartphones is seeing

greater potential for on-device machine-learning through new accelerated hardware

focused on deep learning. However, there are a number of potential technologies

available for incorporating into on-device data mining on mobile devices. Aside

from deep-learning, these include new advances in augmented (AR) and mixed

reality (MR), plus potential for distributed data mining.

3.4.1 The Arrival of Mobile Deep Learning

The recent rise in cloud computing has been accompanied for much of the journey

by renewed interested in deep learning and neural networks. Services from the likes

of Amazon (Amazon, 2020b), Google (Google, 2020d) and Microsoft (Microsoft,

2020a) are combining the processing and storage resources of cloud computing

with recent gains in neural networks. While, as noted earlier, the acceleration in

data traffic and the resulting issues of data latency has led to the development of

fog/edge computing, growing demand is seeing those near-edge resources begin-

ning to reach into smartphones.

Smartphone SoC manufacturers and designers are creating application-specific
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integrated circuits (ASICs) featuring hardware-accelerated ’AI’ (artificial intelli-

gence) cores for the specific purpose of increasing this capacity. These cores are

being developed by Qualcomm (Qualcomm, 2020b), Mediatek (MediaTek, 2018b),

Samsung (Samsung, 2020c) and Apple (Apple, 2020b) and have been arriving in

new ’flagship’ smartphones since 2019. The benefits of this application-specific

approach are not only the freeing up of traditional CPU and GPU cores, but also

the reduction of power consumption to maintain battery life.

However, at present, the current software and hardware technology implement-

ations appear to limit the use of neural networks to model-inferencing. The closest

to model-training at time of writing is the new Apple Core ML 3 (Apple, 2020b).

This new platform enables special ’update-able’ models that have been trained

elsewhere to be downloaded to a new Apple iPhone and updated (Apple, 2020a).

Thus, while there is some option for improving neural networks on device, it is not

a ’from scratch’ process.

As a result, in order to bring on-device machine-learning to the broader family

of smartphones in use, there is need for an efficient framework that can incorpor-

ate existing classic machine-learning algorithms that offer faster training speeds

than neural networks and take advantage of the near-laptop performance already

available in devices without new accelerated deep learning hardware.

3.4.2 Mindful: an Example of ’Collect, Model, Execute’ on

Smartphones

One of the examples of the ’Collect, Model, Execute’ software model that shows

one potential method by which this framework could be achieved is our previous

research work (Yates and Islam, 2019). ’Mindful’ is an Android prototype applica-

tion aimed specifically at mental health. The application incorporates user input

through a questionnaire, the combined answers to which, act as the class labels for

that day’s data captured from the user’s Android phone sensors. These sensors

include the accelerometer, proximity sensor, the call and SMS logs as well as the

time of day (Yates and Islam, 2019).

The ’Mindful’ app is not unique in this data-collection role, not even in the

domain of mental health. Other research has adopted a similar role, collecting the

data and transferring it back to a central server location (BinDhim et al., 2015; Jeong,
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Klabjan and Starren, 2016).

However, where the ’Mindful’ app diverges is that rather than transfer the

data elsewhere, with the issues of data security and privacy associated with that,

’Mindful’ collects the data, tying the user’s state-of-mind response with that day’s

recorded data. From this, a training dataset is created and used to train a single

C4.5 decision tree on the smartphone itself, through a new port of the Weka data

mining engine. Thus, Mindful is a fully self-contained application that requires no

cloud services or internet activity to train the data-model. Overall, the framework

generates a personalised model to determine patterns between a user’s mental

health and their behaviour patterns. Moreover, it can use that model to make a

prediction of the user’s mental health state based on the current recorded behaviour

pattern and warn the user in the event of a predicted deterioration.

Nevertheless, despite the appearance of a complete personal mental health

framework ready for smartphone use, there are many broader questions regarding

on-device data-mining that this app does not answer.

Apart from the C4.5 decision tree, ’Mindful’ implements no other algorithms,

thus there are no details on how other algorithms perform on Android devices.

There is also no research on the effect of on-device model-learning on the smart-

phone’s battery life. This is important, as excessive battery usage may inhibit a

user’s interest in using such an app. From a computational viewpoint, Mindful also

uses only a single processor core to train the C4.5 algorithm. Thus, it is not known

what effect incorporating the available SoC cores into model-training will have on

processing speed. Finally, the sample training datasets used to develop the app are

only a few hundred records. This raises the question also of how large a training

dataset a smartphone can practically handle, both in terms of processing, as well as

live-storage within the device’s system RAM. Thus, more research is still needed.

This thesis will consider these issues in more detail, beginning in Chapter 4.

3.4.3 The Potential of Mobile Data Visualisation and Exploration

One of the first and, to-date, most successful mainstream uses of augmented reality

(AR) and mixed reality (MR) was the ’Pokemon Go’ gaming app for Android and

iOS devices (Hern, 2016). It showcased the potential of smartphone hardware to

combine video processing with on-board accelerometer and gyroscope sensors to
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add virtual elements to a real-world gaming experience.

The difference between AR and MR is somewhat fluid, but is generally de-

scribed as AR being a fixed panel of information overlaid onto a see-through visual

display, while MR involves merging virtual objects into a real-world view, such

that the virtual objects are each anchored to a point in the real-world, allowing a

user to interact with them as if they were real objects. (Milgram and Kishino, 1994).

Augmented Reality as a field of research continues to garner interest in areas such

as health and education (R. T. Azuma, 1997; R. Azuma et al., 2001; M. Akçayır and

G. Akçayır, 2017). It is argued that AR dates back to World War II, where fighter

pilots used gyroscopic gunsights to sight enemy aircraft (John Kim, 2015).

Augmented and Mixed Reality functionality is also not new to the domain of

data mining. It is the basis of the UTS Data Arena at the University of Techno-

logy, Sydney (University of Technology, Sydney, 2020). IBM also introduced its

Immersive Insights program using virtual reality (VR) headsets in 2017 (Ruiz, 2017)

and Immersive Data for iOS devices in 2019 (Ruiz, 2019). The latter utilises IBM’s

Watson Studio cloud-based data mining and analytics framework to provide data

to be visualised on an Apple iPad tablet.

However, as of June 2020, there is no mobile AR-based data visualisation frame-

work for Android devices, nor any framework that is self-contained and does not

require internet access or cloud computing resources. This is despite the fact that the

resources for this do exist - Android developer, Google, released its ARCore (since

renamed ’Google Play Services for AR’) augmented reality development platform

in 2017, enabling software developers to build AR and MR applications (O’Donnell,

2017; Google, 2020a). ARCore requires a minimum level of device performance, due

to the complexity of maintaining real-time video speed with additional 3-D object

perspectives in place. To this end, Google maintains an ARCore compatibility list of

devices that are ARCore-enabled. These devices largely include at least mid-range

performance models manufactured since 2017 (Google, 2020b). Thus, potential

exists to explore the use of MR for data visualisation and exploration in Android

devices, but in a stand-alone configuration that requires no internet access or cloud

computing resources.
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FIGURE 3.5: Distributed data mining can occur on a) a standard
client-server network, or b) a peer-to-peer (P2P) network.

3.4.4 Distributed Data Mining incorporating Smartphones

Distributed Data Mining (DDM) is a broad framework of executing machine-

learning over multiple computing devices connected via some form of network

topology. Network topologies can include the common client-server model (Zeng

et al., 2012), as well as server-less peer-to-peer (P2P) networks (Datta et al., 2006), as

shown in Fig. 3.5. DDM also incorporates different views of data, whether the data

is stored and mined at discrete locations (often due to security concerns), or the

data is transferred to multiple locations to allow devices to mine the data in parallel

for faster processing.

The progression of Fog Computing and Mobile Edge Computing sees smart-

phones as client devices that access the resources of near-edge computing in what

amounts to a ’client-server’ system (Roman, Lopez and Mambo, 2018; Y. C. Hu et al.,

2015). However, there is a sizeable gap in research regarding the use of smartphones

in distributed data mining. A common view at present is to see smartphones as

client devices of limited means and with questionable capacity to handle the task

of real-time data mining (Chetty, M. White and Akther, 2015; Lockhart et al., 2011;

Liew et al., 2015).

Moreover, the focus of on-device mobile data mining at present is on neural

network-based deep learning, but in an almost-exclusively inferencing role only. A

recent survey of applications found on Google Play using Deep Learning identified

two common options - one involves the smartphone initiating the inferencing task,

which is offloaded and carried out remotely via cloud processing, the other involves
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executing the inferencing on the smartphone itself (Xu et al., 2019). Actual on-device

model training, especially for deep learning, is still rarely discussed.

Nevertheless, as smartphones continue to improve in resources and processing

performance, there is great potential for smartphones to form their own distributed

data mining systems, whether it be a client-server or peer-to-peer setup.

3.5 Discussion

In this chapter, we have considered the rapid improvements made in smartphone

performance and how these mobile devices now approach laptop computers for

processing speed. We have identified the gains made in classification techniques

such as decision trees and ensembles/forests. However, it is in the combination of

these two domains where the next-generation of machine-learning and data mining

have the potential to emerge. While much of that focus is on deep learning, there

is room and potential for a lightweight classification framework that works with

a broader array of smartphones. Moreover, there is potential for incorporating

new smartphone-specific visualisation techniques featuring augmented and mixed

reality, as well as boosting performance further through the distribution of data

mining tasks.

The remainder of this thesis will focus on these areas. Chapter 4 proposes a

framework for identifying the capabilities of smartphones for handling on-device

data mining through empirical testing, while Chapter 5 proposes a practical data-

mining solution that locally-executes on a broad range of Android devices. Chapters

6 and 7 propose two new classification algorithms that focus of achieving faster

training speeds without sacrificing classification accuracy, while Chapter 8 fur-

ther proposes a new expanded data mining workspace for on-device data mining

on Android devices. This application incorporates the algorithms from Chapters

6 and 7, in addition to new multi-core processing, mixed-reality data visualisa-

tion/exploration and a novel private-network distributed data mining framework.



CHAPTER 4

Implementation and Performance Analysis of Data-Mining

Classification Algorithms on Smartphones

Smartphones are increasingly being used to capture data and perform complex

tasks, however, this rarely extends to the local training of data models. This chapter

continues our answer to Research Question 1 (Section 1.2) by proposing a testing

framework to identify the capacity of smartphones to locally execute data mining

classification algorithms. This framework involves 20 classifiers, nine mixed-design

datasets and three smartphone devices. The accuracy and processing speed of

these tests are further compared against a laptop computer using the ’DataBench’

purpose-designed cross-platform software. Results show that smartphones not

only deliver classification accuracy identical to that of more powerful computers

when using the same algorithms, as expected, but also, as many as 75% of the 180

algorithm/dataset learning tasks tested were completed on smartphone hardware

within three seconds. However, tests further show that the increased complexity

of newer algorithms searching for ever greater classification accuracy is resulting

in model-build times growing at an exponential rate. Additional testing identified

that while a single algorithm execution can have negligible effect on battery life,

power efficiency is affected by algorithm complexity, data size and attribute type.

The increased processing demand of local model-learning on smartphones also

results in increased power dissipation. Yet, even on a continuous-loop execution

basis, mobile temperature gains over a 15-minute period did not exceed 7°C. Our

conclusion is that smartphones are ready to form self-reliant mobile data-mining

solutions able to efficiently execute a wide range of classification algorithms. This

offers numerous advantages, including data security and privacy improvements,

removal of reliance on network connectivity and delivery of personalised learning.

The work presented in this chapter has been published in the following paper: Yates, D.,
Islam, M. Z., & Gao, J. (2018, November). Implementation and performance analysis of data-
mining classification algorithms on smartphones. In Australasian Conference on Data Mining, Rank
Australasian-B (CORE2020), (pp. 331-343). Springer, Singapore.
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4.1 Introduction

The arrival of smartphones has had a seemingly irreversible effect on the way

we communicate and compute. As the technology continues to improve, mobile

devices have evolved from phones executing basic applications to become mobile

computers with multi-core processors, on-board sensors and fast wireless com-

munications. This has led to considerable research into their use in a wide array

of fields from personal health (Gubbi et al., 2013) to agriculture (Pongnumkul,

Chaovalit and Surasvadi, 2015). Yet, for many of these applications, smartphones

are only used to gather data, either from the user directly or the device’s built-in

sensors. The data is then transferred to server storage for off-site processing.

Nevertheless, since the smartphone’s arrival, attempts have been made to incor-

porate local machine-learning/data-mining into the device. The ‘acquisitional con-

text engine’ (Nath, 2012) and ‘MobileMiner’ (Srinivasan et al., 2014) apps provided

early but limited functionality. However, with ACE designed for Windows Mobile

7.5 devices and MobileMiner for Samsung’s Tizen operating system, our review of

existing literature found, to our knowledge, no substantial body of research into

classification algorithm performance on current Android phone-grade hardware.

This chapter proposes a prototype framework incorporating 20 classification

algorithms into a test application for Android devices called ‘DataBench’. Moreover,

this application is cross-platform, supporting both Windows PCs and Android

devices. Using DataBench, this chapter provides a detailed performance compar-

ison, with model training times over nine publicly-available datasets recorded

on three Android devices. Further tests are conducted on device battery life and

temperature while executing these algorithms.

There are numerous benefits of locally-executed machine learning on mobile

devices. First, no wireless connectivity is required, since all collection, processing

and machine-learning tasks can be performed on the device itself. This enables

remote-location applications, where wireless connectivity may not be guaranteed.

Second, data security and privacy are significantly improved, since no data is re-

quired to leave the device. Third, models learned on the device can be reapplied

to that device quickly without need for external processing, speeding up imple-

mentation. Fourth, locally-learned models provide greater scope for personalised
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TABLE 4.1: Classification algorithms used in testing.

Algorithm Abbrev. Algorithm Abbrev.
Bagging Bag NaiveBayes NB
BayesNet BNet OneR OneR
Classification via Clustering CvC PART PART
Classification via Regression CvR RandomCommittee RC
ConjunctiveRule CR RandomForest RanF
DecisionTable DT RandomTree RT
K-nearest neighbour IBk REPTree REPTree
J48 (C4.5) J48 Rotation-Forest RotF
Logit-Boost LB SimpleCart SC
MultiBoostAB MAB ZeroR ZeroR

feedback to the user, particularly in the growing research field of e-health care.

4.1.1 Our Contributions

This chapter implements a number of original contributions to expand understand-

ing in classification algorithm implementation and execution on mobile Android

devices. These include development of a testing system combining a broad col-

lection of classification algorithms and training datasets for execution on multiple

smartphones, covering four key aspects of smartphone capability – accuracy, speed,

battery life and device temperature. Moreover, to allow cross-comparison of res-

ults with traditional Windows computers, this testing system included a custom

cross-platform (Windows, Android) testing application. It incorporates elements of

the open-source Weka data-mining engine, developed by the University of Waikato

(Frank, M. Hall and I. Witten, 2016) and provides opportunity to study the execution

of algorithms on different dataset types, along with their performance on different

devices but with the same algorithm source code.

This chapter continues with Section 4.2 describing the experimental design and

test procedures, while Section 4.3 presents the test results. Finally, Section 4.4 offers

analysis and discussion on future directions, while also concluding this chapter.

4.2 Our Experimental Design

This section will now detail the data mining algorithms, training datasets and

mobile devices used in our empirical testing, along with the testing framework
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TABLE 4.2: Publicly available datasets used in testing.

Dataset Instances Attributes Attribute Type Missing Values
Ecoli 336 8 Numeric No
CMC 1473 9 Mixed No
Car Eval 1728 6 Categorical No
Wine Qual. 4898 12 Numeric No
Chr. Kidney. Dis. 400 25 Mixed Yes
Hypothyroid 7200 21 Mixed No
Soybean 683 36 Categorical No
Mushroom 8124 22 Categorical Yes
Nursery 12960 8 Categorical No

instituted and the key metrics measured. These include classification accuracy,

model-training speed, the number of models trained over a set battery capacity and

the rise in temperature over a fixed period of constant model-training.

4.2.1 Algorithms Tested

In order to provide a broad base of understanding, 20 classification algorithms were

selected for inclusion into the DataBench applications, as shown in Table 4.1. These

algorithms are contained within the Weka data-mining suite (Frank, M. Hall and

I. Witten, 2016), and deployed in the ‘weka.jar’ Java archive file. While Weka is

noted to support Windows, macOS and Linux operating systems, this support did

not officially extend to the Android operating system at time of writing, despite

the Weka source code being developed in Java, Android’s native programming

language. Nevertheless, the Weka v3.6.15 engine was successfully imported into

the Android version of our DataBench application.

4.2.2 Datasets Tested

In addition to the 20 classification algorithms, nine datasets were chosen to train

with these algorithms and selected to create diversity in the number of instances and

attributes, as well as attribute type. These datasets included ‘Ecoli’, ‘Contraceptive

Method Choice’ (CMC), ‘Car Evaluation’, ‘Wine Quality’ (WQ), ‘Chronic Kidney

Disease’ (CKD), ‘Hypothyroid Disease’, ‘Soybean’, ‘Mushroom’ and ‘Nursery’.

Details of these datasets are shown in Table 4.2. All datasets are publicly available

at the University of California, Irvine (UCI) Machine Learning Repository (Dua and
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TABLE 4.3: Hardware specifications for devices used in experimentation

Device Model Samsung
Galaxy SIII
(I9300)

LG F70 D315 Motorola
Moto G5

HP Pavilion
dm4-3114tx

Device Type Smartphone Smartphone Smartphone Notebook PC
Processor / SoC Samsung

Exynos 4412
Qualcomm
SD400

Qualcomm
SD430

Intel Core i5-
3210M

CPU Cores 4 4 8 2
CPU Architecture ARM Cortex-

A9
ARM Cortex-
A7

ARM Cortex-
A53

Intel x86-64

Memory (RAM) 1GB 1GB 2GB 4GB
Internal Storage 16GB (Flash) 8GB (Flash) 16GB (Flash) 640GB (HDD)
Battery Capacity 2100mAh 2440mAh 2800mAh N/A
Operating System Android 4.3 Android 4.4 Android 7.0 Windows 10

Graff, 2019), except for ‘Soybean’, which is bundled into the Weka data mining suite

download.

4.2.3 Hardware Tested

Three smartphones were selected for these tests - a Samsung Galaxy SIII GT-I9300

(released in 2012), an LG F70 D315 (2014) and a Motorola Moto G5 (2017). An HP

Pavilion dm4-3114tx laptop PC was chosen as the Windows personal computer to

act as the point-of-reference. The hardware specifications are shown in Table 4.3.

4.2.4 Tests Conducted

All 180 combinations of 20 classification algorithms and nine datasets were trained

on all three smartphones as well as the Windows notebook PC acting as refer-

ence. Classification accuracy and model training or ‘build’ times were recorded

for each device. Moreover, additional continuous-loop tests were conducted to

determine the effect of local machine-learning on smartphone battery life and device

temperature.

4.2.4.1 Classification Accuracy

Classification accuracy was tested by training a model using each algorithm

and training dataset combination, then evaluating the model using 10-fold cross-

validation. This process involves dividing the training dataset into ten roughly-

equal partitions or ‘folds’. Nine of the ten folds, in turn, are used to train the

model while the tenth is used for testing. Cross-validation is covered in detail
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in Section 2.5.3. Classification accuracy is recorded as the number of instances

correctly classified by the model as a percentage of the total number of instances in

the training dataset.

4.2.4.2 Classification model build/training time

The time taken for each device to train a model using the selected algorithm

and training dataset is recorded, with the test repeated twice and the three scores

averaged to minimise spurious results. All times are recorded in seconds and

measured programmatically via the device’s internal clock systems. Timing begins

immediately prior to the algorithm being launched and ends immediately after its

completion.

4.2.4.3 Battery Life

To understand the effect of local machine-learning on smartphone battery life,

tests were conducted using two of the experiment’s classification algorithms on all

nine datasets and all three smartphones. An increase in power consumption is a

common side-effect arising from an increase in device processor utilisation and these

tests were designed to shed light on how smartphones handle training a model.

However, rather than look at battery life through the usual lens of Central Processing

Unit (CPU) utilisation, whereby the percentage of CPU utilisation is recorded,

it was decided that recording the number of models built within a predefined

portion of the smartphone’s battery life would be more informative. A more direct

representation could then be made between battery life and classification algorithm

model training.

The process for this involves continuously building models using the preselected

classification algorithm and training dataset whilst running down the smartphone

over a 10% range of battery life from 99% to 89% of capacity. Since the energy

consumed during model training is a combined function of the battery capacity,

processor power efficiency and algorithm tested, the number of models trained over

that capacity range gives a practical indication of the processing demands of each

combination of classification algorithm, dataset and smartphone device. These tests

involved all training datasets, all three smartphones and the ‘J48’ and ‘REPTree’

classification algorithms.
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4.2.4.4 Device Temperature

Previous research indicates that increased temperature reduces long-term reliab-

ility of electronic circuits and computer processors (Brooks et al., 2007). Thus, any

significant temperature gain as a result of locally-executed data mining could be

noteworthy. Preliminary thermal testing was conducting on all three phones using

the same methodology as described above, but with the RotationForest/Nursery al-

gorithm/dataset combination. This selection represents the extremes of complexity

and dataset size available. Thermal testing involved, first, powering up each phone

into ‘airplane’ (no wireless connectivity) mode, screen set to minimum brightness

and left to idle for 30 minutes to allow device temperature to stabilise. The Rota-

tionForest/Nursery combination was then executed in a continuous model-training

loop. Temperature was recorded at equi-distant locations around the device’s rear

cover over a 15-minute period at one-minute intervals via a laser-guided infrared

thermometer with 0.1°C precision. The assumption is that continuous model-

training will provide a worst-case thermal load and offer understanding of mobile

machine learning from a thermal perspective.

4.3 Results

Results of the tests described in Section 4.2 are detailed here in four sections –

classification accuracy (Section 4.3.1), processing speed (Section 4.3.2), smartphone

battery life (Section 4.3.3) and device temperature (Section 4.3.4).

4.3.1 Classification Accuracy

It is a logical conclusion that if the same source code is executed successfully on

two separate devices of differing architecture, the output of the two devices should

be identical, despite any architectural differences. Nevertheless, classification ac-

curacy tests using all 180 algorithm/dataset combinations were conducted on all

three smartphones as well as the Windows PC and, as expected, the classification

accuracies were identical in all cases. Thus, in terms of accuracy, smartphones as a

computing platform are no impediment to data-mining or machine-learning. The

classification accuracy results, shown as percentages, for models built using all 20

classification algorithms and nine datasets are shown in Table 4.4. For example, the

classification accuracy of the J48 algorithm model built on the Ecoli dataset was
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TABLE 4.4: Classification accuracy (tested via 10-fold cross-
validation) of the 20 classification algorithms over the nine datasets
featured in the experiment (scores as percentages, high scores bolded)

ID D’set
/
Algor.

Ecoli CMC Car
Eval

WQ CKD Thy-
roid

Soy-
bean

Mush-
room

Nur-
sery

Avg.
Acc.

Std
Dev.

1 RotF 91.1 53.6 98.7 68.6 99.0 99.5 95.0 100 99.9 89.5 15.8
2 RanF 89.3 51.7 94.5 70.2 99.8 99.4 92.1 100 99.1 88.4 15.7
3 SC 90.8 55.2 97.1 59.3 97.5 99.5 91.1 99.9 99.6 87.8 16.7
4 RC 86.3 49.6 94.4 66.6 100 99.3 93.0 100 98.4 87.5 16.8
5 CvR 90.8 54.7 96.8 55.2 98.3 99.4 92.8 100 99.5 87.5 17.7
6 PART 89.3 49.2 95.8 60.1 98.5 99.4 91.9 100 99.1 87.0 17.8
7 Bag 90.8 52.4 92.0 63.3 98.5 99.5 86.2 100 97.3 86.7 16.2
8 J48 89.3 52.1 92.4 58.1 99.0 99.6 91.5 100 97.1 86.6 17.2
9 IBk 87.8 44.3 93.5 65.4 95.8 91.5 91.2 100 98.4 85.3 17.4
10 LB 89.9 56.2 86.7 53.3 99.8 99.6 93.0 98.2 90.3 85.2 16.9
11 REPT 90.2 52.8 87.7 55.7 96.8 99.6 84.8 100 96.0 84.8 17.1
12 DT 87.5 54.3 91.0 52.5 99.0 99.3 84.3 100 94.7 84.7 17.5
13 RT 87.5 46.6 83.2 62.6 95.5 97.1 84.0 100 94.6 83.5 16.8
14 BNet 85.7 51.1 85.7 48.5 98.8 98.6 93.3 96.2 90.3 83.1 18.4
15 NB 85.4 50.8 85.5 44.3 95.0 95.3 93.0 95.8 90.3 81.7 18.7
16 OneR 87.5 48.0 70.0 45.8 92.0 96.2 40.0 98.5 71.0 72.1 21.7
17 MAB 87.2 42.7 70.0 44.9 94.5 95.4 28.0 94.5 66.3 69.3 24.3
18 CR 86.9 42.7 70.0 48.9 94.8 97.1 26.2 88.7 66.3 69.0 23.8
19 CvC 72.0 39.4 54.9 45.1 71.8 76.0 22.5 75.9 40.8 55.4 18.4
20 ZeroR 77.1 42.7 70.0 44.9 62.8 92.3 13.5 51.8 33.3 54.3 22.6

89.3%. The final two columns of Table 4.4 show the average classification accuracy

percentage and standard deviation for each algorithm across all nine test datasets.

4.3.2 Classification processing speed

To accurately test the phones’ processing speed for local data-mining, the DataBench

software performed all 180 algorithm/dataset model build/learning combinations

three times, with the average time of all three iterations recorded. The cumulative

density function (CDF) graphs for each device shown in Fig. 4.1 display the rate of

completion as a function of time and exhibit notable similarities. Models trained

on the HP Pavilion dm4 laptop completed the tests with 50th, 75th and 90th per-

centiles of 0.03, 0.15 and 0.72seconds, respectively. By way of comparison, the same

percentiles for models trained on the Motorola Moto G5 phone (Fig. 4.1a) occurred

at 0.24, 2.76 and 11.05 seconds, the Samsung Galaxy S3 (Fig. 4.1b) at 0.89, 10.41
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FIGURE 4.1: Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) graphs of
model build times for the 180 classification algorithm/dataset tests
executed on (a) Motorola Moto G5 phone, (b) Samsung Galaxy S3
phone, (c) LG F70 D315 phone and (d) HP Pavilion dm4 notebook.

and 44.42 seconds and the LG F70 D315 phone (Fig. 4.1c) 1.23, 14.08, 52.26 seconds.

Despite not having the same processing power as the HP laptop, the completion of

75% of its tests within three seconds suggests the Moto G5 and similar phones have

sufficient processing speed to handle many modelling tasks within a user-friendly

timeframe.

However, comparing the Moto G5 phone’s average classification accuracy versus

average build time over the nine datasets in Fig. 4.2 highlights the minor accuracy

gains from rising algorithm complexity have an exponential cost in execution time.

4.3.3 Smartphone Battery Life

As discussed in Section 4.2.4.3, J48 (C4.5) and REPTree were selected as algorithms

to discover their effects on smartphone battery life. This was done by continuous
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FIGURE 4.2: Comparison of average classification accuracy (Table
4.4) versus average model learning time across all nine test datasets
recorded from a Motorola Moto G5 smartphone. Algorithm identifiers
match those in Table 4.4.

TABLE 4.5: Number of models built over a 10% range of battery life.

Dataset Ecoli CMC Car
Eval

WQ CKD Thy-
roid

Soy-
bean

Mush-
room

Nur-
sery

Smartphone J48 (C4.5) algorithm
Motorola
Moto G5

143465 12715 52767 980 57489 7052 19504 8333 5859

LG F70 D315 23757 1984 8383 144 9907 1213 3545 1170 970
Samsung
Galaxy S III

10861 1092 4095 73 4689 621 1852 334 572

REPTree algorithm
Motorola
Moto G5

132523 27638 60543 3306 62892 7543 20198 5615 5361

LG F70 D315 25919 5537 10936 612 11998 1304 4111 896 966
Samsung
Galaxy S III

10618 2658 4812 296 5591 610 1843 451 477

execution of the algorithm to learn models from each of the nine datasets, in turn,

on each smartphone. The numbers of models built during the 10% run-down in

battery capacity for each dataset are shown in Table 4.5. For example, the Moto G5

phone completed the J48 algorithm on the ‘Car Eval’ dataset 52,767 times in just 10%

battery capacity. Moreover, the average run-times to drop 10% of battery capacity

were 3,554 (Moto G5), 3,275 (LG F70) and 1,376 seconds (Galaxy SIII), respectively.

The results of the WQ dataset may appear to be inconsistent with the other
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FIGURE 4.3: Temperature rise over time of three devices executing
the RotationForest algorithm on the Nursery dataset recorded over a
15-minute period at one-minute intervals.

dataset results, but this dataset was the largest dataset featuring all numerical

non-class attributes. Decision tree algorithms such as J48 (C4.5) must perform more

computationally-expensive testing of each numerical attribute value to identify

the optimum point on which to branch. This added complexity not only reduces

processing speed, but also creates a greater drain on battery life. In addition, the

classification accuracy for this dataset is notably lower than many of the other data-

sets, adding to the complexity of the task. This further weighs against performance

and, ultimately, battery life, resulting in fewer models built over the 10% battery

life window.

4.3.4 Smartphone Temperature Performance

The results of thermal testing are shown in Fig. 4.3. These detail the change in

temperature whilst executing the Rotation Forest algorithm continuously on the

Nursery dataset on all three phones. For comparison, the temperature change over

the same period was recorded on the Galaxy S3 phone while playing 720x576-pixel

MPEG-4 video. The Galaxy S3’s relatively-short 10% battery run-time noted in the

previous section despite a battery capacity comparable to the other two phones
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suggests a higher comparative energy usage. This manifested itself here with the

largest temperature gain of 6.6°C after 15 minutes of continuous execution. This

was followed by the LG F70 increasing its temperature by 6.0°C. By comparison,

the Motorola Moto G5 saw a temperature rise of just 2.6°C after 15-minutes, 0.2°C

less than the Galaxy S3 playing an MPEG-4 video file. The ambient temperature

during testing was nominally 23°C (thermostat-controlled).

4.4 Discussion

The purpose of this chapter has been to continue answering Research Question

1 (Section 1.2) and identify how well popular classification algorithms perform

on smartphone-grade hardware. The decline in processing speed exhibited in Fig.

4.2 by some of the more complex algorithms, such as SimpleCART and Rotation

Forest, is significant compared with the smaller increase in classification accuracy

they provided. More broadly, these results suggest that classification accuracy and

processing speed are becoming mutually-exclusive, as the complexity of newer clas-

sification algorithms increases. Further, this may limit the value of some multi-tree

algorithms such as Rotation Forest in mobile applications for all but smaller data-

sets. However, the ability to successfully weave the Weka data-mining engine into

Android may encourage the development of more machine-learning applications

for mobile devices to take advantage of the benefits these devices have to offer:

(1) Our experiments have shown smartphones are capable of executing a wide

range of data-mining classification algorithms.

(2) As expected, smartphones achieve classification accuracy identical to laptops

and personal computers when using the same algorithm source code.

(3) Smartphones were able to complete as many as 75% of our algorithm-

dataset test combinations within three seconds, indicating user-friendly

performance levels.

(4) The results suggest that continued improvement in smartphone CPU per-

formance will translate into faster model build speeds.

(5) Model-training speed is dependent upon the device processor, algorithm

and dataset size, yet, a single model build can have negligible effect on

battery life.
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(6) The rise in smartphone temperature during testing never exceeded 7°C,

even during a 15-minute continuous data-mining operation. Moreover,

this 15-minute period exceeded the individual execution time of all 180

algorithm-dataset test combinations.

Fig. 4.2 shows the algorithms that perform more slowly on smartphone hardware.

However, it also indicates those algorithms that provide an optimal mix of classific-

ation accuracy and processing speed. For example, Random Committee (4) and J48

(8) both achieved classification accuracies within 3% of class-leader Rotation Forest.

Yet, they do so in less than 3% of the time required by Rotation Forest on the same

tests. Elsewhere, algorithms such as REPTree and IBk (K-Nearest Neighbours) also

deliver similar levels of accuracy and performance, with only minor trade-offs.

Smartphones have inspired a wave of creative new applications, thanks to their

combination of on-board resources. However, despite continual improvement in

smartphone hardware, the amount of quantitative research available in machine

learning execution on smartphones is limited. This chapter proposed a testing

framework for the direct implementation of data-mining algorithms on smart-

phones and found not only is it possible, but that in many applications, it can be

applied efficiently with equal accuracy to more traditional computing devices. It

found that smartphones are capable of performing local machine-learning through

the Weka data-mining engine with user-friendly speed, but that the twin ideals of

classification accuracy and model-learning speed are becoming mutually exclusive.

Through experimentation, this research found that the choice of classification al-

gorithm and size of dataset affects not only model-learning speed, but also device

battery life. Yet in applications where only a single model is built, the overall

effect on battery life can be negligible. Moreover, this chapter observed that the

processing demands of data-mining cause temperature rises within smartphones,

but that these rises are moderate.

However, despite achieving success with multiple algorithms executing success-

fully on smartphones, there is considerable room for further research into accurate,

efficient on-device machine-learning methods that better enable smartphones to be

utilised in a wide array of data-rich applications. This will be addressed in Chapters

6 and 7, in direct response to Research Question 2 (Section 1.2).



CHAPTER 5

DataLearner: a Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery Tool for

Android Smartphones and Tablets

Smartphones have become the ultimate ’personal computer’, yet despite this,

general-purpose data mining and knowledge discovery tools for mobile devices

are non-existent. This chapter continues our answer to Research Question 1 and

proposes a solution enabling on-device data mining using a broad range of Android

devices. It develops a method for importing the Weka data mining engine into the

Android development environment and puts forward a technique for importing

additional external algorithms. This solution delivers the same classification ac-

curacy as PCs and laptops, while doing so with acceptable processing speed and

consumes negligible battery life. Further, the software for this solution has been

open-sourced and made available for further research on GitHub. In addition, the

Android application is available for free download on the Google Play store and a

short video tutorial appears on YouTube.

5.1 Introduction

The growing demand for knowledge discovery and data mining has resulted in

numerous software tools being developed for PCs and laptops, including the likes

of Weka (Frank, M. Hall and I. Witten, 2016) and RStudio (Allaire, 2012). These

tools enable users to execute an array of classification, clustering and association

rule mining on datasets of the user’s choosing.

Meanwhile, since their introduction, smartphones have become the ultimate

version of the ‘personal’ computer, providing multi-core processing power, memory

and storage inside a compact battery-powered device. In addition, today’s smart-

phones and tablets are equipped with an array of sensors: temperature, humidity

The work presented in this chapter has been published in the following paper: Yates, D.,
Islam, M. Z., & Gao, J. (2019, November). DataLearner: a data mining and knowledge discovery
tool for android smartphones and tablets. In International Conference on Advanced Data Mining and
Applications, Rank B (CORE2020), (pp. 828-838). Springer, Cham.
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and barometric pressure sensors for environment, accelerometers and gyroscopes

for movement, as well as microphone and speaker for audio. Yet, the one device

class where general-purpose knowledge discovery and data mining tools remain

rare is mobile devices.

This chapter continues the answer to Research Question 1 by proposing a solu-

tion called ’DataLearner’, a new open-source data mining and knowledge dis-

covery tool designed for smartphones and tablets running the Android operating

system, beginning with Android 4.4 (codenamed ‘KitKat’). It includes 42 classi-

fication, clustering and association rule mining algorithms and features separate

automatically-assigned user interfaces for smartphone and tablet use. DataLearner

is fully self-contained – no cloud computing is required to train or ‘build’ models

and no external storage is needed. This presents numerous advantages. First, as

no cloud computing or networking connectivity is required, DataLearner enables a

smartphone to become a portable data mining tool in remote-location applications

where mains power or network connectivity may not be available. Second, by being

fully self-contained, the app does not require any data be sent to or received from

a server in order to train a model, thus significantly improving data security and

privacy. Third, by being able to locally train a model from local data, there is greater

scope for personalised feedback, particularly in applications such as personal e-

health. Finally, it also provides a practical and compact learning alternative for

students studying data science, allowing them to augment their PCs and laptops

and build models directly on their Android devices.

5.1.1 Our Contributions

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a practical implementation of on-device

data mining, as well as highlighting the capabilities and drawbacks, particularly

those drawbacks in multi-core processing performance that, for the moment, remain.

With no other current research into this area, this chapter extends the findings of the

previous chapter to show that practical on-device data-mining is now possible. Fur-

ther, this chapter describes the process of developing a mobile application capable

of locally-executed data mining and thus, includes a number of contributions:

• To our knowledge, DataLearner is the only application of its type on Google

Play, filling a void within the mobile software market.
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• DataLearner features a user interface designed to enable easy model-building

and evaluation, even on an 800x480-pixel phone screen (see Section 5.2.1).

• DataLearner can be expanded through the inclusion of additional algorithms

(Section 5.2.3).

• DataLearner overcomes issues restricting the initial use of the Weka open-

source data mining core within the Android platform (Section 5.2.4).

• The proposed solution also makes available the GPL3-licenced source code

on GitHub1, a short video tutorial on YouTube2 and the DataLearner applic-

ation on the Google Play store3.

Our vision for DataLearner is to enable data mining and knowledge discovery in mo-

bile applications ranging from on-site processing to education. Thus, DataLearner

aims to support the end user in need of a compact and easy-to-use data mining tool,

but who may wish to swap a PC or laptop for an Android smartphone or tablet.

The remainder of this chapter continues with Section 5.2 proposing the tech-

niques and methods behind DataLearner, with Section 5.3 describing the basic

usage. Section 5.4 tests the performance of DataLearner in terms of accuracy and

speed on smartphone hardware compared with a desktop PC using a range of

datasets and algorithms. Section 5.5 discusses future improvements and research

efforts, while also concluding this chapter.

5.2 Our Design Goals and Implementation

Our concept was to develop a general-purpose Android application allowing any

user, without requiring programming experience, to load a Weka-compatible data-

set, select a suitable algorithm, build a model and test the accuracy of that model

using 10-fold cross-validation on any available Android-compatible device. A

further goal was to enable the application to expand through the addition of new

algorithms as required. This section details these technical decisions in creating the

DataLearner application.

1https://github.com/darrenyatesau/DataLearner
2https://youtu.be/H-7pETJZf-g
3https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=au.com.darrenyates.

datalearner

https://github.com/darrenyatesau/DataLearner
https://youtu.be/H-7pETJZf-g
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=au.com.darrenyates.datalearner
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=au.com.darrenyates.datalearner
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FIGURE 5.1: DataLearner’s three user interface screens - (a) Load, (b)
Select and (c) Run.

FIGURE 5.2: The ’View Details & Confusion Matrix’ button launches
a full-screen scrollable view of accuracy by class, confusion matrix
and classifier output of the new model.

5.2.1 User Interface Design

Two of the design goals for the user interface were ease-of-use by novice data-

miners and ease-of-access to all features on a small screen. These were achieved by

breaking down the application’s functions into key areas designated ‘load’, ‘select’

and ‘run’, shown in Fig. 5.1 – load a training dataset, select an algorithm, run
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the algorithm. Each key area is a self-contained Android window or ‘fragment’,

accessible either by swipe-left and right movements, or pressing the appropriate

top menu tab option. Human-computer interaction (HCI) research has shown the

addition of horizontal swiping has a positive effect on a user’s intentions to use

mobile content (Dou and Sundar, 2016).

5.2.2 Algorithm Selection

As the Weka core provides a large number of built-in algorithms, it was decided

to implement as many of these as practical within DataLearner. In the first release

of the application, this amounts to 39 Weka-based classification, clustering and

association rule mining algorithms (Frank, M. Hall and I. Witten, 2016), with the

classifiers divided into six subgroups as follows:

• Bayes – BayesNet, NaiveBayes

• Functions – Logistic, SimpleLogistic, MultiLayerPerceptron

• Lazy – IBk (K Nearest Neighbours), KStar

• Meta – AdaBoostM1, Bagging, LogitBoost, MultiBoostAB, Random Com-

mittee, Random Subspace, RotationForest

• Rules – Conjunctive Rule, Decision Table, DTNB, JRip, OneR, PART, Ridor,

ZeroR

• Trees – ADTree, BFTree, DecisionStump, J48 (C4.5), LADTree, Random

Forest, RandomTree, REPTree, SimpleCART.

The clusterers include DBSCAN, Expectation Maximisation (EM), FarthestFirst,

FilteredClusterer and SimpleKMeans, while the Association Rule algorithms feature

Apriori, FilteredAssociator and FPGrowth.

5.2.3 Adding External Algorithms

DataLearner also allows external algorithms to be compiled into the application.

This process has enabled the addition of three further classifiers developed by

researchers at Charles Sturt University, namely SysFor (Islam and Giggins, 2011),

ForestPA (Adnan and Islam, 2017b) and SPAARC (Chapter 6). This is achieved by

replicating the Weka source folder structure within the DataLearner Java applic-

ation folder. For example, the Weka path for storing decision tree algorithms is

/weka/classifiers/trees. By adding a ‘weka.classifiers.trees’ package to the source
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code, new decision tree algorithms can be added. Any algorithm conforming to

Weka version 3.6.15 is accessible by the core. This technique was used to success-

fully incorporate the SysFor, ForestPA and SPAARC classification algorithms.

These three algorithms include features well suited to mobile devices – SysFor

is an ensemble classifier able to achieve good results from low-dimension data-

sets, ForestPA aims to improve on Random Forest’s accuracy using a sequential

attribute-penalising technique, while SPAARC implements time-saving strategies to

the CART tree algorithm whilst maintaining the same overall classification accuracy.

5.2.4 Solving Integration Issues

To achieve a self-contained application, the Weka core is imported into the Android

Studio development environment. However, this revealed some issues during

development. First, the latest version 3.8 release of Weka appears to be incompat-

ible with Android, caused by a change first implemented in the previous version

that adds a user interface based on Java’s Swing/Abstract Window Toolkit (AWT),

which is not fully supported by Android. Further investigation revealed that revert-

ing to version 3.6, which implements a standard Java interface, enabled successful

operation. Thus, the initial release of DataLearner features the latest 3.6.15 release.

In addition, a separate issue was identified involving J48, Weka’s version of the

C4.5 decision tree algorithm. This resulted in a failure to successfully build and eval-

uate models from some datasets exceeding 5,000 records. Further troubleshooting

identified the issue involved the Android ‘stack’, a Java memory block for holding

active variable data. By dynamically lifting the stack size to 64KB, the J48 algorithm

successfully completed the model train/evaluate process with the same datasets

that originally failed. No further J48 issues have since been detected.

DataLearner requires Android 4.4 or later operating system, supporting 96.2%

of all devices on Google Play during the week ending May 7, 2019 (Google, 2019).

5.3 Application Usage

The design considerations detailed in Section 5.2 are implemented in this first

release of DataLearner. This section will now describe their usage.
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5.3.1 Loading a Dataset

Upon launching the app, the ‘Load’ screen shown in Fig. 5.1a greets the user.

Pressing the ‘Load Weka-Format File’ button at the bottom of the screen opens

up Android’s storage access framework (SAF). This controls file access to internal

storage (embedded flash and microSD) for loading suitable files. The user taps the

dataset file of interest and it loads into the app. Once the file is loaded, details of the

training dataset appear in the Load screen’s fully-scrollable summary panel, also

shown in Fig. 5.1a. Below the summary panel is an option for selecting an alternate

class attribute. The class attribute is initially assumed to be the last one listed and

the ‘Set alternate class attribute’ selector is set accordingly. However, this can be set

to any attribute index. It is for classification model building only, but may aid in

further knowledge discovery.

While DataLearner does not yet include dataset creation features, the ARFF file

format is a simple modified CSV (comma-separated variable) text file. This format

can be created with any text editor. The ARFF format (Frank, M. Hall and I. Witten,

2016) is also text-based, further details of which are available online4.

5.3.2 Selecting an Algorithm

With a training dataset loaded, the user either swipes left or taps the ‘Select’ tab

to bring up the algorithm selection fragment shown in Fig. 5.1b. This menu is

divided into two groups – classification algorithms grouped into six subcategories,

with clustering and association rule algorithms beneath. Only one algorithm can be

selected at any one time by tapping a subgroup and selecting an algorithm from

the drop-down list.

5.3.3 Running a Classification Algorithm

Once the dataset and algorithm are selected, the user again swipes left or taps the

‘Run’ tab. The Run button begins the model training process and toggles into a

‘Stop’ button. Upon completion, summary results are displayed in the results panel.

In addition, run times for build and ten-fold cross-validation processes are shown

in the scrollable status panel at the bottom of the results screen (Fig. 5.1c). If a

clustering or association rule algorithm is selected, a customised Run tab window

4https://waikato.github.io/weka-wiki/formats_and_processing/arff/

https://waikato.github.io/weka-wiki/formats_and_processing/arff/
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TABLE 5.1: Publicly-available training datasets used in testing.

Dataset Instances Attributes Attribute Type Missing Values
Car Eval 1728 6 Categorical No
Ecoli 336 8 Numeric No
Mushroom 8124 22 Categorical Yes
Soybean 683 36 Categorical Yes
Thyroid 7200 21 Mixed Yes

TABLE 5.2: Classification accuracy results comparing a quad-core
Intel Core i5-2300 PC using Weka 3.6.15 with a Motorola Moto G5
phone running DataLearner (scores as percentages).

Intel Core i5 PC (Weka 3.6.15) Motorola Moto G5 (DataLearner)
Dataset J48

(C4.5)
NaiveBayes REPTree J48

(C4.5)
NaiveBayes REPTree

Car Eval 92.3611 85.5324 87.6736 92.3611 85.5324 87.6736
Ecoli 89.2857 85.4167 90.1786 89.2857 85.4167 90.1786
Mushroom 100 95.8272 99.9631 100 95.8272 99.9631
Soybean 91.5081 92.9722 84.7731 91.5081 92.9722 84.7731
Thyroid 99.5758 95.281 99.5758 99.5758 95.281 99.5758

TABLE 5.3: Classification model build times comparing a quad-core
Intel Core i5-2300 PC using Weka 3.6.15 with a Motorola Moto G5
smartphone running DataLearner (scores in seconds).

Intel Core i5 PC (Weka 3.6.15) Motorola Moto G5 (DataLearner)
Dataset J48

(C4.5)
NaiveBayes REPTree J48

(C4.5)
NaiveBayes REPTree

Car Eval <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.0479 0.0054 0.0349
Ecoli <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.0115 0.0074 0.0169
Mushroom 0.01 <0.001 0.03 0.2077 0.0554 0.3812
Soybean 0.01 <0.001 0.01 0.1187 0.0079 0.1072
Thyroid 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.2770 0.0814 0.2476

shows the results. Again, the screen is fully-scrollable to enable access to all details.

After completion of the classification build and cross-validation process, the

‘View Details and Confusion Matrix’ button is enabled. Pressing this button opens

a detailed window revealing the accuracy by class, confusion matrix of the model

built and classifier output (as appropriate), as shown in Fig. 5.2. The window is

fully-scrollable and can be viewed in portrait (vertical) or landscape (horizontal)

mode. Pressing the device’s back arrow will return the user to the main DataLearner

application screens.
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5.4 Accuracy, Speed and Energy Consumption

Smartphones do not feature the same processor architecture as more traditional

PCs. However, this does not imply that mobile devices cannot execute data mining

algorithms with the same accuracy. Tests comparing the accuracy of classification

algorithms and datasets on a quad-core Intel PC and a 2017 Motorola Moto G5

smartphone using DataLearner show this to be the case. The five datasets tested are

shown in Table 5.1 and are available from the UCI Machine Learning Repository

(Dua and Graff, 2019).

The results of accuracy tests are shown in Table 5.2. As both platforms ran

essentially the same algorithm source code, the classification accuracy results were

identical, as expected. By contrast, smartphones do not have the same processor

performance levels as desktop and laptop computers. However, as mobile processor

development continues to improve, smartphone performance also continues to

gain pace. To understand these performance differences, the same combination

of algorithms, datasets and devices were again tested for model build times, the

results shown in Table 5.3.

Overall, DataLearner running on the Motorola Moto G5 smartphone delivered

approximately one-tenth of the desktop PC’s processing speed. However, it must be

noted that DataLearner’s Weka 3.6.15 core engine only utilised one of the phone’s

four main processing cores. Nevertheless, all algorithm/dataset combination model

builds were completed within half-a-second. Moreover, adding support for multi-

core processing into the algorithms should improve processing times considerably.

Additionally, testing of DataLearner’s energy consumption was conducted, with

the J48 (C4.5) algorithm temporarily set to continuously build models from the

Thyroid dataset over a 10% range of battery capacity on the Moto G5 phone. This

combination completed 7,052 builds within that 10% range. This equates to a single

build of this combination using less than 0.000015% of the device’s battery capacity.

5.5 Discussion

DataLearner’s ability to match PC levels of accuracy on smartphone hardware

shows that mobile devices present no impediment to data mining model training.

Moreover, DataLearner is a useful additional tool for where a PC is inconvenient
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or unavailable. For training datasets with dimensions similar to those in Table 5.1,

the reduced levels of processing speed in most smartphones should not provide

a hindrance. Furthermore, having a knowledge discovery tool in a smartphone

should provide ample compensation. Add in continuing gains in smartphone

processing power and this should allow for larger datasets to be processed into

the future. Nevertheless, the single-threaded algorithms in DataLearner are a lim-

itation providing opportunities for further research. More recent Weka versions

include multi-core support in some algorithms (including RandomForest and Bag-

ging). However, as previously noted, Weka versions beyond 3.7 feature a Java

Swing/AWT user interface not fully supported by Android. Thus, research into

overcoming this issue is required. Moreover, development is needed for more-

efficient algorithms to achieve faster processing speeds within existing mobile

devices, as well as multi-threaded algorithms to take advantage of multi-core pro-

cessors in new smartphones. These development goals are addressed by Research

Question 2 (Section 1.2) and the solutions proposed in Chapters 6 and 7. In addition,

a solution to parallel-processing of algorithms is proposed in Chapter 8.

In answer to Research Question 1 (Section 1.2), this chapter has proposed a

solution to enable on-device data mining for Android devices. It has introduced

techniques to incorporate the Weka run-time engine into the Android development

platform and the addition of external algorithms. Further, performance testing

has shown that the DataLearner application delivers identical levels of accuracy

as PCs and laptops. Despite the use of single-threaded code, processing speed is

satisfactory and continues to improve. Initial energy consumption testing indicates

building a single data mining model on a smartphone using DataLearner has

negligible effect on device battery life. Nevertheless, the application has areas for

further improvement, including multi-core support.

5.5.1 Availability on Google Play, GitHub and YouTube

As outlined in Section 5.1.1, the DataLearner application source code has been

GPL3-licensed open-source and made available for further research on GitHub. The

application itself is freely downloadable for Android devices from the Google Play

store. Further, a short video tutorial is available on YouTube. To our knowledge,
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our proposed solution is the only application of its type currently available on

the Google Play Store. If smartphones are the ultimate ‘personal’ computer, they

provide the ultimate platform to explore data mining in a range of applications,

including education and personalised e-health. Moreover, having the ability to per-

form data mining in a pocket-able device without the need for network connectivity

could further open up a broad array of opportunities.



CHAPTER 6

SPAARC: A Fast Decision Tree Algorithm

Decision trees are a popular method of data-mining and knowledge discovery,

capable of extracting hidden information from datasets consisting of both nominal

and numerical attributes. However, their need to test the suitability of every attrib-

ute at every tree node, in addition to testing every possible split-point for every

numerical attribute can be expensive computationally, particularly for datasets

with high dimensionality. This chapter begins our answer to Research Question 2

(Section 1.2) and proposes a decision tree algorithm called SPAARC. It consists of

two components developed to speed up the tree induction process – sampling of

the numeric attribute tree-node split-points and dynamically adjusting the node at-

tribute selection space. To confirm its validity, SPAARC has been empirically tested

against an implementation of the CART algorithm using 18 freely-available datasets

from the UCI data repository. Results from this testing indicate the two components

of SPAARC combined have minimal effect on decision tree classification accuracy

yet reduce model build times by as much as 65%. In addition, this algorithm has

been made available for use by researchers as part of the Weka Package Manager.

6.1 Introduction

Classification is a long-studied method for data-mining and knowledge discovery,

featuring in applications as varied as water dam management (Islam, Furner and

Siers, 2016) and heart disease prediction (Dangare and Apte, 2012). It extracts

information from a dataset of records as a set of rules or ‘model’ summarising the

relationships between the feature values. Features are also known as ‘attributes’.

Moreover, the model learned can then be applied to a new previously-unseen record

The work presented in this chapter has been published in the following paper: Yates, D., Islam,
M. Z., & Gao, J. (2018, November). SPAARC: A fast decision tree algorithm. In Australasian Conference
on Data Mining, Rank Australasian-B (CORE2020), (pp. 43-55). Springer, Singapore.
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to predict the category or ‘class’ it belongs to. Decision trees are a popular classi-

fication technique due to their flowchart-like visualisation that is easy to follow

and understand (Han, Pei and Kamber, 2011). Popular examples include CART

(Breiman et al., 1984) and C4.5 (J Ross Quinlan, 2014).

A decision tree aims to discover relationships within a dataset D containing n

records or ‘instances’ such that D = {R1, R2, . . . , Rn} between an m-dimensional

vector of non-class attributes A = {A1, A2, . . . , Am} and a class attribute, C, consist-

ing of p class values, with C = {c1, c2, . . . , cp}. If an attribute Ai is numerical, its

value can range between Ai = [Li, Ui], where Li is the lower limit and Ui the upper

limit of attribute Ai. However, if an attribute Ai is categorical, the domain of Ai =

{a1, a2, . . . ax}where |Ai| = x, such that the attribute Ai has x possible values. Each

record RL ∈ D will draw values for each attribute from that attribute’s domain.

Data-mining has long been performed on computers, servers and ‘cloud com-

puting’, but the growing capabilities of smartphones and ‘Internet of Things’ micro-

controller units (MCUs) has seen increasing attempts to implement data-mining

algorithms on these constrained devices (Nath, 2012) (Srinivasan et al., 2014). Im-

proving algorithm efficiency would further their implementation on these devices,

potentially offering new applications.

At the same time, moves by major cloud computing service providers Amazon

and Google in late-2017 saw changes to service fees from a ‘per hour’ to a ‘per

second’ basis (Darrow, 2017). This will likely renew corporate focus on algorithm

efficiency, for if an algorithm can build a model in the ’cloud’ with almost identical

accuracy but in less time, the time saved may translate into direct cost savings.

6.1.1 Our Contributions

This chapter proposes a new algorithm for accelerating classification model train-

ing speed called SPAARC, consisting of two novel components – Node Attribute

Sampling (NAS) and Split-Point Sampling (SPS). Experiments carried out in this

chapter show SPAARC cuts model build times by as much as 65% with minimal

loss in classification accuracy. This improvement could deliver cost savings for

cloud-based data-mining or potentially boost implementation of locally-executed

data mining on performance-constrained devices.
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The concept of sampling attributes at each node is well-known, with Random

Forest (Breiman, 2001) arguably its most popular example. The concept of sampling

splitting-points has also featured in previous research (Ranka and V. Singh, 1998).

However, the proposed NAS and SPS techniques represent new extensions, incor-

porated into SPAARC to form a novel implementation and combination of these

components into a single effective algorithm. Moreover, our NAS component in-

corporates a novel feature that aims to balance the disparate needs of classification

accuracy and processing speed. This chapter continues with Section 6.2 detailing

our proposed method, while Section 6.3 reports on its implementation and testing

within the CART classification algorithm. Section 6.4 analyses the time-complexity

of the SPAARC algorithm, while Section 6.5 provides further analysis of the results

and discussion, before concluding this chapter.

6.2 Proposed Method

Our proposed method for accelerating tree induction combines components of split-

point sampling and attribute subset selection into a single novel implementation we

have named Split-Point And Attribute Reduced Classifier or SPAARC. Moreover,

this method can be applied to any classification algorithm that implements its

numeric attribute split-point analysis and node-attribute selection recursively.

The two specific components of SPAARC will now be detailed individually,

starting with Node Attribute Sampling (NAS) covered in Section 6.2.1 and Split-

Point Sampling (SPS) in Section 6.2.2. This will be followed by empirical evaluation

in Section 6.3.

6.2.1 Node Attribute Sampling (NAS)

The NAS component in our proposed method avoids testing every non-class attrib-

ute at every tree node and further avoids the limitation of preselecting a subset of

attributes before tree induction begins. Instead, our method dynamically selects the

attribute space, switching between the full and subset attribute lists based on the

tree depth level of the current node being tested. An example is shown in Fig. 6.1.

Induction begins at the root node, N1, which sits on Tree Depth Level (TDL) 1.

Here, the full non-class attribute space A = {A1. . .A6} is always used to find the
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FIGURE 6.1: NAS samples the full attribute space on each treeDepth
modulus level (in this case, treeDepth modulus = 2

FIGURE 6.2: Algorithms for NAS (NodeAttributeSample) and SPS
(SplitPointSample).
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most appropriate attribute for the root node. As TDL 1 is also designated as a mod-

ulus level, the information gain scores from each non-class attribute tested for N1

are recorded. Also, the indices of these non-class attributes are sorted in decreasing

order of their information gain, stored in array ‘sortedAtts’ and recursively passed

onto the next node level. Now at node N2, the ‘treeDepth’ value is set to 2. Since

N2 is not on a modulus TDL, the node attribute is selected from a subset of sorted

attributes received from node N1 with above-median information gain. In this

example, that subset is {A4, A1, A2}. Tree induction continues recursively down the

left-hand branch to node N3. As N3 sits on a modulus TDL, the attribute for this

node again comes from the full attribute space, with the new sorted attribute list

passed to the next level as before. This process continues down until leaf nodes N6

and N7 are set, using the current subset derived from N5 {A6, A3, A1}. Induction

continues recursively to node N8. Again, as N8 is also on a modulus TDL, the full

attribute space is used. Following this recursive path, the next node for processing

is node N9. As N9 is not on a modulus TDL, its attribute is selected from the

above-median subset passed down from N3 {A1, A3, A4}. Induction continues to

N10, which being on a modulus TDL, selects from the full attribute space. Nodes

N11 and N12 receive the new sorted list from N10, deriving the above-median

subset {A2, A6, A5}. However, since the next node in the sequence, N13, also sits on

a non-modulus TDL, it selects its attribute using the subset from N1 {A4, A1, A2}.

The final two nodes, N14 and N15, both sit on a modulus TDL and choose an

attribute from the full attribute space.

To be clear, new information gains (IGs) are always calculated at the current

node. The purpose of switching between the full attribute space and the subset

consisting of attributes with above-median IGs from the previous level is to reduce

the processing load and thus increasing the model-training speed. Selecting only at-

tributes with above-median IGs for inclusion in the subset removes those attributes

less-likely to be relevant before time is wasted calculating their IGs needlessly.

The pseudo-code for NAS appears in the NodeAttributeSample function in

Fig. 6.2. It takes as parameters, the dataset Dj , attributes A, along with the tree

depth modulus factor fM and an array of sorted attributes sortedAtts. It returns

the split-attribute As and, if numeric, its best split point bestSplit. If the tree depth

level modulus fM is one (1), the function looks for the best split-point from every
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attribute, retaining the information gain (infoGain) factor from each. Following

this, the attributes are sorted by information gain in decreasing order and stored in

the sortedAtts array. If the tree depth level modulus fM is not equal to one, each

attribute of the sortedAtts subset with information gain greater than the median is

tested for its split-point. In any case, the attribute with maximum information gain

is returned as the split-attribute As, its split-point bestSplit, and the information

gain values infoGains.

This ’NodeAttributeSample’ function also calls the ‘SplitPointSample’ function,

featuring the split-point sampling (SPS) component we will now discuss.

It is important to also remember that the purpose of SPAARC is not just to

achieve classification accuracy but also to improve model-training speed. In many

classification algorithms based on decision tree induction (such as CART), each

node normally would test every attribute. The use of switching between the full

attribute set and a subset based on above-median information gain at alternate

tree levels is aimed to reduce the number of attributes tested, but without overly

sacrificing potential accurate partitioning of records.

6.2.2 Split-Point Sampling (SPS)

As we have seen previously in Chapter 2, decision tree algorithms test for the

optimum split-point of a numerical attribute at a node using some measure of

information gain. One example measure is the Gini index:

Gini(D) = 1−
v∑

i=1

p2i (6.1)

where pi is the probability that a record in dataset D belongs to the class value

Ci and v is the number of class values. However, to obtain the split-point with

maximum information gain, each adjacent pair of distinct attribute values must

be tested, such that for j distinct values, there are generally j − 1 adjacent pairs

tested. Our SPS component does not interfere with information gain measure itself,

however, it dynamically reduces the number of possible split-points tested. This is

done by dividing the range of distinct attribute values into equal-width intervals

and using the adjacent pair of values at the edges of each interval as potential split

points. Thus, if there are k intervals, only k − 1 test points are required. Through

experimentation, a value of k = 20 has been shown to provide good results. While
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FIGURE 6.3: Maximum distance the actual split-point i can be from a
tested split-point is m/2k

the sampling of 20 interval points may not result in the selection of the split-point

of maximum information gain, it can be shown that the point selected should never

be more than a value distance of half the interval step from the ideal.

Theorem 1: Ifm = range of numeric attribute values and k = the number of intervals,

the actual split-point of maximum information gain cannot be more than m/2k

away from an interval test point.

Proof: Let p and q be two consecutive interval points, such that q – p = m/k. Let i

be the actual split point somewhere in the range sequence between points p and

q. From this, there are three possibilities – i) that (i – p) < m/2k, ii) that (i - p)

= m/2k, and iii) that (i – p) > m/2k. For possibilities i) and ii), the theorem is

already proved, since neither is greater than m/2k. Now for possibility iii), let

(i – p) > m/2k. Since from Fig. 6.3, (i – p) + (q – i) = m/k, it must be that (i – p)

= m/k – (q – i). Substituting for (i – p), it must also follow that if (i – p) > m/2k,

thenm/k – (q – i) >m/2k. It then follows thatm/k –m/2k > (q – i) and (q – i) <m/2k.

Choosing the optimum level of k is dependent upon the number of distinct

values j, for as k approaches j, the difference in the number of calculations required,

and thus the speed gain as a result, will be minimal. However, if k is too low, the

distance between the optimal and selected split points will likely be greater, poten-

tially negatively affecting the choice of attribute at each node and hence, overall

accuracy.

The ’SplitPointSample’ pseudo-code in Fig. 6.2 details this function. It takes as

parameters the subset of records for the current node, Dsorted, the current attribute,

Ai. and the array of information gains infoGains. It returns ‘infoGain’, plus the

candidate split-point called ‘splitPoint’. The function first considers attribute Ai – if
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it is categorical, it is passed onto the tree algorithm’s current function for finding

categorical split-points. As SPS handles numerical attributes only, we skip this

categorical task.

For numerical attributes, four values are initially calculated from the sorted

range of record values for attribute Ai – hopStart is the Ai value of the first re-

cord, valueRange is the range of numeric values m, hopStep is the range distance

divided by the number of intervals, k, set to 20 and hopPoint is the first interval,

set to hopStart + hopStep. At this point, each record Rj in the current data subset

Dsorted is considered for its value of attribute Ai, but unless this value is greater

than the current interval value hopPoint, it is skipped. This skipping is where

speed is gained. However, if this Ai value is greater, we calculate the information

gain. We compare this information gain value, mj , against the current maximum

information gain value maxInfoGain. If value mj is greater, it becomes the new

maximum and the current best ‘splitPoint’ is set between the Ai values of current

record Rj and the previous record Rj−1. We increment the interval step hopStep to

the next interval, proceed to the next record and continue until the last record is

reached. On completion, the maximum information gain value for Ai is stored in

array infoGains and its corresponding split-point is returned.

The SPS strategy can seem to be a form of attribute discretisation. However,

whereas attribute discretisation splits the attributes into a series of bins, SPS contin-

ues to output its result as a standard binary split. This split consists of those records

with attribute value less than or equal to the test value as one division and records

with value greater than the test value as the other. Thus, the overall purpose of SPS

is to sample the attribute values of records reaching the current node in order to

reduce the number of attribute value tests conducted at each node.

6.3 Experiments

To test the validity of SPAARC, experiments were carried out using 18 freely-

available datasets from the University of California, Irvine (UCI) machine-learning

repository (Dua and Graff, 2019). Dataset details are shown in Table 6.1. These data-

sets were tested on the Weka version 3.8.2 data-mining core using the SimpleCART

algorithm from the Weka Package Manager. Tests were conducted comparing the

SimpleCART algorithm in its original form against the same algorithm augmented
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TABLE 6.1: Details of the 18 numeric, categorical and mixed datasets
used in experiments

Dataset Recs Atts Type Dataset Recs Atts Type
mfeat-four (FOU) 2000 77 Num. KRKPA7 (KRK) 3196 37 Cat.
mfeat-zern (ZER) 2000 48 Num. Soybean (SOY) 683 36 Cat.
Waveform (WAV) 5000 41 Num. SPECT (SPE) 287 23 Cat.
EEG state (EEG) 14980 15 Num. CMC 1473 10 Mix.
Crowdmap (CRO) 10545 29 Num. CKD 400 25 Mix.
Shuttle (SHU) 43500 9 Num. Abalone (ABA) 4177 8 Mix.
Car Eval. (CAR) 1728 7 Cat. Anneal (ANN) 798 39 Mix.
Mushroom (MUS) 8124 23 Cat. Hyp-roid (HYP) 3772 30 Mix.
Nursery (NUR) 12960 9 Cat. Arrhyth. (ARR) 452 280 Mix.

with our proposed SPAARC method. Further tests involving the SPS and NAS

components individually were conducted to identify the role each plays in the

overall result.

Classification accuracy was evaluated using ten-fold cross-validation (see Sec-

tion 2.5.3), while tree induction or ‘build’ times were programmatically recorded to

millisecond precision. Testing was done on an Intel Core i5-2300 PC with Windows

8.1 operating system.

Classification accuracy and model build times of our SPAARC algorithm com-

pared with SimpleCART appear in Table 6.2 (leading results in all tests are shown

in bold). Significantly, SPAARC produced faster tree build times than SimpleCART

in 16 of the 18 datasets tested. The most successful results were achieved on the six

numeric datasets where SPAARC matched or exceeded SimpleCART in all sets for

classification accuracy and processing speed. The FOU dataset achieved a 65% time

reduction.

Importantly, SPAARC achieved these faster speeds whilst still managing an

11/3/4 win/draw/loss record against SimpleCART for classification accuracy.

However, if we start with the hypothesis that the classification accuracies for Sim-

pleCART and SPAARC are the same, the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test (Demšar, 2006)

indicates that the difference in classification accuracy across the 18 datasets is not

significant (z = −1.72, α = 0.05, n = 18). The least successful group for SPAARC in

terms of speed gains was the ‘mixed’ group, where three of the six datasets recorded

slower build times, despite improving classification accuracy on four of those six

datasets. However, across all 18 datasets, SPAARC reduced the total build time
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TABLE 6.2: Classification accuracy and build times of SimpleCART
and SPAARC algorithms (best results bolded).

Accuracy (%) Build Time (secs)
Dataset Type Simple

CART
SPAARC SimpleCART SPAARC

Avg SD Avg SD
FOU Num. 75.50 75.65 3.034 0.029 1.059 0.037
ZER Num. 67.25 69.95 2.109 0.005 0.875 0.009
WAV Num. 76.68 77.04 2.195 0.015 1.362 0.045
EEG Num. 84.11 84.38 3.322 0.014 2.946 0.055
CRO Num. 90.09 90.09 5.618 0.024 2.203 0.029
SHU Num. 99.94 99.96 4.598 0.123 3.147 0.062
CAR Cat. 97.11 97.69 0.409 0.063 0.276 0.111
MUS Cat. 99.94 99.94 2.210 0.013 1.998 0.075
NUR Cat. 99.58 99.58 2.896 0.038 2.701 0.409
KRK Cat. 99.37 99.31 0.891 0.022 0.813 0.021
SOY Cat. 91.07 90.63 1.135 0.268 1.054 0.020
SPE Cat. 80.90 81.27 0.049 0.000 0.043 0.001
CMC Mixed 55.19 55.53 0.427 0.001 0.382 0.001
CKD Mixed 97.50 98.00 0.148 0.057 0.143 0.037
ABA Mixed 26.07 26.41 2.797 0.004 2.410 0.020
ANN Mixed 91.85 92.11 0.254 0.002 0.295 0.001
HYP Mixed 99.55 99.36 0.919 0.011 1.067 0.040
ARR Mixed 70.80 68.81 1.205 0.012 0.837 0.006
Avg %/Total secs 83.47 83.65 34.216 23.610
Wins 4 11 2 16

by more than 32% (23.61secs vs 34.216). Moreover, the Wilcoxon Test found these

speed differences to be statistically significant (z = −3.24, α = 0.05, n = 18). Thus,

SPAARC delivers the same accuracy as SimpleCART, but with significantly-reduced

modeling time.

To understand in more detail how each of the algorithm’s two main compon-

ents contribute to the overall result, SPAARC was modified to implement each

component separately and compared in each case with the SimpleCART algorithm.

The results in Table 6.3 show that SPS improved model build times in 12 of the 18

datasets tested. Worthy of note is the fact that the total build time achieved by SPS is

greater than that recorded by SPAARC, indicating the SPAARC results are not due

solely to SPS. SPS improved upon the SimpleCART classification accuracy results

in nine of 18 datasets. The Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test indicates no significant
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TABLE 6.3: SimpleCART classification accuracy and build times com-
pared with SPS alone (best results bolded).

Accuracy (%) Build Time (secs)
Dataset Type Simple

CART
SPS SimpleCART SPS

Avg SD Avg SD
FOU Num. 75.50 75.55 3.034 0.029 1.181 0.015
ZER Num. 67.25 69.65 2.109 0.005 0.921 0.018
WAV Num. 76.68 77.10 2.195 0.015 1.482 0.025
EEG Num. 84.11 84.05 3.322 0.014 3.115 0.024
CRO Num. 90.09 90.25 5.618 0.024 2.369 0.078
SHU Num. 99.94 99.96 4.598 0.123 2.972 0.121
CAR Cat. 97.11 97.11 0.409 0.063 0.272 0.139
MUS Cat. 99.94 99.94 2.210 0.013 2.223 0.008
NUR Cat. 99.58 99.58 2.896 0.038 2.874 0.019
KRK Cat. 99.37 99.37 0.891 0.022 0.909 0.027
SOY Cat. 91.07 91.07 1.135 0.268 0.754 0.094
SPE Cat. 80.90 80.90 0.049 0.000 0.049 0.001
CMC Mixed 55.19 55.80 0.427 0.001 0.432 0.001
CKD Mixed 97.50 98.00 0.148 0.057 0.147 0.043
ABA Mixed 26.07 27.17 2.797 0.004 2.573 0.027
ANN Mixed 91.85 92.11 0.254 0.002 0.300 0.002
HYP Mixed 99.55 99.36 0.919 0.011 1.311 0.035
ARR Mixed 70.80 68.81 1.205 0.012 0.987 0.020
Avg %/Total secs 83.47 83.65 34.216 24.872
Wins 3 9 5 12

difference in classification accuracy over the 18 datasets between SimpleCART and

SPS-only SPAARC (z = −1.65, α = 0.05, n = 18), but a significant difference in

model-training speed (z = −2.28, α = 0.05, n = 18). Nevertheless, SPS improved

the cumulative model build time by just over nine seconds or 27.3%. Thus, SPS can

accelerate tree induction and have minimal effect on classification accuracy.

Similarly, Table 6.4 shows the results of implementing the NAS component

alone in comparison with SimpleCART, with model build times improved by NAS

in all but one of the datasets tested. While NAS achieved speed gains in more

datasets than SPS, the gain in build time resulting from NAS was less than SPS

(29.466seconds vs SPS’ 24.872). This indicates NAS with its treeDepth modulus

setting of 2 contributes less to overall speed than SPS, but is more likely to show
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TABLE 6.4: SimpleCART classification accuracy and build times com-
pared with NAS alone (best results bolded).

Accuracy (%) Build Time (secs)
Dataset Type Simple

CART
NAS SimpleCART NAS

Avg SD Avg SD
FOU Num. 75.50 75.90 3.034 0.029 2.541 0.040
ZER Num. 67.25 68.35 2.109 0.005 1.815 0.005
WAV Num. 76.68 76.68 2.195 0.015 1.853 0.012
EEG Num. 84.11 84.41 3.322 0.014 3.051 0.016
CRO Num. 90.09 90.12 5.618 0.024 4.570 0.005
SHU Num. 99.94 99.95 4.598 0.123 4.204 0.043
CAR Cat. 97.11 97.69 0.409 0.063 0.264 0.125
MUS Cat. 99.94 99.94 2.210 0.013 1.906 0.048
NUR Cat. 99.58 99.58 2.896 0.038 2.484 0.050
KRK Cat. 99.37 99.31 0.891 0.022 0.781 0.012
SOY Cat. 91.07 90.63 1.135 0.268 0.634 0.021
SPE Cat. 80.90 81.27 0.049 0.000 0.044 0.001
CMC Mixed 55.19 55.13 0.427 0.001 0.384 0.000
CKD Mixed 97.50 97.50 0.148 0.057 0.158 0.011
ABA Mixed 26.07 25.69 2.797 0.004 2.594 0.026
ANN Mixed 91.85 91.85 0.254 0.002 0.251 0.001
HYP Mixed 99.55 99.55 0.919 0.011 0.867 0.053
ARR Mixed 70.80 70.80 1.205 0.012 1.065 0.026
Avg %/Total secs 83.47 83.57 34.216 29.466
Wins 4 7 1 17

a speed gain than SPS alone, since NAS works on all attributes, not just numer-

ical ones. The Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test once again found no significant differ-

ence between the two algorithms for classification accuracy across the 18 datasets

(z = −0.892, α = 0.05, n = 18) but a statistically-significant improvement in model-

training speed (z = −3.59, α = 0.05, n = 18). The results also saw NAS improve

classification accuracy in seven of 18 datasets, with a slightly higher average ac-

curacy overall. More broadly, Table 6.3 and Table 6.4 indicate the performance of

SPAARC is due to both components combined.

6.4 Time-Complexity Analysis

The processing speed of an algorithm depends on many things, from the size of the

training data to the speed of the computing device. However, it is also dependent
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upon the complexity of the algorithm itself. The more complex the algorithm, the

more time-consuming it is. Using complexity analysis, we can identify the key

components in CART and SPAARC that affect this processing speed.

Assuming a Dataset D, with m number of non-class attributes and n number of

records, the time-complexity of a top-down ’greedy’ decision tree such as CART can

be described as O(m2 · n) (Martin and Hirschberg, 1995; J. Su and H. Zhang, 2006).

This is based on the most time-consuming process of tree induction being the search

of the splitting attribute at each node. In CART, this requires each attribute and

each attribute value reaching the current node to be tested, resulting in a complexity

of O(m · |Di|), where m is the size of the attribute space and Di is the subset of

records reaching the current node i. Each node level of the tree continues to see the

full training dataset, n = |D|, with the time complexity per level is O(m · n). This

expands to O(m2 · n) for the completed tree (Martin and Hirschberg, 1995; J. Su and

H. Zhang, 2006).

Our proposed SPAARC algorithm differs in that instead of testing |Di| records

for each attribute at each node, it only tests k records, where k is the number of

intervals and k ≤ |Di|. Thus, the time complexity at each node becomes O(m · k).

Moreover, whereas CART continues to see the full training data across each tree

level, SPAARC only sees w · k records, where w is the number of nodes on the tree

level, such that w · k < n. Since SPAARC is also a binary tree, w = 2(v−1), where v is

the tree depth level (root node: v = 1). Thus, the time complexity across a SPAARC

tree level becomes O(m · w · k) and for the tree as a whole O(m2 · w · k). However,

since (w · k) ≤ n, the worst-case complexity remains O(m2 · n).

From this, we can see that tree complexity grows exponentially with respect to

the number of attributes. The Node-Attribute Sampling (NAS) method (Section

6.2.1) attempts to reduce this effect by limiting the attribute space on each alternate

tree level to those with above-median information gain, as shown in Fig. 6.1. This

reduces the complexity of each alternate tree level to O(m/2 · w · k). However,

since the tree growth is still dependent on the full attribute space, the overall tree

complexity is O(m2/2 · w · k), which reduces to O(m2 · n) as before.

An additional source of time complexity is the sorting of attributes at each

modulus level, such that the above-median IG attribute subset is ready for the next

level. It is known that on-average, the QuickSort algorithm has a time-complexity
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of O(n log n) when sorting n elements (Knessl and Szpankowski, 2006). In this

application, that time-complexity becomes O(m logm). However, with number

of attributes, m, typically much smaller than the number of records, n, such that

m � n, plus the fact that this sort occurs only on every alternate tree level, the

additional complexity incurred is considered minor.

Nevertheless, the effect of this is to increase the proportion of records tested at

each node as the tree grows towards each leaf. Thus, SPAARC achieves greater

speed near the root node of the tree, where proportionally more records appear at

each node, but less are tested. However, as tree growth nears a leaf, the reverse

occurs - fewer records are seen at each node, but proportionally more are tested.

This would have the effect of improving the probability that the exact optimum

split-point is chosen and thus, improving tree classification accuracy.

6.5 Discussion

Although every decision tree algorithm has its own structure, tree induction in

general is a two-step process. First, the tree is grown until all branches are finished

as leaves via a stopping criteria. Then, second, depending on the algorithm, the tree

is reduced or ‘pruned’ to minimise the effects of noise in the training dataset and

improve its generalisation ability on new unseen instances (Buntine and Niblett,

1992). The SPAARC algorithm’s two components only operate on the growth phase,

leaving potential for further time savings through accelerating the pruning phase.

This will be left for as a potential future research project.

In this chapter, we have begun answering Research Question 2 (Section 1.2) in

proposing a novel implementation of sampling methods into an algorithm we have

called SPAARC to reduce the computational workload of decision tree induction.

The first of these methods involves dynamically selecting attributes with above-

median information gains, then using the current tree depth level to switch between

all attributes and the selected attribute subspace for node testing. The second

method samples attribute value split-points by hopping across the distinct value

space at equal widths just prior to the tree algorithm’s information gain calculations.

The combination of these methods improved upon SimpleCART’s classification

accuracy in more than half of the 18 datasets tested, while reducing the model build
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time in 16 of those datasets by as much as 65%. These methods only apply to the

tree growth phase and leave the pruning phase open for further research.

Nevertheless, while this proposed algorithm achieves its desired goal, it has

a limitation in that it produces only a single decision tree. This concern is solved

through the use of ensemble or ’forest’ algorithms that combine the results from

multiple base classification algorithms and will be addressed in the next chapter.



CHAPTER 7

FastForest: Increasing Random Forest Processing Speed While

Maintaining Accuracy

Random Forest remains one of Data Mining’s most enduring ensemble algorithms,

achieving well-documented levels of accuracy and processing speed, as well as

regularly appearing in new research. However, with data mining now reaching

the domain of hardware-constrained devices such as smartphones and Internet of

Things (IoT) devices, there is continued need for further research into algorithm

efficiency to deliver greater processing speed without sacrificing accuracy. This

chapter extends our answer to Research Question 2 (Section 1.2) and proposes our

new ’FastForest’ algorithm. This algorithm delivers an average 22% increase in

processing speed compared with Random Forest whilst maintaining (and frequently

exceeding) it on classification accuracy over tests involving 45 datasets. FastForest

achieves this result through a proposed combination of three speed-optimising com-

ponents - Subsample Aggregating (‘Subbagging’), Logarithmic Split-Point Sampling

and Dynamic Restricted Subspacing. Moreover, detailed testing of Subbagging sizes

has found an optimal scalar delivering a positive mix of processing performance

and accuracy.

7.1 Introduction

Ensemble classifiers have a rich history in data mining and continue to feature in

new research covering topics as varied as malware detection (Zhu et al., 2018), gene

selection (Sylvester et al., 2018) and energy consumption of buildings (Z. Wang

et al., 2018). Their ability to identify multiple information patterns within data-

sets has seen their popularity continue to grow. Well-known ensemble options

include Bootstrapped Aggregating (or ‘Bagging’) (Breiman, 1996a), which samples

The work presented in this chapter has been accepted for publication in: Information Sciences,
Rank A (CORE2020), under the title of "FastForest: Increasing Random Forest Processing Speed
While Maintaining Accuracy".
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the dataset with replacement to create multiple dataset derivatives and from which,

multiple decision trees can be created. Random Subspacing (Ho, 1998), another

popular alternative, reduces the number of attributes available for selection at a

particular tree node through random selection to boost diversity.

However, it is Random Forest (Breiman, 2001), the algorithm that essentially

combines Bagging with Random Subspacing, that continues to feature heavily in

new research (Silveira et al., 2019; P. Probst, Wright and Anne-Laure Boulesteix,

2019; Ishwaran and M. Lu, 2019; Benali et al., 2019; Lakshmanaprabu et al., 2019).

This is thanks largely to its ability to achieve high levels of accuracy over a broad

range of dataset types, yet do so with comparative computational efficiency. Ran-

dom Forest has been further enhanced by parallelization, allowing the process of

constructing decision trees to occur in parallel on systems with multi-core processor

units. As a result, multi-threaded versions of the algorithm have enabled greater

processing speeds (J. Chen et al., 2016).

With the rise of smartphones and Internet of Things (IoT) over recent years, there

is growing potential to bring data mining to hardware-constrained devices, despite

the reduced levels of processing speed they may appear to offer. As an example,

our previous research in Chapter 5 has brought locally-executed data mining to

the Android platform through our open-source DataLearner app, available free on

Google Play1. Moreover, as mentioned previously in Section 6, changes by cloud

service providers such as Amazon Web Services to their cost structure of these ser-

vices from a per-hour to a per-second basis (Saarinen, 2017; Darrow, 2017) suggests

there can also be direct cost savings by implementing more efficient algorithms

in cloud-based applications. Thus, the need continues for further research into

algorithms that deliver faster performance without sacrificing accuracy.

In this second part of our answer to Research Question 2 (Chapter 1.2), we

propose FastForest, an optimised derivative of the Random Forest algorithm that

achieves improved levels of processing speed whilst maintaining (and frequently

exceeding) the classification accuracy of Random Forest. This is achieved through

the implementation of three components detailed in Section 7.3 - Subsample Ag-

gregating (or ‘subbagging’), Logarithmic Split-Point Sampling (LSPS) and Dynamic

Restricted Subspacing (DRS).

1https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=au.com.darrenyates.
datalearner

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=au.com.darrenyates.datalearner
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=au.com.darrenyates.datalearner
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TABLE 7.1: Notation used in this chapter

DRS Dynamic Restricted Subspacing k Size of attribute subspace
LSPS Logarithmic Split-Point Sampling M Attribute candidate at tree node
A Attribute space of D n Number of records in D
a Subbagging factor pi Prob. record in D has class value ci
c Number of distinct class values r Random subsample on M
D Initial training dataset s Number of split-point candidates
Di Records in D at tree node i T Ensemble of decision trees, size |T |
Dj jth bootstrap sample of D

7.1.1 Original contributions

As will be presented throughout this chapter, the original contributions of this

research include:

• Empirical testing of subbagging scale factors from 0.05 to 0.632 within

Random Forest over 30 freely-available numerical and categorical datasets

(Section 7.3.1).

• Development of the Logarithmic Split-Point Sampling (LSPS) component,

inspired by our previous work on split-point sampling in the single-tree

SPAARC algorithm from Chapter 6 (Section 7.3.2).

• Development of the Dynamic Restricted Subspacing (DRS) component,

inspired by ‘dynamic subspacing’ (Adnan and Islam, 2017a) to achieve

greater speed without loss of accuracy (Section 7.3.3).

• Combining Subbagging, Logarithmic Split-Point Sampling (LSPS) and Dy-

namic Restricted Subspacing (DRS) components into an ensemble classifier

called ‘FastForest’ that appears to be faster than Random Forest without

sacrificing accuracy.

• Broad-scale empirical testing of FastForest over a cache of 45 categorical,

numerical and mixed freely-available datasets on PC and smartphone

hardware (Sections 7.4.1 to 7.4.5).

Common notation used in this chapter is shown in Table 7.1. This chapter continues

with Section 7.2 covering the basics of ensemble classifiers and related efforts in

Random Forest optimisation, Section 7.3 introduces the components of FastForest,

while Section 7.4 covers experimentation and comparison with various ensemble

algorithms, including Random Forest itself. Section 7.5 offers a time-complexity
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analysis of the FastForest algorithm, while Section 7.6 discusses the outcomes and

concludes this chapter.

7.2 Related Work

Ensemble classifiers, such as Random Forest, are classification systems that combine

the output of multiple individual learning models or ‘classifiers’ to more accurately

categorise or ‘classify’ not only training datasets, but also new previously-unseen

dataset records. By combining the outputs of multiple individual models, ensemble

classifiers are often more robust to issues such as errors or ‘noise’ in dataset record

values (Rokach, 2010). They are also often better able to identify multiple patterns

within the data than a single classifier (Tumer and Ghosh, 1996) and as such, have

long been an area of research (Adnan and Islam, 2017b; Breiman, 1996a; Breiman,

2001; Jia et al., 2015; J. J. Rodriguez, Kuncheva and Alonso, 2006).

7.2.1 Random Forest

Random Forest is effectively the combination of Bagging with Random Subspacing

(Breiman, 2001). Moreover, it is robust against errors or ‘noise’ in a dataset, does

not overfit the training dataset (meaning it can generalise well with similar unseen

records) and with a sufficient number of trees, the overall classifier’s prediction

or ‘generalisation’ error rate converges to a limit. In addition, Random Forest is

considered a fast classifier (Rokach, 2010), but more recently, parallelised versions

can take advantage of the multi-core processors now available. For example, the

implementation of Random Forest available in Weka release version 3.8 (Frank,

M. Hall and I. Witten, 2016) enables one tree per processor core to be induced

concurrently, reducing the forest build time. Weka is the open-source graphical

user interface (GUI)-based data-mining application developed by the University of

Waikato.

However, parallelisation presents challenges for some techniques, with Boosting

(Buhlmann, 2012) an example of this. Boosting is a sequentially-built or ‘depend-

ent’ classifier framework that builds individual trees successively using corrective

factors carried over from the preceding tree. Parallelising sequential frameworks,

such as Boosting and ForestPA (Adnan and Islam, 2017b) for example, is a consider-

ably more complex task.
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Another area of research into improving Random Forest’s computational effi-

ciency has been to identify the optimum number of trees developed within the

forest (Latinne, Debeir and Decaestecker, 2001; Oshiro, P. S. Perez and Baranauskas,

2012). Since the complexity of Random Forest is directly related to the number

of trees, it is logical that reducing the tree count would also reduce the overall

computational load. This has been previously researched (Latinne, Debeir and

Decaestecker, 2001), with the McNemar Test for Significance used to identify a

threshold of optimality after each tree is sequentially developed. However, the

sequential nature of this method is at odds with the parallelisation now available

in Random Forest implementations. In addition, research undertaken by Oshiro,

Perez, and Baranauskas (Oshiro, P. S. Perez and Baranauskas, 2012) found over a

test of 29 datasets that there was no significant difference in overall classification

accuracy between using a particular number of Random Trees and its double, for

example between |T |=128 and |T |=256. However, this research found that once the

tree count reached 128, there was no significant change in accuracy with any tree

counts in binary increments up to 4,096 (Oshiro, P. S. Perez and Baranauskas, 2012).

7.2.2 Speed Optimisations Beyond Parallel Processing

Thus, to take advantage of parallelisation, optimisations originating within the

base decision tree itself appear to offer the best potential. Previous examples

of in-tree optimisations include the SPAARC decision tree algorithm (Chapter

6) that incorporates a technique called ‘Split-Point Sampling’ (SPS). This single-

tree algorithm follows standard tree induction practices by testing attributes at

each node to determine which one creates the most homogenous split of records.

However, the Split Point Sampling (SPS) technique presented in SPAARC reduces

the number of potential split-point candidates for numerical attribute values to a

maximum count of 20, equi-distant across the attribute value range. It was shown

empirically that SPS reduces processing time without significantly affecting the

overall classification accuracy of the decision tree. However, this testing did not

extend to include how SPS responds in an ensemble framework.

Nonetheless, while improving ensemble processing speed is the key focus of this

work, it should not come at the expense of classification accuracy. Previous research

(Adnan and Islam, 2017a) identified that as a dataset is progressively partitioned
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during tree induction, fewer attributes are likely to be relevant to the fewer records

that reach the lower (deeper) segments of the tree. The ‘dynamic subspacing’

solution (Adnan and Islam, 2017a) progressively increases the size of the attribute

candidate subspace, k, to encourage more accurate record splitting. A bonus of this

technique is that it works on each tree independently, allowing for parallelisation,

and limits the increase in attribute candidates (and thus, computational load) to

when the record counts are least.

In addition, there are algorithm-acceleration methods based on hardware for

improving processing speed, such as general-purpose computation on graphics

processor unit (GPGPU) technology (Grahn et al., 2011). However, as powerful

as these solutions can be, they do require specialised hardware (GPU-based PC

video cards for example) and may not suit everyday users locally executing data-

mining on standard PCs or smartphones. Thus, techniques to further improve the

two seemingly opposing factors of classification accuracy and processing speed

should ideally be executable on standard PC (or smartphone) hardware and work

on existing software platforms. It is a solution to this research area that this chapter

now proposes.

7.3 Our ‘FastForest’ Algorithm Framework

This section will now introduce the components used in our proposed ‘FastForest’

algorithm, starting with Subbagging (Section 7.3.1), followed by Logarithmic Split-

Point Sampling (Section 7.3.2), Dynamic Restricted Subspacing (Section 7.3.3) and

conclude with algorithms for the proposed components in Section 7.3.4.

7.3.1 Subbagging

As noted in Chapter 3, Bagging involves creating a series of dataset derivatives,

each by choosing n samples from the n records within dataset D (|D| = n), with

replacement, so that any selected record may be chosen again in the same dataset

subsample. This ‘bootstrap’ process enables any number of diverse dataset derivat-

ives to be generated. However, with typically only 63.2% of selected records being

unique due to the ‘with replacement’ selection, the remaining records in a bagged

dataset can represent unnecessary work for the algorithm to perform. This can

reduce processing speed. Moreover, analysis of the WEKA 3.8.3 implementation of
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FIGURE 7.1: Total build speed and average classification accuracy of
subbagging on 30 datasets of Groups 1 and 2 detailed in Table 7.2 and
Table 7.3 compared with Random Forest (RF, 85.60% accuracy / 4.69
secs speed).

Random Forest suggests that the algorithm introduces a weighting factor to allow

duplicate records to be removed from each bagged dataset after it is generated,

leaving only approximately 0.632 × n distinct records in each dataset Dj . This

reduces the processing workload during construction of each tree.

The proposed subbagging component of our FastForest algorithm, by contrast,

only selects unique records, but the question now becomes how many records do

you select? At the two extremes, selecting too few records limits individual tree

accuracy (at its limit, setting the size of each dataset Dj to |Dj|=0), but selecting too

many (|Dj|=|D|) removes bag diversity. Empirical testing over 30 training datasets

shows that a subbagging factor, a, of at least 0.3, such that |Dj| = an, delivers average

accuracy to within 0.5% of Random Forest. The results are shown in Fig. 7.1.

Two versions of Random Forest were used to conduct these tests. The first

was the standard Random Forest implementation found in the Weka version 3.8.3

software. The second was a modified version of the same Random Forest algorithm

but with the standard Bagging component replaced by Subbagging. The two

horizontal lines in Fig. 7.1 represent the average accuracy (85.60%, upper dotted

line) and total build time (4.69 seconds, lower dashed line) across 30 datasets

detailed in Table 7.2 and Table 7.3 for the standard ‘Bagging’ version of Random

Forest. The darker-shaded columns represent the average classification accuracy of
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the modified ‘Subbagged’ version of Random Forest (referred to as ‘SB’) across the

same datasets over a range of subbagging scale factors from 0.05 to 0.6 in 0.05-step

intervals (the 0.632 factor is to emulate Bagging). The lighter-shaded columns show

total build speed over the same datasets and subbagging factors for this modified

algorithm. Thus, ideally, the darker columns should exceed the ‘Random Forest

average accuracy’ line (upper dotted line in Fig. 7.1) and the lighter columns remain

below the ‘Random Forest build time’ line (lower horizontal dashed line in Fig. 7.1).

What is noticeable is that the average classification accuracy rises sharply with

comparatively low sub-bagging factors, to be well within 0.5% of RF by the time

the subbagging scale factor reaches just 0.3. However, at the same time, the growth

in total build time is essentially linear. At the half-subbagging (a = 0.5) level, the

accuracy of SB is less than 0.05% below RF, while still achieving a 19% speed gain

over RF.

Moreover, it was found (through results presented later in this chapter) that

half-subbagging not only delivers substantial processing speed gains over RF, but in

combination with Logarithmic Split-Point Sampling (LSPS) and Dynamic Restricted

Subspacing (DRS), can match and frequently exceed RF for classification accuracy.

As a result, the FastForest algorithm uses ‘half-subbagging’, such that:

|Dj| = 0.5× n (7.1)

This ensures each dataset subsample Dj consists of 0.5 × n distinct randomly-

selected records, reducing the induction time for each tree and for the forest as a

whole, yet with little effect on classification accuracy.

7.3.2 Logarithmic Split-Point Sampling (LSPS)

As discussed in Chapter 2, the process of tree induction involves testing attributes at

each node to determine the attribute and attribute value that best splits the records

at the node into the most distinct groups. The choice of possible split points for

categorical attributes, where attributes have a finite value space, is straightforward -

each distinct attribute value becomes a split-point.

However, for numerical attributes, Random Forest employs the binary split

method shown in Chapter 2, so that records with attribute value less than or equal

to the split value are split into one branch; those with values greater than the split
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FIGURE 7.2: Split point candidates selected in (a) Random Forest
between each adjacent pair, (b) SPAARC using a fixed count of 20
candidates, and (c) Logarithmic Split-Point Sampling (LSPS) using
log2 of the record count at each node.

value are split into another branch. The question now becomes which split-point or

value provides the largest information gain and how do you go about finding it?

Fig. 7.2 outlines three different techniques used by (a) Random Forest, (b) our

previous SPAARC algorithm and (c) the FastForest algorithm proposed in this

chapter. In each diagram, the row of rectangles represents the ordered record values

of the candidate attribute, the dotted vertical lines between values are the tested

mid-points of adjacent values and the solid arrows represent the method of selecting

the split-points to be tested. Fig. 7.2a represents an implementation of Random

Forest that tests every adjacent pair of record values. While this does eventually

find the optimum split-point value, the task of testing every adjacent value pair

consumes the most processing time of the three options.

To compensate for this, our previous SPAARC algorithm (Chapter 6) incorpor-

ates a simplified split-point sampling technique shown in Fig. 7.2b whereby a

maximum of 20 split-points are tested equidistant across the attribute value range.

If the number of record values at the node i, denoted as Di, is less than 20, the

number of split-points is reduced to Di − 1. Overall, this creates a ‘hopping’ effect,

as candidate split-points are skipped to reduce the number of split-points tested.

However, while this was shown to work empirically in a single-tree environment

such as SPAARC, the choice of ‘20’ candidate split-points was arbitrary.
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In comparison, the proposed Logarithmic Split Point Sampling (LSPS) compon-

ent of FastForest in Fig. 7.2c ensures that for a large number of records, the number

of candidate split-points remains low. However, as the record count reduces, such

as when the tree induction process nears a leaf, the number of possible candidate

split-points proportionally increases.

Thus, the purpose of the LSPS component of FastForest is to reduce the number

of candidate split points (and thus, the number of tests required) to s, where s�

Di. This is done using the equation:

s = int(log2(Di)) + 1 (7.2)

where Di is the number of records with non-missing attribute values reaching the

node i. An ‘A-B’ test of this improvement to reduce processing time showed no

ill effect on classification accuracy. With the FastForest algorithm alternately set

between s = 20 (test A) and s = log2(Di) + 1 (test B) over the Group 1 and Group 2

datasets detailed in Section 7.4, test B completed the build process in 2.83 seconds,

ahead of test A’s 3.04 seconds, for a gain of 6.9%. At the same time, test B also

achieved a slightly higher overall classification accuracy of 86.03% versus 85.95%.

In terms of comparative accuracy wins, there was essentially no difference, with

Test B achieving 11 wins, 10 ties and 9 losses. Thus, it appears speed is gained

without any overall loss of accuracy.

7.3.3 Dynamic Restricted Subspacing (DRS)

The purpose of Dynamic Restricted Subspacing (DRS) is to deliver improvements

in classification accuracy and overcome any accuracy losses that may result from

subbagging or LSPS, but without overly compromising the speed gains they achieve.

Evidence of this will be shown in Section 7.4.3.3.

If we determine a training datasetD has attribute spaceA, such that the attribute

space has size |A|, the original Random Subspacing method built into Random

Forest selects a subset or ‘subspace’ k of A, from which attributes can be drawn

for testing at each tree node. Methods for determining the size of k put forward in

literature, including 1 and sqrt(|A|) (Bernard, Heutte and Adam, 2009). A common

option (and implemented within the Weka 3.8.3 version of RandomForest) is the
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method:

k = int(log2(|A|)) + 1 (7.3)

However, research by Adnan and Islam (Adnan and Islam, 2017a) argued that

as the training dataset is split or ‘partitioned’ via each tree node, the number of

attributes that relate to the class attribute falls, reducing the likelihood of relevant

attributes being selected deeper down the tree nodes (that is, the further away from

the root node). As a result, it is possible for this selection of lesser-quality attributes

to result in lesser-quality splits, which may reduce the accuracy of individual trees

and the ensemble/forest as a whole. The authors proposed ‘Dynamic Subspacing’

to increase the attribute subspace size, k, in response to the falling number of

records at a particular tree node. Thus, with a training dataset D of size |D| and the

number of records reaching the particular node i as |Di|, the attribute subspace, k,

is determined by:

k = int(log2(|A| ×
|D|
|Di|

)) + 1 (7.4)

This ‘Dynamic Subspacing’ method increases the attribute subspace as the number

of records reaching a node falls. It can also improve classification accuracy, partic-

ularly for datasets where good attributes are few and/or dimensionality is high

(Adnan and Islam, 2017a).

Dynamic Subspacing also offers a secondary benefit - it limits the size of the

random subspacing nearer the root of the tree, where records at each node are more

plentiful than nearer each leaf. This helps maintain processing speed. For example,

at the root node, where the number of records Di at the node is the full dataset D,

the D/Di factor of equation (7.4) reduces to ‘1’ and the equation itself reverts to

its original ‘Random Subspacing’ form in equation (7.3). Thus, if the full attribute

space is A and has size |A| = 100, the selected subspace becomes k = 7. However,

if the number of records at test node Di falls to 1/100th of |D| (that is, D/100),

equation (7.4) now increases the number of attributes to k = 14. As a result, while

this increase in the attribute subspace helps promote selection of a high-quality

attribute, the extra processing workload required is somewhat offset by the lower

number of records now reaching the test node.

However, from a processing perspective, the addition of new attributes to the

subspace k increases the processing workload at each node. Fig. 7.3 shows the

progression of k against the falling proportion of records reaching the test node,
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FIGURE 7.3: Example showing Dynamic Restricted Subspacing (DRS)
increasing the number of node attributes, k, only once the number of
records at the node falls below 12.5% (1/8) of the total record count.

assuming a hypothetical dataset with an attribute count, |A| = 16. Random Forest

reduces the attribute space to a smaller fixed subspace of k = 5, represented in the

Fig. 7.3 graph by the horizontal dashed line. In contrast, the previously-proposed

Dynamic Subspacing method, shown as the dotted line in Fig. 7.3, begins increasing

the size of the attribute subspace even when the proportion of records reaching

the node is still 50%. Thus, the size of k increases by one for every halving in the

number of records reaching a node.

This raises the question of whether it is necessary to increase the attribute

subspace so early (as with Dynamic Subspacing), while a high proportion of records

still appear at a node. Moreover, if 50% is deemed too high a threshold, at what

proportion of records remaining should k begin to increase?

Our proposed Dynamic Restricted Subspacing (DRS) limits the application of

equation (7.4) until the number of records reaching a node falls to one-eighth (12.5%)

of the total number of records in the dataset, at which time, it is applied to boost

the size of k. The area in Fig. 7.3 where the previous Dynamic Subspacing method

and our proposed Dynamic Restricted Subspacing (DRS) component differ is where

speed gains are achieved by DRS.

The choice of ‘threshold’ factor is practically limited to between |D|/2, in which

case, it is the same as the previous Dynamic Subspacing method, and zero, which

is Random Forest. Thus, |D|/8 is a compromise between the two, enabling speed
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gains over the previous method, but also ensuring Dynamic Restricted Subspacing

(DRS) is applied early enough to still achieve accuracy gains. Thus, DRS sets k as

follows:

k =

 equation (7.3) : |Di| > |D|/8

equation (7.4) : |Di| ≤ |D|/8
(7.5)

Moreover, tests between the two techniques in Section 7.4.3.4 over the 45 datasets

of groups 1, 2 and 3 indicate that not only does Dynamic Restricted Subspacing help

further reduce the tree induction time by more than 10%, it has no apparent negat-

ive effect on classification accuracy. Finally, this combination of half-subbagging,

Logarithmic Split-Point Sampling (LSPS) and Dynamic Restricted Subspacing (DRS)

components creates the proposed FastForest algorithm.

7.3.4 Proposed FastForest Algorithm

The FastForest algorithm, presented in Fig. 7.4, executes the following steps:

• Step 1: initialise the tree loop (Fig. 7.4a) - this creates a for-loop based on

the user-selected number of trees required, t. For each run of the loop, the

following steps are executed:

• Step 2: initialise tree Ti (Fig. 7.4a) - this sets up a tree object Ti into which,

the i-th tree of |T | trees will be stored.

• Step 3: create a subbagged dataset (Fig. 7.4b) - this calls the ‘makeSub-

baggedSet()’ function to make a subbagged dataset. This is done by making

a copy of the initial training dataset D, randomising it, then returning the

first half of the records as the subbagged dataset.

• Step 4: build a tree from the subbagged dataset (Fig. 7.4c and Fig. 7.4d) -

the subbagged dataset created in Step 3 is passed to the ‘Build_DecisionTree()’

function and a tree is created. The process executes recursively, with the

function calling itself as it builds the tree node-by-node. In the process, the

attribute subsample k is set by the Dynamic Restricted Subspacing (DRS)

component. Once k is set, all k attributes are tested as possible new node
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FIGURE 7.4: Algorithm code for (a) the FastForest algorithm, (b) the
subbagging component, (c) the tree-building function, incorporating
Dynamic Restricted Subspacing (DRS) and (d) Logarithmic Split-Point
Sampling (LSPS) components.
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candidates. At this time, the ‘Build_DecisionTree()’ function calls the ‘find-

Split()’ function (Fig. 7.4d). This implements the Logarithmic Split-Point

Sampling (LSPS) component to efficiently select the split-point candidates

and identifies the attribute split-point that returns the maximum informa-

tion gain of the values tested. Once built, the tree is returned and stored in

tree object Ti.

• Step 5: add the tree to the forest (Fig. 7.4a) - the tree Ti just completed

in Step 4 is now added to the FastForest ensemble object. At this point,

the for-loop created in Step 1 now loops back to Step 2 to create a new

subbagged dataset and tree. This loop completes |T | runs, at which time,

the FastForest object is returned and cast as output from the FastForest()

algorithm. It can now be used to classify similar previously-unseen records.

7.3.5 Setting FastForest Parameter Thresholds

As discussed, FastForest features three key components - Subbagging, Split-Point

Sampling (SPS) and Dynamic Restricted Subspacing (DRS). The algorithm has been

designed to operate optimally with its default parameter settings and is tested

as such in the following section. However, there is potential to modify the key

parameters for Subbagging and DRS.

We have previously discussed that Subbagging features a scale factor, a, with

which the subbagging size is set using the equation, size = a × n, where n is the

size of the dataset and a the scalar factor. By default, a is set to 0.5, but setting this

between 0 and 1.0 will change the subbagged size. Larger values of a will increase

the bag size, reducing processing speed, but generally increasing accuracy up to a

point. Nevertheless, the closer a is set to 1.0, the less diversity can exist in each bag

and the weaker the FastForest algorithm will become as a whole. Lower values of a

will increase processing speed, but reduce classification accuracy in line with Fig.

7.1. This parameter can be noted in the algorithm of Fig. 7.4b.

SPS incorporates a logarithmic sampling method that is set automatically and

thus, no parameter-setting is required.

DRS selects the size of the attribute subspace based on the proportion of records

reaching the node being tested by switching between the two equations noted in
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Section 7.3.3. The cross-over point for the selection between these two equations is

determined by this proportion of records reading the current node. This can be seen

in the algorithm code of Fig. 7.4c as the ’record scalar’, rs. If it is not set manually,

rs is set to 0.125. However, it can be set manually to between 0 and 1.0 to achieve

different results.

As previously noted, the experiments conducted in the following section are

based on the default parameters settings.

7.4 Experiments

To quantify the effect each component has on classification accuracy and processing

speed, this section tests each component, both individually and combined, as well

as in comparison with other popular ensemble classifiers, before a final comparison

with Random Forest itself. However, this section begins with an identification of

the datasets used for testing.

To validate the proposed methods in Section 7.3, a total of 45 datasets in

three groups were utilised during testing. Group 1 consists of 15 datasets with

non-class numerical attributes, Group 2 features 15 datasets with mixed (numer-

ical/categorical) non-class attributes and Group 3 includes a mix of 15 larger data-

sets. These datasets, listed in Tables 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4, respectively, are from the

University of California Irvine (UCI) data repository (Dua and Graff, 2019).

7.4.1 Processing Speed of FastForest on PC Hardware

The combined effects of the three proposed components of FastForest on processing

speed were tested by recording model build times on all 45 datasets of Groups 1,

2 and 3. These were then compared with six ensemble classifiers - SysFor (Islam

and Giggins, 2011), Random Subspace (Ho, 1998), ForestPA (Adnan and Islam,

2017b), Bagging (Breiman, 1996a), Random Committee (Frank, 2019) and Random

Forest (Breiman, 2001). All testing was performed on an Intel quad-core Core i5 PC

with Windows operating system, 16GB of RAM, 500GB Western Digital Blue-series

solid-state drive, OpenJDK 15 and Weka version 3.8.3 (this version implements

multi-core support and was enabled for testing). All tests were timed on three

occasions, with an average and standard deviation of the three recorded.

FastForest achieved the fastest cumulative build time over the 45 datasets,
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TABLE 7.2: Details of datasets in Group 1, featuring 15 numerical
attributes (all non-class attributes are numerical).

ID Dataset Abbrev. Records Attrs Classes Type

1 Banknote BN 1,372 5 2 Num.
2 Ecoli EC 336 8 2 Num.
3 Ionosphere ION 351 35 2 Num.
4 Libra M’ments LIB 360 91 15 Num.
5 Liver Disorder LIV 345 7 2 Num.
6 Mfeat-fourier MFOU 2,000 77 10 Num.
7 Mfeat-zernike MZER 2,001 48 10 Num.
8 OBS Network OBS 1,075 22 4 Num.
9 QSAR Biodeg. QSAR 1,051 41 2 Num.
10 Seeds SEE 210 8 3 Num.
11 Segment SEG 2,310 20 7 Num.
12 Seismic-bumps SEIS 2,584 19 2 Num.
13 Thyroid THY 215 6 3 Num.
14 Urban Land Cover ULC 675 148 9 Num.
15 Yeast YEA 1,484 9 10 Num.

TABLE 7.3: Details of datasets in Group 2, featuring 15 categorical
(Cat.) and mixed (Mix.) attributes.

ID Dataset Abbrev. Records Attrs Classes Type

16 Abalone ABA 4,177 8 29 Mix.
17 Annealing ANN 798 39 6 Mix
18 Arrh’mia ARR 452 280 16 Mix.
19 Balance Scale BAL 625 5 3 Cat.
20 Car Evaluation CAR 1,728 7 4 Cat.
21 Chronic Kidney Disease CKD 400 25 2 Mix.
22 CMC CMC 1,473 10 3 Mix.
23 Hepatitis HEP 155 20 2 Mix.
24 Hypothyroid HYP 3,772 30 4 Mix.
25 KRKPA7 KRK 3,196 37 2 Cat.
26 Soybean SOY 683 36 19 Cat.
27 SPECT SPE 267 23 2 Cat.
28 Splice SPL 3,190 62 3 Cat.
29 TicTacToe TIC 958 10 2 Cat.
30 Web Phishing WEB 1,353 10 3 Cat.

completing models in a combined 115.95 seconds, well ahead of Random Forest

in second-place at 148.13 seconds and just short of four times faster than the 453.7

seconds of Random Subspace. In the process, FastForest achieved 32 speed wins,

followed by SysFor with 10 and Random Subspace with two.

However, when the datasets are split according to their initial groupings, Fast-

Forest is more dominant with numerical datasets, winning 12 of 15 Group-1 tests, as
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TABLE 7.4: Details of datasets in Group 3, featuring 15 large datasets.

ID Dataset Abbrev. Records Attrs Classes Type

31 Adult ADU 48,842 14 41 Mix.
32 Bank BAN 45,211 17 2 Mix.
33 Credit Card CC 30,000 24 2 Num.
34 C-Map CMAP 10,545 29 6 Num.
35 El. Board EB 45,781 5 31 Mix.
36 HTRU-2 HTR 17,898 9 2 Num.
37 MAGIC Telescope MT 19,020 11 2 Num.
38 MNIST MNI 10,000 785 10 Num.
39 MOCAP MOC 78,095 38 5 Num.
40 Mushroom MUS 8,124 23 2 Cat.
41 Nursery NUR 12,960 9 5 Cat.
42 Pen-digits PEN 10,992 17 10 Num.
43 Sensorless Drive SSD 58,509 49 11 Num.
44 Shuttle SHU 43,500 9 7 Num.
45 Skin Segmentation SS 245,057 4 2 Num.

TABLE 7.5: Processing speed times (lower is better) of FastForest
against six other ensemble classifiers from the Weka implementation
using the 15 numerical datasets of Group 1 (best results bolded).

Bagging Random
C’mittee

Random
Subsp.

SysFor ForestPA Random
Forest

Fast
Forest

ID. D’set (secs) (SD) (secs) (SD) (secs) (SD) (secs) (SD) (secs) (SD) (secs) (SD) (secs) (SD)

Wins 0 0 1 1 0 1 12

1 BN 0.164 0.130 0.121 0.038 0.105 0.050 0.288 0.016 0.258 0.003 0.107 0.030 0.037 0.003
2 EC 0.034 0.004 0.056 0.003 0.027 0.003 0.020 0.000 0.047 0.001 0.034 0.003 0.014 0.000
3 ION 0.122 0.024 0.089 0.015 0.091 0.010 0.484 0.005 0.234 0.001 0.068 0.006 0.029 0.004
4 LIB 0.650 0.018 0.154 0.002 0.487 0.051 2.092 0.019 1.834 0.003 0.101 0.010 0.095 0.001
5 LIV 0.034 0.002 0.042 0.005 0.027 0.001 0.098 0.000 0.087 0.000 0.032 0.005 0.030 0.001
6 MFOU 3.132 0.058 0.967 0.012 2.203 0.027 16.52 0.145 10.03 0.011 0.538 0.018 0.381 0.004
7 MZER 2.152 0.045 0.867 0.014 1.503 0.022 10.93 0.135 7.139 0.012 0.484 0.028 0.351 0.007
8 OBS 0.242 0.040 0.160 0.031 0.140 0.017 0.578 0.032 0.645 0.032 0.092 0.013 0.069 0.010
9 QSAR 0.430 0.009 0.180 0.009 0.252 0.005 2.372 0.157 0.880 0.009 0.118 0.021 0.102 0.015
10 SEE 0.021 0.001 0.017 0.000 0.018 0.003 0.025 0.000 0.044 0.000 0.012 0.000 0.010 0.000
11 SEG 0.477 0.009 0.320 0.014 0.347 0.023 2.225 0.070 1.651 0.008 0.242 0.012 0.182 0.027
12 SEIS 0.474 0.014 0.306 0.019 0.264 0.009 0.157 0.003 1.444 0.010 0.187 0.002 0.189 0.007
13 THY 0.015 0.001 0.022 0.004 0.016 0.002 0.020 0.000 0.033 0.000 0.016 0.006 0.011 0.000
14 ULC 1.448 0.015 0.241 0.007 0.896 0.008 6.527 0.081 3.766 0.001 0.166 0.017 0.105 0.001
15 YEA 0.256 0.021 0.294 0.025 0.183 0.001 0.519 0.002 1.194 0.001 0.181 0.006 0.191 0.009

Total 9.650 3.837 6.559 42.863 29.286 2.377 1.796

shown in Table 7.5 (winning scores bolded). On a cumulative build time basis with

numerical datasets, FastForest delivered the fastest result at 1.796 seconds, followed

by Random Forest at 2.377 seconds. Moreover, with FastForest achieving both the

largest number of wins and the fastest cumulative time in this group, the Wilcoxon

signed-ranks test showed that compared with the second-fastest Random Forest,
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TABLE 7.6: Processing speed times (lower is better) of FastForest
against six other ensemble classifiers using the 15 categorical and
mixed datasets of Group 2 (best results bolded).

Bagging Random
C’mittee

Random
Subsp.

SysFor ForestPA Random
Forest

Fast
Forest

ID. D’set (secs) (SD) (secs) (SD) (secs) (SD) (secs) (SD) (secs) (SD) (secs) (SD) (secs) (SD)

Wins 0 0 1 5 0 0 10

16 ABA 1.525 0.003 1.668 0.006 1.046 0.027 5.594 0.078 12.324 0.029 1.076 0.006 1.007 0.019
17 ANN 0.272 0.000 0.198 0.007 0.200 0.032 0.003 0.002 1.961 0.054 0.160 0.025 0.115 0.008
18 ARR 1.814 0.026 0.225 0.014 1.134 0.018 0.232 0.004 4.148 0.003 0.165 0.006 0.123 0.013
19 BAL 0.034 0.001 0.046 0.002 0.025 0.004 0.097 0.001 0.144 0.002 0.031 0.004 0.025 0.000
20 CAR 0.064 0.005 0.032 0.001 0.049 0.000 0.034 0.000 1.139 0.002 0.027 0.000 0.028 0.010
21 CKD 0.049 0.000 0.036 0.000 0.040 0.003 0.020 0.000 0.970 0.014 0.025 0.003 0.020 0.000
22 CMC 0.172 0.006 0.142 0.002 0.110 0.001 0.364 0.002 1.799 0.003 0.107 0.031 0.091 0.001
23 HEP 0.022 0.000 0.021 0.000 0.022 0.003 0.010 0.000 0.094 0.001 0.016 0.002 0.012 0.001
24 HYP 0.406 0.008 0.315 0.001 0.559 0.008 0.012 0.000 4.536 0.039 0.206 0.018 0.212 0.001
25 KRK 0.570 0.017 0.227 0.001 0.547 0.002 0.939 0.001 3.913 0.030 0.149 0.010 0.101 0.001
26 SOY 0.208 0.003 0.098 0.000 0.156 0.025 0.007 0.000 3.301 0.007 0.106 0.022 0.064 0.000
27 SPE 0.036 0.001 0.021 0.000 0.032 0.002 0.031 0.000 0.183 0.001 0.015 0.001 0.012 0.000
28 SPL 1.224 0.013 0.277 0.057 0.780 0.002 1.391 0.058 29.82 0.025 0.162 0.010 0.150 0.015
29 TIC 0.070 0.007 0.033 0.000 0.057 0.001 0.048 0.001 0.559 0.003 0.033 0.000 0.021 0.000
30 WEB 0.087 0.003 0.048 0.002 0.057 0.001 0.042 0.000 1.073 0.004 0.037 0.008 0.029 0.002

Total 6.552 3.388 4.813 8.824 65.967 2.315 2.009

TABLE 7.7: Processing speed times (lower is better) of FastForest
against six other ensemble classifiers using the 15 large datasets of
Group 3 (best results bolded).

Bagging Random
C’mittee

Random
Subsp.

SysFor ForestPA Random
Forest

Fast
Forest

ID. D’set (secs) (SD) (secs) (SD) (secs) (SD) (secs) (SD) (secs) (SD) (secs) (SD) (secs) (SD)

Wins 0 0 0 4 0 1 10

31 ADU 13.10 0.244 9.516 0.17 9.847 0.092 8.138 0.164 480.9 32.74 5.799 0.305 5.563 0.017
32 BAN 18.18 0.446 7.474 0.134 11.28 0.065 68.94 1.119 152.6 5.55 4.572 0.376 4.21 0.073
33 CC 31.40 1.816 14.97 0.222 18.91 0.196 194.0 1.223 61.15 0.076 8.635 0.483 9.294 0.122
34 CMAP 7.222 0.188 3.463 0.151 4.488 0.043 42.96 0.138 19.98 0.256 2.055 0.083 1.528 0.024
35 EB 12.48 0.251 16.21 0.458 22.12 1.445 1.692 0.116 401.3 6.48 9.758 0.634 4.9 0.096
36 HTR 2.859 0.115 4.267 0.027 2.237 0.294 8.838 0.014 8.777 0.017 2.731 0.131 1.752 0.109
37 MT 5.821 0.056 5.974 0.096 4.36 0.099 36.33 0.05 20.23 0.396 3.607 0.041 3.322 0.065
38 MNI 186.5 0.919 8 0.034 117.2 11.61 >600 295.1 2.325 4.942 0.025 4.269 0.006
39 MOC 220.8 1.223 101.2 1.177 138.4 0.465 0.669 0.009 >600 56.24 0.507 42.99 0.602
40 MUS 0.677 0.018 0.145 0.015 0.476 0.013 0.041 0.005 8.904 0.071 0.136 0.003 0.103 0.004
41 NUR 0.709 0.027 0.26 0.04 0.477 0.011 0.111 0.005 15.64 0.02 0.254 0.032 0.193 0.001
42 PEN 2.614 0.07 1.904 0.073 1.633 0.001 15.32 0.063 11.27 0.074 1.334 0.058 1.156 0.005
43 SEN 122.7 1.178 38.89 0.067 74.08 0.338 >600 318.5 20.87 23.07 0.299 15.89 0.201
44 SHU 9.505 0.135 6.435 0.256 7.217 0.02 22.23 0.421 17.91 0.082 3.911 0.086 3.478 0.041
45 SS 40.07 0.184 21.25 0.469 30.92 0.134 381.3 12.04 154.7 0.309 16.38 0.298 13.49 0.162

Total 674.785 240.031 443.806 1980.63 2567.26 143.438 112.157
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TABLE 7.8: Classification accuracy (higher is better) of FastForest
against six other ensemble classifiers using the 15 numerical datasets
of Group 1 (highest scores bolded).

Bagging Random
C’mittee

Random
Subsp.

SysFor ForestPA Random
Forest

Fast
Forest

ID. Dataset (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

Wins 1 4 3 1 1 4 8

1 BN 98.91 98.98 97.30 98.47 99.42 99.20 99.56
2 EC 90.18 88.10 88.99 91.67 88.99 88.99 89.58
3 ION 92.02 93.16 94.02 91.74 91.74 92.88 93.45
4 LIB 78.33 83.89 77.22 65.56 72.78 81.94 81.94
5 LIV 73.33 69.57 69.86 66.96 69.86 73.04 75.94
6 MFOU 81.05 84.30 83.40 79.40 80.00 84.50 84.50
7 MZER 74.35 78.05 76.75 73.85 75.30 78.00 77.95
8 OBS 99.63 100.0 100.0 92.74 99.63 100.0 100.0
9 QSAR 86.54 87.39 85.40 83.41 85.02 87.01 86.73
10 SEE 91.90 92.86 90.95 88.10 89.52 94.29 95.24
11 SEG 96.84 98.18 96.75 95.54 96.58 97.88 98.66
12 SEIS 93.38 92.84 93.42 93.38 93.42 93.38 93.11
13 THY 93.95 93.95 93.49 93.95 91.63 94.88 95.81
14 ULC 85.19 86.67 84.74 81.93 82.67 86.81 86.81
15 YEA 62.13 60.24 61.05 58.22 60.65 62.13 61.32

Avg. 86.52 87.21 86.22 83.66 85.15 87.66 88.04

TABLE 7.9: Classification accuracy (higher is better) of FastForest
against six other ensemble classifiers using the 15 categorical and
mixed datasets from Group 2 (highest scores bolded).

Bagging Random
C’mittee

Random
Subsp.

SysFor ForestPA Random
Forest

Fast
Forest

ID. Dataset (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

Wins 3 2 3 0 3 2 5

16 ABA 25.33 23.25 26.74 23.99 24.63 24.13 23.96
17 ANN 93.35 94.86 85.96 1.002 93.73 94.36 94.49
18 ARR 74.34 69.03 71.46 51.55 73.89 67.26 66.81
19 BAL 84.64 77.76 82.88 80.00 83.36 81.44 82.24
20 CAR 92.42 94.68 70.02 88.25 97.16 94.50 94.21
21 CKD 99.25 99.75 100.0 94.25 99.75 100.0 100.0
22 CMC 54.31 51.32 54.85 54.58 54.18 51.46 52.07
23 HEP 82.58 83.87 81.94 81.94 85.16 85.16 87.10
24 HYP 99.55 99.60 94.88 92.29 99.63 99.31 98.63
25 KRK 99.06 99.41 97.34 98.03 99.09 99.22 99.28
26 SOY 86.24 93.41 90.78 74.08 93.41 92.97 93.56
27 SPE 83.15 80.15 79.40 82.77 82.77 81.27 79.40
28 SPL 94.20 95.96 96.11 91.16 95.58 95.92 96.68
29 TIC 93.63 96.66 82.57 86.33 97.39 96.35 97.18
30 WEB 89.50 89.36 85.29 88.47 89.73 89.95 89.95

Avg. 83.44 83.27 80.01 72.58 84.63 83.55 83.70
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TABLE 7.10: Classification accuracy (higher is better) of FastForest
against five other ensemble classifiers using the 15 large datasets from
Group 3 (highest scores bolded).

Bagging Random
C’mittee

Random
Subsp.

SysFor ForestPA Random
Forest

Fast
Forest

ID. Dataset (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

Wins 2 8 2 1 3 2 4

31 ADU 91.73 91.08 91.66 91.76 91.95 91.73 91.48
32 BAN 90.51 90.27 89.60 90.80 90.58 90.40 90.20
33 CC 82.14 81.45 81.30 81.48 81.62 81.66 81.77
34 CMAP 93.41 95.29 93.63 90.94 93.53 94.91 94.64
35 EB 65.66 65.91 65.73 65.64 65.77 65.58 65.73
36 HTR 97.97 97.95 97.81 97.88 97.97 97.99 98.01
37 MT 87.42 87.90 86.36 85.99 87.04 88.00 88.08
38 MNI 92.71 95.74 92.87 87.98 92.58 95.33 95.16
39 MOC 97.43 98.46 98.69 19.18 DNR 97.93 98.23
40 MUS 100.0 100.0 100.0 83.06 100.0 100.0 100.0
41 NUR 97.72 99.14 91.40 95.25 99.63 99.07 98.94
42 PEN 98.31 99.27 98.70 97.75 98.31 99.13 99.19
43 SEN 99.15 99.92 99.62 98.45 99.17 99.90 99.86
44 SHU 99.94 99.99 99.89 99.93 99.97 99.98 99.98
45 SS 99.93 99.96 99.80 99.91 99.94 99.96 99.96

Avg. 92.94 93.49 92.47 85.73 92.72 93.44 93.42

the performance difference is statistically significant (z = −2.89, α = 0.05, n = 15).

Testing with the 15 mixed datasets of Group 2, as shown in Table 7.6, revealed

FastForest to be less dominant. However, it still managed 10 wins out of 15 datasets,

whilst achieving the fastest cumulative build time at 2.009 seconds, with Random

Forest the next-fastest at 2.315 seconds. Out of the 10 wins for FastForest, one

was a tie with SysFor, which also achieved five wins, although it should be noted

that SysFor’s classification accuracy was notably below FastForest on this group.

Nevertheless, A Wilcoxon signed-ranks test on the SysFor versus FastForest speed

results in this group suggests that a null hypothesis of both algorithms deliver-

ing the same performance cannot be reject at 5% (z = −1.647, α = 0.05, n = 15).

However, when comparing the same two algorithms over the same 15 datasets

for classification accuracy, the difference in performance via the Wilcoxon result is

significant (z = −3.06, α = 0.05, n = 15), indicating that the FastForest classification

performance is significantly different to (and greater than) SysFor.

The 15 larger datasets of Group 3 present a considerably greater processing load

for the test algorithms, as evidenced by the much slower model-training times as

shown in Table 7.7. However, again, FastForest achieved the fastest cumulative
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training time for all 15 datasets at 112.15 seconds, as well as achieving 10 wins,

against SysFor with four. However, it should also be noted that SysFor was unable

to train a model on two of the training datasets - MNI and SEN - within ten minutes

and thus, its overall performance in this group was below-average. Although

it achieved only one speed win, Random Forest finished with the second-fastest

cumulative training time with 143.4 seconds. Again, the Wilcoxon test between the

first-place FastForest and second-placed Random Forest in this group for training

speed shows a statistically-significant difference (z = −2.89, α = 0.05, n = 15). As

a result, the FastForest processing speed is not only significant with respect to

RandomForest, but also to the remaining algorithms tested.

Thus, at this level, FastForest achieves superior processing speed results com-

pared with a number of popular and recent ensemble classifiers over a broad array

of training datasets.

7.4.2 Classification Accuracy of FastForest on PC Hardware

While classification accuracy was not the primary goal of FastForest, any significant

loss in accuracy would make using it a more difficult choice. Table 7.8 shows the

comparison results between FastForest and the other ensemble classifiers, testing

for classification accuracy on the 15 numerical datasets of Group 1. All tests were

implemented with ten-fold cross-validation (see Section 2.5.3).

In this setting, FastForest outperformed the other six classifiers, winning eight of

15 tests, with three ties. The nearest competitor was Random Committee with four

wins, while Random Subspace won three. In achieving the most wins, FastForest

also delivered the highest average accuracy across the Group 1 datasets, scoring

88.04%, followed by Random Forest, on 87.66%. Comparison of FastForest with

Random Forest and Random Committee via the Wilcoxon signed-ranks test shows

the difference in classification accuracy over these datasets was not significant

between FastForest and Random Forest (z = −1.59, α = 0.05, n = 15), but was

significant between FastForest and Random Committee (z = −2.01, α = 0.05, n =

15).

However, classification accuracy on the mixed datasets of Group 2 proved more

complex, as shown in Table 7.9. Again, FastForest achieved the most individual

wins, with five, followed by Bagging, Random Subspace and ForestPA all scoring
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three wins each. Although ForestPA achieved less wins than FastForest, ForestPA’s

overall average classification result was slightly higher at 84.63%, with FastForest

placing second with 83.70%. Comparing the two via a Wilcoxon test revealed the

accuracy differences were not significant (z = −1.192, α = 0.05, n = 15). Moreover,

the issue facing ForestPA is that the time required to achieve these results on the

‘mixed’ group of datasets is 33 times greater than for FastForest (ForestPA required

65.9 seconds against FastForest’s 2.009 seconds).

Moreover, this slightly lower mixed-group result was not unexpected - by design,

the Logarithmic Split-Point Sampling (LSPS) component of FastForest cannot work

with categorical attributes, thus FastForest only uses subbagging and DRS on

these attribute types. Still, FastForest achieved more wins than any other classifier.

Combine this with a much faster processing speed and FastForest continues to

compare well.

Looking at the classification accuracy results of the 15 larger datasets of Group

3 in Table 7.10, Random Committee achieved the largest number of wins with

eight, followed by FastForest with four. However, it is noteworthy that Random

Committee, Random Forest and FastForest were separated by less than 0.1% in

terms of overall average. Nevertheless, given the average does not tell the full

story, a Wilcoxon test comparing Random Committee with FastForest indicated the

difference in accuracy over this group was not significant (z = −1.107, α = 0.05, n =

15). However, a comparison of the same two algorithms for model-training speed

over this group via a Wilcoxon test showed the difference here was significant

(z = −3.40, α = 0.05, n = 15). Thus, FastForest continues to show no significant loss

in classification accuracy, but maintain a significant improvement in model-training

speed.

7.4.3 Component Testing

While the results comparing FastForest with other ensemble classifiers are broadly

promising, it is also important to quantify how each of the three components

contributes to classification accuracy and processing speed individually. This

section details testing implemented to identify each component’s contribution to

accuracy and speed gains across the 30 datasets from groups 1 and 2. The results

in Fig. 7.5 and Fig. 7.6 show the effect of components being removed from the
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FIGURE 7.5: Component testing for accuracy (higher is better) of
FastForest on the Group 1 and 2 datasets.

FIGURE 7.6: Component testing for speed (lower is better) of Fast-
Forest on the Group 1 and 2 datasets.

FastForest algorithm and are compared directly against Random Forest across the

30 test datasets of Groups 1 and 2 for average classification accuracy and total

build time, respectively. The horizontal axis of each graph is the subbagging scale

factor, ranging from 0.2 to 0.6 in 0.05-increments. Thus, the results also show

accuracy and build time as a function of subbagging factor a, as discussed in Section

7.3.1. The results of Fig. 7.5 compare the average classification accuracy of the

complete FastForest algorithm (Results [A]) against versions of FastForest with
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various components removed. For example, results [B] show average accuracy

for FastForest without DRS (Section 7.3.3) and results [C], average accuracy for

FastForest without LSPS (Section 7.3.2). Results [D] remove both DRS and LSPS,

leaving FastForest with the subbagging component only. The results [A], [B], [C]

and [D] in Fig. 7.6 show the effect of the same component removal process on total

build times. Thus, the difference between [A] and [B] is the effect of DRS, between

[A] and [C] the effect of LSPS.

7.4.3.1 Subbagging

From a broad perspective, changes in the subbagging scale factor have a clear

effect on both average classification accuracy (see Fig. 7.5) and model build times

(Fig. 7.6). Further, they also broadly match the patterns in Fig. 7.1. While overall

accuracy exceeds Random Forest in Fig. 7.5 with a minimum subbagging scale

factor of just 0.4, a factor of 0.5 provides the highest accuracy result for subbagging

alone (Fig. 7.5 [D]) and just below that of Random Forest (Fig. 7.5, horizontal line).

Moreover, this a = 0.5 factor remains well below Random Forest for processing

speed in Fig. 7.6. Thus, an a = 0.5 subbagging factor is an effective base for

FastForest. Alternatively, choosing a = 0.4 would provide the option of increased

speed while still maintaining a positive accuracy comparison with Random Forest.

7.4.3.2 Logarithmic Split-Point Sampling (LSPS)

The consistent rise in build times between results [A] and [C] in Fig. 7.6 shows

the clear negative effect of removing LSPS, with its inclusion improving build times

by a significant margin. This drop in build times due to the use of LSPS also occurs

regardless of the subbagging scale factor. Moreover, this is not unexpected - the

reduction in the number of split-point candidates tested as a result of LSPS also

reduces the overall processing workload. Moreover, Fig. 7.5 shows that the ‘[B] vs

[D]’ results indicate LSPS also provides an improvement in classification accuracy

across eight of nine subbagging scale factors without the presence of DRS.

7.4.3.3 Dynamic Restricted Subspacing (DRS)

The importance of DRS to FastForest is shown by the differences in the [A] and

[B] results in both Fig. 7.5 and Fig. 7.6. The benefit of DRS on average accuracy

is clear from Fig. 7.5. The weakest accuracy result at each subbagging scale factor

occurs with subbagging alone [D]. The inclusion of LSPS alone not only improves
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build times across the board in Fig. 7.6 ([B] vs [D]), but also improves average

classification accuracy in eight of the nine subbagging groups in Fig. 7.5. However,

DRS improves upon LSPS further, achieving a higher average classification accuracy

result again in seven of nine subbagging scale factors in Fig. 7.5. Moreover, the

improvement is to such an extent that if the subbagging factor is at least a = 0.4,

FastForest delivers greater average classification accuracy than Random Forest

across the Group 1 and 2 datasets.

Thus, while DRS incurs a small cost in processing time ([A] vs [B], Fig. 7.6)

regardless of the subbagging factor used, some of that expense is offset by the gains

achieved through LSPS ([A] vs [C]). Without LSPS, the overall build times [A] would

be proportionally slower. Importantly, these overall FastForest build times with

DRS on-board are still below the time achieved by Random Forest with standard

bagging (’RF’ in Figs. 7.5 and 7.6). As a result, the time penalty incurred by DRS is

more than compensated for by the gains in classification accuracy resulting from

DRS. This enables FastForest to, on average, exceed Random Forest for classification

accuracy, yet do so in less time. For the record, FastForest achieved its greatest

accuracy result with a scalar of 0.6, where it achieved a small accuracy gain of 0.4%

over Random Forest for the Group 1 and 2 dataset tests, but in approximately the

same amount of time as Random Forest (see Fig. 7.5 and Fig. 7.6).

7.4.3.4 Quantifying the effect of DRS over Dynamic Subspacing

We have seen in Fig. 7.5 and Fig. 7.6 how Dynamic Restricted Subspacing (DRS)

positively affects classification accuracy albeit with a slight cost in processing speed,

but how does DRS compare with the previous ‘dynamic subspacing’ method? To

identify the effect, all three dataset groups, totalling 45 datasets, were used. The

Group 3 datasets have higher record counts, ranging from 8,124 to 245,057. Each

group was tested on FastForest in three configurations - no dynamic subspacing at

all [A], the full ‘dynamic subspacing’ (DS) algorithm (Adnan and Islam, 2017a) [B]

and our proposed DRS method [C]. These results are summarised in Table 7.11.

FastForest in all three subspacing options in Table 7.11 achieved a higher overall

average classification accuracy and faster build times over all 45 datasets than

Random Forest. Overall, the fastest build times were achieved with no additional

subspacing included (A), but, again, this is not unexpected, since any form of

dynamic subspacing increases the number of attributes and, thus, the processing
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TABLE 7.11: Comparison of DRS options on the all three groups of
datasets, for average accuracy (higher is better) and total build time
(lower is better)(A = average, T = total, best results bolded).

Random Forest FastForest FastForest FastForest
(Reference) No DRS/DS [A] DS [B] DRS [C]

Dataset
Group

Acc.
(%)

Time
(s)

Acc.
(%)

Time
(s)

Acc.
(%)

Time
(s)

Acc.
(%)

Time
(s)

Group 1 87.66 2.376 88.01 1.400 87.87 1.889 88.04 1.796
Group 2 83.55 2.315 83.51 1.555 83.62 2.022 83.70 2.009
Group 3 93.44 143.44 93.36 91.58 93.41 126.34 93.42 112.15

Avg/Total 88.22A 148.13T 88.29A 94.53T 88.30A 130.25T 88.39A 115.95T

FIGURE 7.7: The proposed FastForest algorithm has been added to
the new ’DataLearner 2’ data mining application, discussed in detail
in Chapter 8 of this thesis. The simple workflow is to a) load a training
dataset, b) select the algorithm and c) run the algorithm on the data
to learn the model.

workload. However, the proposed DRS component (C) achieved the highest average

classification accuracy of the three subspacing options across all test groups and in

less time than the previous dynamic subspacing method.

Moreover, as Table 7.11 also shows and will now be discussed in detail in

Section 7.4.4, FastForest achieved a time saving advantage of just over 32 seconds, a

22% speed increase over Random Forest. It also did this with an overall average

classification accuracy gain of 0.17% over RandomForest.
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7.4.4 Comparison with Random Forest on PC and Smartphone

As FastForest is a derivative of Random Forest, the last question to be answered

in this chapter is how FastForest compares with Random Forest. Reasons for this

research discussed in Section 7.1 are the arrival of smartphones, the Internet of

Things and the need for efficient algorithms, along with the continued popularity

of ensemble classifiers. To this end, two versions of FastForest were developed.

The first was for Weka version 3.8.3 on PC (the test PC featured Intel Core i5 CPU,

16GB of RAM, Windows 8.1 operating system and Western Digital Blue-series

solid state drive). The second was for the DataLearner app discussed in Chapter

5 and available free on Google Play2. The FastForest algorithm was tested on a

2019 Samsung Galaxy A30 phone with 8-core CPU, 3GB of RAM and Android 9.0

operating system.

The smartphone tests were conducted on the 30 datasets of Groups 1 and 2,

while the PC tests were carried out on all three test groups introduced in Section

7.4. DataLearner is currently limited to single-core processing.

Table 7.12 highlights the results of the 15 numerical datasets of Group 1 and

shows a dominant outcome on both PC and Android platforms. The Windows result

saw FastForest achieve 13 speed wins to two against Random Forest. Moreover,

FastForest also delivered seven wins for classification accuracy to Random Forest’s

four, as well as achieving a small overall average accuracy gain of 0.38%. The

smartphone results followed suit, with FastForest comprehensively winning all

15 datasets for processing speed, while also taking the accuracy honours against

Random Forest, 10 datasets to three.

Table 7.13 shows the results of the 15 mixed datasets of Group 2 on both plat-

forms. The Windows results show FastForest achieve 13 speed wins to Random

Forest’s one. In the process, FastForest also outscored Random Forest on accur-

acy, eight wins to five. The smartphone tests again followed a similar trend, with

FastForest clearly taking the lead for processing speed, winning all 15 tests. At the

same time, FastForest showed it could still match Random Forest for classification

accuracy, with each algorithm claiming six wins and three ties.

Over the two groups of smartphone tests in Table 7.12 and Table 7.13, FastForest

2https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=au.com.darrenyates.
datalearner

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=au.com.darrenyates.datalearner
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=au.com.darrenyates.datalearner
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TABLE 7.12: Accuracy (higher is better) and speed (lower is better) of
FastForest vs RandomForest for Group 1 datasets on PC and smart-
phone (best results bolded).

Windows 8.1 (Weka 3.8.3) Galaxy A30 (DataLearner 1.1.7)
Accuracy (%) Speed (secs) Accuracy (%) Speed (secs)

Dataset Rand.
Forest

Fast
Forest

Rand.
Forest

Fast
Forest

Rand.
Forest

Fast
Forest

Rand.
Forest

Fast
Forest

Wins/Ties 4/4 7/4 2/0 13/0 3/2 10/2 0/0 15/0

1 BN 99.20 99.56 0.107 0.037 99.34 99.71 1.268 0.608
2 EC 88.99 89.58 0.034 0.014 89.29 90.18 0.312 0.228
3 ION 92.88 93.45 0.068 0.029 93.16 93.73 0.823 0.470
4 LIB 81.94 81.94 0.101 0.095 83.89 82.22 1.936 1.215
5 LIV 73.04 75.94 0.032 0.030 73.33 73.04 0.544 0.415
6 MFOU 84.50 84.50 0.538 0.381 83.20 83.65 12.791 6.770
7 MZER 78.00 77.95 0.484 0.351 76.70 77.70 11.281 6.442
8 OBS 100.00 100.00 0.092 0.069 100.00 100.00 1.876 1.283
9 QSAR 87.01 86.73 0.118 0.102 85.97 87.58 2.898 1.980
10 SEE 94.29 95.24 0.012 0.010 93.81 94.29 0.246 0.165
11 SEG 97.88 98.66 0.242 0.182 97.92 98.53 4.942 2.807
12 SEIS 93.38 93.11 0.187 0.189 93.11 93.27 5.883 4.154
13 THY 94.88 95.81 0.016 0.011 95.35 96.74 0.200 0.132
14 ULC 86.81 86.81 0.166 0.105 87.11 86.81 3.341 1.863
15 YEA 62.13 61.32 0.181 0.191 61.12 61.12 4.713 3.892

AVG/Total 87.66 88.04 2.376 1.795 87.55 87.91 53.05 32.42

achieved a clear-cut advantage over Random Forest for processing speed, recording

a comprehensive 30-0 win-loss score. Concurrently, FastForest also delivered a 16-9

win-loss score over Random Forest for classification accuracy, with five ties over the

30 datasets of Groups 1 and 2. FastForest also achieved a higher overall accuracy

average of 86.11% to Random Forest’s 86.00%.

The results in Table 7.14 of the 15 larger datasets in Group 3 tested on the Win-

dows platform reveal FastForest again maintaining a considerable advantage over

Random Forest for processing speed, achieving 14 wins to Random Forest’s one

and an overall speed gain of 22%. As with the results of Group 2 in Table 7.13, both

FastForest and Random Forest shared a 7-1 win-tie record for classification accuracy.

Overall, Random Forest recorded a narrow lead for overall average classification

accuracy, 93.44% to FastForest’s 93.42%.

Across the three dataset groups, the Windows results reveal FastForest achieved

22 accuracy wins to 16, with seven ties. FastForest also achieved a slightly higher

overall average classification accuracy of 88.39% versus 88.22%. However, while

maintaining (and even exceeding) classification accuracy is important, the main
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TABLE 7.13: Accuracy and speed of FastForest vs RandomForest (PC
and smartphone) on Group 2 datasets (accuracy: higher is better,
speed: lower is better, best results bolded)

Windows 8.1 (Weka 3.8.3) Galaxy A30 (DataLearner 1.1.7)
Accuracy (%) Speed (secs) Accuracy (%) Speed (secs)

Dataset Rand.
Forest

Fast
Forest

Rand.
Forest

Fast
Forest

Rand.
Forest

Fast
Forest

Rand.
Forest

Fast
Forest

Wins/ Ties 5/2 8/2 1/1 13/1 6/3 6/3 0/0 15/0

16 ABA 24.13 23.96 1.076 1.007 24.44 24.54 22.98 18.61
17 ANN 94.36 94.49 0.160 0.115 99.35 99.35 0.546 0.388
18 ARR 67.26 66.81 0.165 0.123 69.03 67.04 2.648 1.971
19 BSC 81.44 82.24 0.031 0.025 81.92 82.40 0.782 0.507
20 CE 94.50 94.21 0.027 0.018 94.50 93.81 0.698 0.480
21 CKD 100.00 100.00 0.020 0.020 99.75 99.75 0.495 0.319
22 CMC 51.46 52.07 0.107 0.091 51.66 51.46 2.233 1.910
23 HEP 85.16 87.10 0.016 0.012 84.52 84.52 0.394 0.314
24 HYP 99.31 98.62 0.206 0.212 99.36 98.67 5.189 3.871
25 KRK 99.22 99.28 0.149 0.101 99.12 99.41 3.736 2.193
26 SOY 92.97 93.56 0.106 0.064 92.09 93.12 1.808 1.233
27 SPE 81.27 79.40 0.015 0.012 81.27 79.78 0.286 0.206
28 SPS 95.92 96.68 0.162 0.150 95.67 96.46 3.095 2.589
29 TIC 96.35 97.18 0.033 0.021 96.76 97.18 0.596 0.437
30 WEB 89.95 89.95 0.037 0.029 97.34 97.20 12.34 8.199

AVG/Total 83.55 83.70 2.314 2.009 84.45 84.31 57.83 43.23

TABLE 7.14: PC results of FastForest against Random Forest for the
datasets of Group 3 (A = average, T = total, best results bolded).

Accuracy (%) Speed (secs)
Dataset Records Attrs Classes Type Random

Forest
Fast
Forest

Random
Forest

Fast
Forest

Wins 7 7 1 14

31 ADU 48842 14 41 Mix 91.735 91.485 5.799 5.563
32 BAN 45211 17 2 Mix 90.396 90.199 4.572 4.21
33 CC 30000 24 2 Num 81.663 81.770 8.635 9.294
34 CMAP 10545 29 6 Num 94.908 94.642 2.055 1.528
35 EB 45781 5 31 Mix 65.584 65.730 9.758 4.9
36 HTRU 17898 9 2 Num 97.994 98.011 2.731 1.752
37 MT 19020 11 2 Num 88.002 88.076 3.607 3.322
38 MNI 10000 785 10 Num 95.330 95.160 4.942 4.269
39 MOC 78095 38 5 Num 97.927 98.225 56.24 42.99
40 MUSH 8124 23 2 Cat 100.000 100.000 0.136 0.103
41 NURS 12960 9 5 Cat 99.066 98.943 0.254 0.193
42 PEN 10992 17 10 Num 99.127 99.190 1.334 1.156
43 SSD 58509 49 11 Num 99.899 99.865 23.07 15.89
44 SHU 43500 9 7 Num 99.984 99.982 3.911 3.478
45 SS 245057 4 2 Num 99.958 99.961 16.38 13.49

Avg./Total 93.44A 93.42A 143.43T 112.15T
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goal of FastForest’s development was model build speed. In this regard, FastForest

clearly out-paced Random Forest, scoring 40 wins to four, with an overall build

time of 115.95 seconds to Random Forest’s 148.13 seconds, a speed gain of 22%.

7.4.5 Reasons for Platform Result Differences

With the same techniques being applied to both the Windows and smartphone

versions of FastForest, it is reasonable to assume they would also produce the

same classification accuracy results, if not the same processing speed. However,

the differences are not the result of CPU architectural difference between PCs and

smartphones, but rather different implementations of the Weka data-mining suite.

First, Weka 3.8.3 used on the Windows tests has support for multi-core processors

and both Random Forest and FastForest take advantage of this. In contrast, the

current version of the DataLearner app uses Weka version 3.6.15 by necessity and

only supports single-core processing. Thus, to ensure comparability with the avail-

able version of Weka on each platform (and their Random Forest implementations),

separate versions of FastForest were built using each version’s Random Forest

implementation as a base.

Moreover, further analysis of the source code for the Random Forest implement-

ation within the two Weka releases indicates additional differences in the way the

Bagging function operates. In both cases, Random Forest acts as a ‘meta’ classifier,

that is, it directs one or more secondary classifiers to provide the basic functions. In-

side Weka 3.6.15, the Bagging process follows the traditional method whereby each

dataset resample Dj consists of n records, including record duplicates. However,

the Bagging code inside Weka 3.8.3 appears to utilise a weighting system where

n samples are taken from the dataset D, but only those samples that are unique

become part of the bagged dataset Dj , |Dj| 6= n. This has the effect of reducing

the size of each dataset bootstrap to approximately 63.2% of |D|. However, it also

reduces the processing time during the tree induction process for each Dj .

7.5 Complexity Analysis

7.5.1 Time-Complexity Analysis of Random Forest

From the proposed SPAARC algorithm in Chapter 6, the complexity of a single de-

cision tree can be estimated asO(m2 ·n), wherem is the non-class attribute space and
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n is the size of the training dataset (Martin and Hirschberg, 1995; J. Su and H. Zhang,

2006). Random Forest is an ensemble algorithm created from a combination of Bag-

ging and Random Subspace. From Chapter 2, Bagging is the ensemble process of

developing |T | number of decision trees, based on bootstrap-aggregated or ’bagged’

samples of the original training dataset, D (Breiman, 1996a). Thus, the complexity

of generated the bagged samples is a factor of the number of trees required, |T |, and

the size of the training dataset, n. This can be expressed as O(|T | · n). Meanwhile,

the complexity cost of growing |T | trees becomes O(|T | ·m2 · n). Thus, combining

these complexities results in the total cost of Bagging becomingO(|T | ·n+ |T | ·m2 ·n).

The tree-growth cost is the more dominant, allowing the Bagging complexity to be

reduced to O(|T | ·m2 · n).

Random Subspacing does not use Bagging, thus, the full training dataset fea-

tures in each base classifier tree. Instead, Random Subspacing samples the attribute

space, such that rather than all m attributes, only a subspace of m/2 attributes are

tested. In terms of complexity, this term simplifies to m. As a result, the overall

complexity remains O(|T | ·m2 · n).

Random Forest, however, extends Random Subspacing by reducing the attribute

subspace to log2(m)+1, but as it also utilises Bagging, it must also add the complex-

ity of generating the bagged samples from the original training dataset, D. Thus,

the overall complexity for Random Forest becomes O(|T | · n + |T | · (log2m)2 · n)

which approximates to O(|T | · (log2m)2 · n).

7.5.2 Complexity Analysis for FastForest

FastForest incorporates three key methods focussed on improving processing speed

without sacrificing classification accuracy. Since FastForest is also build upon Ran-

dom Forest, we use Random Forest as the basis for complexity analysis.

7.5.2.1 Complexity Analysis of Logarithmic Split-Point Sampling

To begin, FastForest reduces the complexity of the attribute split-value search

by incorporating Logarithmic Split-Point Sampling (LSPS), a modified version of

Split-Point Sampling (SPS) from our proposed SPAARC algorithm (Section 6.2.2).

Rather than fix the number of intervals, k, as SPAARC does, FastForest reduces the

attribute value space from k = |Di| to k = log2(|Di|) + 1, where Di is the subset of
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records reaching the current node i.

Based on this, each tree level then only sees s · log2 n records, where s is the

number of nodes on that particular level. Thus, the time complexity of each

tree row would then be estimated as O(log2(m) · s · log2(n)) ≈ O(log2m · log2 n).

For the entire tree, which is dependent on log2m attributes, the complexity be-

comes O((log2m)2 · log2 n). As the complete FastForest model consists of |T | trees,

the complexity of FastForest based on the SPS component is then estimated as

O(|T | · (log2m)2 · log2 n).

7.5.2.2 Complexity Analysis of Subbagging

The use of Subbagging results in |T | subbagged samples of the original training

dataset,D, with each sample featuring a ·n records, where a is the subbagging factor,

such that 0 < a < 1. Thus, for the entire ensemble, the subbagging complexity is

O(|T | · a · n) ≈ O(|T | · n).

7.5.2.3 Complexity Analysis of Dynamic Restricted Subspacing

The third component of FastForest, dubbed ’Dynamic Restricted Subspacing’

(DRS), modifies the selection of the attribute subspace, k, to increase the size of

the subspace as the number of records falls nearing the lower reaches of the tree

(that is, nearing each leaf). For Dynamic Subspacing, this subspace size is k =

int(log2(|A|)) + 1 (Adnan and Islam, 2017a), where A is the attribute space. The

modification becomes kdrs = int(log2(|A| ×
|D|
Di

)) + 1. As noted in Section 7.3.3,

FastForest switches between these two versions of k depending on the number of

records. The goal here is to limit the implementation of kdrs until the proportion

of records reaching the node drops to |D|/8, instead of the normal |D|/2. Since

kdrs > k, kdrs is the dominant term. Thus, if we take m = |A|, the complexity of

this method across all |T | trees becomes O(|T | · log2(m · D
Di
)). However, since the

log2(m · D
Di
) + 1 ≤ m, the worst-case complexity reverts to ≈ O(|T | ·m).

Thus, the complexities of all three components are:

• LSPS: O(|T | · (log2m)2 · log2 n)

• Subbagging: O(|T | · n)

• DRS: O(|T | ·m)
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The combined complexity for FastForest becomes O(|T | · (log2m)2 · log2 n + |T | ·

n+ |T | ·m) ≈ O(|T | · (log2m)2 · log2 n). Thus, FastForest offers a similar complexity

to Random Forest, with the exception of the log2 n term, which is the result of the

LSPS component of FastForest.

7.6 Discussion

Through its combination of Bagging and Random Subspace techniques, Random

Forest continues to be amongst the top ensemble classifiers in terms of classification

accuracy and processing speed. Moreover, it also continues to feature consistently

in new research. However, with the ubiquitousness of smartphones and the rise

of the Internet of Things, in conjunction with new data mining platforms such as

TensorFlow Lite and DataLearner, data mining on constrained hardware is seeing

growing demand. Thus, the need to continue improving the processing speed of

ensemble classifiers, such as Random Forest, whilst maintaining their high accuracy

is paramount.

This chapter answers Research Question 2 (Section 1.2) by proposing FastForest,

an optimisation of Random Forest that delivers an overall tested speed gain of

22% compared with RandomForest on testing using 45 datasets. At the same time,

FastForest matched and frequently exceeded Random Forest for classification ac-

curacy. These tests further showed that FastForest won ten times as many dataset

processing speed tests as it lost to Random Forest, while also winning more tests

than Random Forest for classification accuracy. Moreover, FastForest was shown to

be faster than a range of other ensemble classifiers, including more than 33 times

faster than ForestPA and as much as four-times faster than Bagging.

This research put forward the three components - subbagging, Logarithmic

Split-Point Sampling (LSPS) and Dynamic Restricted Subspacing (DRS) - that de-

liver these results. Moreover, tests carried out on an Android smartphone using 30

datasets confirmed the efficacy of FastForest in mobile environments, out-pacing

Random Forest on all 30 datasets, whilst also matching Random Forest in clas-

sification accuracy. Moreover, with multi-core processors in seemingly limitless

supply and available in everything from PCs to microcontrollers, techniques for

implementing fast ensemble classifiers, particularly on portable devices such as
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smartphones, has the potential to open up new areas of application. A larger-scale

solution in answer to Research Question 3 (Section 1.2) for implementing fast data

mining algorithms with high accuracy on smartphones will be proposed in the next

chapter.



CHAPTER 8

DataLearner 2: Distributed Data Mining and Augmented Reality

on a Cluster of Smartphones Connected through Wireless

Networking for Speed and Accuracy

Smartphones offer an impressive combination of environmental sensors and ever-

increasing levels of processor performance and on-board features, yet data mining

remains an exceedingly-rare application on mobile devices. This chapter answers

Research Question 3 (Section 1.2) and proposes a solution that overcomes the devel-

opmental barriers of the initial proposal in Chapter 5. This it does by the research

and development of three new components. The first of these is support for multi-

core processing to significantly improve model-training speeds without affecting

classification accuracy. It further proposes a novel distributed data mining protocol

and framework for connecting multiple heterogeneous Android smartphones into

an infrastructure-less private wireless data mining network. Combining multi-core

support with distributed data mining will be shown in this chapter to improve the

model-training speed over our initial proposal in Chapter 5 by more than ten-times

(10x). Our solution also proposes a third component, establishing on-device mixed-

reality (MR) three-dimensional (3-D) data visualisation and exploration. With this,

a user can move around and walk through an augmented representation of the

data for a unique perspective. Overall, this solution continues to fulfil the goal

of a locally-executed, fully portable framework for on-device model-training and

inferencing using smartphone technology. This not only improves data security

and privacy, but also provides a solution that can operate in remote locations. As a

service to fellow researchers, this ’DataLearner 2’ solution is open-source and will be

made available on GitHub. Moreover, the application will be freely downloadable

from the Google Play store and a short video tutorial uploaded to YouTube.

The work presented in this chapter is currently under review in: IEEE Transactions on Parallel and
Distributed Systems, Rank A* (CORE2020), under the title of "DataLearner 2: Distributed Data Mining
and Augmented Reality on a Cluster of Smartphones Connected through Wireless Networking for
Speed and Accuracy".

148
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8.1 Introduction

Data-mining is the process of extracting knowledge hidden within data using

machine-learning algorithms. This knowledge gained can then be actioned, whether

in business, health or almost any field of endeavour. PCs and laptops have long been

the traditional workhorses for this task, thanks to their speed and the proliferation

of graphical-user interfaced (GUI) software tools. These tools include RStudio

(Allaire, 2012), Weka (Frank, M. Hall and I. Witten, 2016) and Orange (University

Of Ljubljana, 2020). The Weka data mining tool, for example, was developed by

the University of Waikato and is available on the Windows, Linux and macOS

platforms.

Meanwhile, the rise of smartphones over the last ten years has resulted in mobile

computing devices with increasing levels of processing performance now nearing

those of laptops. Yet despite this, no applications were found on the Google Play

app store at the start of 2019 that supported locally-executed data-mining.

The launch of our first ‘DataLearner’ application for Android devices (Chapter

5) in 2019 filled this gap and, to the best of our knowledge, remains the only

application on Google Play capable of locally-executed data-mining. As a result,

in addition to its 42 built-in classification, clustering and association rule mining

algorithms, DataLearner now has users in more than 45 countries around the world.

However, despite its broad algorithm support, the solution proposed in Chapter

5 serves as a proof-of-concept, albeit with limitations, particularly in the area of

single-core processing. Nevertheless, it proved that on-device model-learning is

possible and practical on smartphones using classical data mining algorithms and

that despite limitations, the concept warrants further research.

8.1.1 DataLearner 2: Our New Proposed Solution

The purpose of this chapter is to further expand the practical implementation of

on-device data mining from Chapter 5. It details methods for overcoming limita-

tions in multi-core processing, as well as including a new framework for further

expansion of processing speed beyond a single smartphone or tablet device. Es-

tablishing a firm foundation in on-device performance will enable advances in

efficient algorithms to be exploited and provide a basis for using machine-learning

to improve privacy and security into the future. This is achieved by proposing
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a new solution dubbed ’DataLearner 2’ that not only significantly improves per-

formance, but is also designed for a wider scope of operation, due to a number of

proposed new features. These include new support for multi-core processors on

selected ensemble classifier algorithms such as Random Forest (Breiman, 2001) and

FastForest (Chapter 7). Depending on the number of additional device CPU cores

available, the ’DataLearner 2’ software will be shown to offer an immediate speed

gain of up to 4.8X over the previously proposed solution in Chapter 5.

However, given the proliferation of smartphones globally, there is further po-

tential for additional speed by combining not only multiple processor cores, but

multiple smartphone devices. This chapter also proposes a new novel distrib-

uted data mining protocol and framework called the ’DataLearner Area Network’

(DLAN). It enables multiple heterogeneous Android devices to form a private wire-

less network based on Wi-Fi Direct technology (Conti et al., 2013). By combining

devices in a client/server model, the training of classification models can be dis-

tributed across those devices, greatly increasing the training speed. This increase is

subject to the number and calibre of the devices combined, but empirical testing in

Section 8.4 shows the combination of multi-core support with just two additional

low-cost Android phones can increase overall model training speed by more than

10-times (10x) over previous results.

As processing performance continues to improve, new smartphones are increas-

ingly being released with new augmented-reality (AR) and mixed-reality (MR)

technology that allows the user to view virtual objects mixed into the real-world

view via the rear image sensor and visible on the touchscreen. This chapter also

proposes a new mixed-reality (MR) data visualisation and exploration framework

called ’DataWalker’. This enables the user to physically walk around and even

through a three-dimensional (3-D) ’datacube’ representation of the training data

they load into the software. This proposed framework utilises Google’s ARCore

technology (Google, 2020a) to also enable the user to move, scale and rotate the

datacube via standard two-finger Android gestures. Moreover, the proposed frame-

work maintains the user’s perspective view as they move around the data, doing so

without the need for any external hardware or headset.

These components continue the underlying goal of a self-contained portable

on-device data mining solution, requiring no external infrastructure, connectivity
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or cloud resources. This provides a number of benefits. Being self-contained, our

proposed solution continues to provide a fully-portable data mining tool for loca-

tions where mains power or network connectivity may be unavailable. It also aids

in data security and privacy, since no internet access or internet data transfer is

required. The DataLearner 2 application requires an Android device with at least

Android 6.0 operating system (the DataWalker component Android 8.0).

8.1.2 Original Contributions

As will be detailed throughout this chapter, the original contributions of this re-

search include:

• Multi-core mobile CPU support for ensemble classifier algorithms such as

Random Forest (Section 8.3.2).

• A novel mobile CPU detection algorithm for identifying the number of

performance cores (Section 8.3.2.2).

• The new DLAN (DataLearner Area Network) distributed data-mining

framework (Section 8.3.3).

• The proposed DLAN protocol to manage data transfer between server and

client devices (Section 8.3.3.1).

• The proposed DataWalker data visualisation framework built on Google

ARCore Augmented Reality (AR) technology (Section 8.3.4).

As a service to researchers and others interested in on-device data mining on

smartphones, the DataLearner 2 source code is expected to be published shortly on

GitHub1, with the DataLearner 2 app available on the Google Play store2. Further, a

short video tutorial will be uploaded on YouTube. The remainder of this chapter

continues with Section 8.2 providing background to this point in our research.

Section 8.3 details the key features noted above, followed by testing of these features

in Section 8.4. Discussion of areas for further research is offered in Section 8.5, which

also concludes this chapter.

1https://github.com/darrenyatesau/datalearner2
2https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=au.com.darrenyates.

datalearner2

https://github.com/darrenyatesau/datalearner2
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=au.com.darrenyates.datalearner2
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=au.com.darrenyates.datalearner2
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8.2 Background

The rapid improvement in smartphone processor performance in recent years raised

the question of whether or not mobile devices are now capable of locally-executed

data mining. Our initial research in Chapter 3 identified smartphones being used in

data-collection and model-execution applications, however, local model building

was notably rare.

Google’s Android operating system and the Weka data-mining app have the

Java programming language in common. Thus, despite not officially supporting

Android, Weka was seen as a possible base for developing a prototype to identify

the basic data-mining capabilities of smartphones in Chapter 4. A port of an un-

specified ’Weka 3’ version was previously attempted by a third party and this

attempt appears to have had some success but has been abandoned since 2011.

However, this port has limited documentation, indicating only that ’many things

were removed’ and ’100% functionality is not promised’ (rjmarsan, 2011). The

original purpose of this port is not known and with the removed functionality not

documented, it was deemed prudent to begin with the latest available source code

from the official Weka repository.

Smartphones and PCs generally do differ in terms of processing performance,

however, smartphones have the advantage of multiple on-board environmental

sensors. These sensors, including accelerometer and proximity sensors, provide

user feedback and interaction data that can be modelled using locally-executed

algorithms. This combination of local data collection and locally-executed data

mining was applied to a proof-of-concept application called ‘Mindful’ that enabled

detection of changes in a user’s mental health (Yates and Islam, 2019).

However, this prior work did not investigate the effects of local data mining on

smartphone battery life or heat dissipation, nor did it explore a variety of algorithms.

Our research in Chapter 4 determined that smartphones were indeed fast enough

to locally execute data mining algorithms. Moreover, they did so with identical

classification accuracy to PCs, offered moderate processing speed, required minimal

battery life and produced minimal heat. From this research, we proposed a solution

for on-device data mining called ’DataLearner’, a self-contained application (’app’)

for Android devices to train models from user-supplied training datasets, covered

in Chapter 5. The app features 42 classification, clustering and association rule
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mining algorithms, including Random Forest (Breiman, 2001), Bagging (Breiman,

1996a), SPAARC (Chapter 6) and SysFor (Islam and Giggins, 2011).

8.2.1 Weka 3.8 and Multi-Core CPU Support

However, a limitation with this initial solution was its lack of multi-core CPU

support. The Weka data mining suite saw multi-core support introduced in version

3.7 and subsequent releases, but to our knowledge, no research to-date has been

published on attempts to bring any version of Weka beyond the version 3.6 release

to the Android platform.

Android has limited support for Java’s Abstract Window Toolkit (AWT) and its

tight integration within Weka 3.8 has required additional research effort to unwind.

This involved identifying key Java code modules or ‘classes’, removing specific

AWT references and creating parallel classes to patch back into the Weka core. The

implementation of multi-core support is covered in more detail in Section 8.3.2.

8.2.2 Wi-Fi Direct and Distributed Data Mining

Distributed data mining is common today, thanks to the vast cloud computing

resources now available (Datta et al., 2006; Zeng et al., 2012), yet exclusive distribu-

tion of data mining on smartphones is far less so.

The recently-released Google ‘TensorFlow Lite’ is described as a framework for

‘on-device inferencing’ (Google, 2020c), meaning the process of building TensorFlow-

based models is still executed elsewhere. TensorFlow is most generally associated

with neural networks or ‘Deep Learning’, the complexity of which is still less suited

to phone use without additional specialist processors. Nevertheless, previous

research has brought local distributed computing to smartphones, but for more

general applications (Sawada et al., 2017; Nissato et al., 2019).

The ability to wirelessly connect Android devices together is a sub-feature of

Wi-Fi known as ‘Wi-Fi Direct’ (WiFi Alliance, 2020b). Available in Android since

Android 4.0, Wi-Fi Direct enables devices to connect without external infrastructure,

such as a wireless access point (WAP), by using peer-to-peer (P2P) connectivity.

Such a network can involve one device acting as a ‘server’ and one or more devices

connecting as ‘clients’.
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FIGURE 8.1: The five user interface fragments of DataLearner 2 - a)
loading a dataset, b) selecting an algorithm c) running the algorithm
on a dataset to build a model, d) testing the model, e) building a
model via a DLAN distributed wireless phone network.

However, Wi-Fi’s governing body, the Wi-Fi Alliance, notes that a Wi-Fi Direct-

certified device is only required to support one-to-one connectivity (WiFi Alliance,

2020a). Moreover, connecting to multiple devices concurrently is considered op-

tional. Thus, while client devices need only one-to-one connectivity, a one-to-many

device acting as server is still required in order to form a network of more than two
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devices.

Unfortunately, phone makers do not provide detailed Wi-Fi Direct support in

their specifications, making the prior-identification of ‘one-to-many’ devices ex-

tremely difficult. Nevertheless, during this research, it was found that all of the

budget-class (sub-AUD$100) phones on hand featured only one-to-one support.

The two test phones that included one-to-many support were priced at AUD$350.

The proposed DLAN framework will be detailed in Section 8.3.3.

8.2.3 ARCore and Augmented Reality

Data visualisation and exploration is an important area of data-mining research, as

efforts grow to find more visually-engaging and efficient ways to view ever-growing

amounts of data. These efforts include large-scale visualisation rooms or ‘viewing

arenas’ such as the UTS Data Arena (University of Technology, Sydney, 2020) and

IBM Research’ DataSpace (Cavallo et al., 2019), as well as personal virtual-reality

(VR)-based solutions utilising Microsoft HoloLens or Oculus Rift VR headsets (L.

Zhang et al., 2018; Marks, Estevez and Connor, 2014).

By way of contrast, the release of Google Play Services for AR (formerly ‘AR-

Core’) has enabled an increasing number of late-model Android phones to support

augmented reality (AR) views within applications. AR differs from VR in that AR

adds digital imagery to existing live views of the user’s surroundings whereas

VR suggests a separate closed-view created outside of the real world (Brigham,

2017). While VR typically requires additional hardware in the form of headsets

and accompanying computer systems, ARCore technology appearing in Android

phones requires no external hardware, using only the phone’s existing device screen,

rear-facing camera and gyroscope sensor. However, ARCore support is currently

limited to new and recently-released phones, a list of which is maintained by

Google (Google, 2020b), with prices for supported models starting at approximately

AUD$350. While research on ARCore-based data visualisation is still in its infancy,

ARCore is a successor to Google’s now-defunct Tango project, which has featured

in recent research (Riedlinger, Oppermann and Prinz, 2019; Hyyppä et al., 2018).

A comparatively small phone screen may not compete directly with large AR-

equipped viewing rooms, however, ARCore-ready Android phones still present

some potential advantages in this area. Since smartphone-based AR systems require
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no extra hardware, they provide a completely portable solution, usable in locations

where mains power or dedicated space may be unavailable. With no need for

additional hardware, there are also no additional costs, making it a much cheaper

alternative to expensive viewing rooms.

Moreover, ARCore enables the creation of mixed-reality (MR) views. This is a

useful combination of AR and VR, such that a virtual object can be displayed and

anchored to a point in the real-world view, but maintain the object’s correct 3-D

perspective as the user moves. The ability of ARCore to achieve this without requir-

ing a headset provides a much simpler and cheaper setup requirement. ARCore

maintains this 3-D perspective of an Android MR application, but has no specific

understanding of data-mining or datasets. Thus, our DataLearner 2 solution must

construct its own data framework, which will be described in Section 8.3.4.

8.3 Our Techniques

This section will now introduce the proposed components of our DataLearner

2 solution, beginning with the expanded user interface in Section 8.3.1. This is

followed by a description of multi-core processing support in Section 8.3.2, the

novel DLAN distributed data-mining framework in Section 8.3.3 and the proposed

DataWalker data visualisation and exploration solution in Section 8.3.4. Finally,

secondary features are briefly introduced in Section 8.3.5.

8.3.1 DataLearner 2 User Interface

The new expanded user interface consists of five tabbed windows or ‘fragments’,

as shown in Fig. 8.1. These are Load, Select, Run, Test and DLAN. The ‘Load’ tab

allows the user to load either the built-in demo dataset or an external ARFF or CSV

file from local or external storage. ARCore-ready phones will also see an additional

interface for the DataWalker AR feature (discussed in detail in Section 8.3.4).

The ‘Select’ tab allows selection of an algorithm and its specific parameters

(including multi-core processing where supported). The ‘Run’ tab executes the

selected algorithm on the loaded training dataset to build a set of rules or ‘model’

summarising the relationships between attributes in the data. From here, details of

the model can be viewed and now saved for later reuse. The new ‘Test’ tab provides

the option for testing models - either those built from the ‘Run’ or ‘DLAN’ tabs
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FIGURE 8.2: Feature sets of DataLearner 1 (dotted) and DataLearner
2 additions (solid), with graphics user interface tabs noted (‘GUI’)

directly, or those previously saved to local storage. Further, separate ‘test’ datasets

can be used to test model efficacy. Finally, the ‘DLAN’ fragment provides both

server and client functionality for distributed data mining and model training over

a private Wi-Fi Direct wireless network.

The additions to the previously-published first release of DataLearner are con-

siderable and outlined in Fig. 8.2. Sections marked with dotted lines are the

original feature set; solid lines represent the additions to DataLearner 2 and will be

referenced where appropriate through this chapter.

8.3.2 Multi-Core Processing

All new smartphones feature multi-core processors, even budget-class pre-paid

models (phones locked to a particular phone network). For example, the Telstra

Essential Smart 2 (ES2), featured in Section 8.4, was purchased from a local su-

permarket for AUD$45 and includes a four-core processor. However, the initial

version of DataLearner was limited to single-core processing only, as a result of

requiring an older, more-compatible version 3.6.15 release of Weka to provide the

core data-mining code. Versions of Weka starting at 3.7 incorporate Java Abstract

Window Toolkit (AWT) components that are incompatible with Android.

Our proposed solution to this issue is to incorporate the latest available version

of Weka at time of research (version 3.8.3) after a process of manually removing

AWT references from the relevant Java classes and patching back into the Weka
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source code modified classes without AWT. This change enables multi-core pro-

cessing on supported ensemble classifiers, including Bagging, Random Forest and

our proposed FastForest algorithm from Chapter 7.

The standard Weka 3.8.3 PC user interface provides a ‘numExecutionSlots’ para-

meter for setting multi-core processing once the Random Forest algorithm has been

selected. However, in terms of code execution, this parameter actually sets the

number of code streams or ‘threads’ that are concurrently executed. To provide

less-experienced users with some guidance on this parameter, DataLearner 2 in-

stead prompts the user for the number of ‘execution slots/CPU cores’, as part of

the ‘Select Algorithm’ block shown in Fig. 8.2. This is justified on the basis that

when setting this number automatically, Weka uses the total number of CPU cores,

creating one thread per core.

As a result, this parameter can be set automatically within the DataLearner

2 ‘Select’ tab by entering zero (‘0’), or set manually with a positive integer once

a compatible algorithm is selected. However, for operational purposes, it is set

automatically in DLAN mode, the details of which will be discussed in Section 8.3.3,

while multi-core performance results will be covered in Section 8.4.1.

8.3.2.1 The ‘big.LITTLE’ CPU core structures

It is important to note at this point that multi-core performance gains for an

individual device will be a function of the number of available CPU cores. Moreover,

current Android device processors fall into two groups - the standard homogeneous

model, where all cores are of the same type, and the ‘big.LITTLE’ heterogeneous

architecture developed by mobile CPU design firm, ARM Holdings. This latter

architecture splits CPU cores into two functional groups - ‘big’ cores, delivering

more performance, and ‘LITTLE’ cores with less speed but greater power efficiency

(Jeff, 2013). For example, the eight-core Exynos 7904 chip inside the Samsung Galaxy

A30 phone has two 1.8GHz ‘big’ Cortex A73 cores and six 1.6GHz ‘LITTLE’ Cortex

A53 cores (Samsung, 2020b). Other split proportions can also appear in other chips.

In data mining, an ensemble classifier algorithm is used to generate a set of rules

or ‘model’ that represents the hidden information within a training dataset. This

model is a construction of a user-set number of base classifiers, usually individual

decision trees (Han, Pei and Kamber, 2011). A study of the Weka source code

supplied with the Weka download file reveals that multi-core support is achieved
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FIGURE 8.3: Normalised Random Forest model build times for the
245,000-recrd ‘Skin Segment’ dataset versus thread counts on two
Android phones, each operating as a single device (lower is better).

by implementing each base classifier as a separate thread. As previously noted,

when setting this parameter automatically, Weka uses the total number of device

processor cores available, such that each core will execute one of these threads.

Weka version 3.8.3 employs Java’s ‘RunTime’ class to identify the CPU core

count. This method returns the total number of CPU cores, which, on systems with

a group of homogeneous cores, works without issue. However, testing has shown

this may not be ideal for ‘big.LITTLE’ heterogeneous architectures.

The Android operating system determines automatically how it spreads these

and other executable threads across available CPU cores within a device (called

‘Global Task Scheduling’) (Jeff, 2013). High-demand threads are directed to the

‘big’ cores, while less-demanding threads are processed on the more power-efficient

‘LITTLE’ cores. Ensemble base classifiers fall within the ‘high-demand’ category

and are processed on the ‘big’ cores. This is where issues can occurs - if Weka detects

eight CPU cores, eight concurrent threads are created. However, with fewer ‘big’

cores, thread processing may become backlogged, reducing overall performance.

Preliminary tests were conducted using the Random Forest classifier on ten

datasets and two phones with ‘big.LITTLE’ processors. The number of threads was

incremented from ‘1’ to the total core count for each test. Results showed that not

only do few datasets benefit from using all cores, doing so for larger datasets can
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FIGURE 8.4: This algorithm detects the number of ‘big’ processor
cores and determines the number of concurrent base classifier threads.

notably reduce model build speed. This was observed using the 245,000-record

‘Skin Segment’ dataset on the Motorola Moto G5 and Samsung Galaxy A30 phones,

the results of which are shown in Fig. 8.3. In both cases, the normalised model build

time is longer when the thread count is set to the total number of cores rather than

just the number of ‘big’ cores (0.639 vs 0.615 for the 2-big-core A30 and 0.529 vs

0.329 for the 4-big-core Moto G5). Moreover, larger thread counts can also increase

the demand for RAM for each thread’s data, thus devices with less RAM may see

reduced performance.

We propose two solutions to this issue. First, when executed on a single device,

the app allows both manual and automatic thread count-setting. This is done

through the ‘Select’ tab once a compatible ensemble classifier is selected, which

currently includes Random Forest, Bagging and FastForest. Entering a positive

integer sets the number of threads created, while entering zero (‘0’) sets the number

of threads to the total number of CPU cores.

8.3.2.2 Our proposed solution to ‘big’ core detection

The second solution we propose is a new ‘big’ core count detection algorithm

implemented in the DLAN function detailed in Section 8.3.3. The algorithm is

shown in Fig. 8.4. It analyses the CPU core details provided in the ‘/proc/cpuinfo’

file in a device’s Android operating system. Each CPU core features a type identifier.

The algorithm locates this type identifier and keeps a running total of each type.
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Mobile ‘big.LITTLE’ processors are known to have equal or fewer ‘big’ cores than

‘LITTLE’ cores, thus, the group with the smallest count is the ‘big’ core group and

this count is used to set the number of base classifier threads. If the group sizes

are equal, or only one group is detected, the number of threads is set to this count.

At present, this solution is implemented in the DLAN section only, but maybe be

added to single-device ‘Run Algorithm’ block of Fig. 8.2 in a future update. Further

details are discussed in Section 8.3.3.

ARM Holdings has introduced a new generation of ‘big.LITTLE’ architecture

called ‘DynamIQ’ (Wathan, 2017b) that more tightly integrates ‘big’ and ‘LITTLE’

cores into individual clusters. It has begun appearing in high-end smartphone

chips utilising Cortex A75, A76, A77 and A78 cores. Moreover, it is possible that

DynamIQ may alter the balance of ‘big’ versus ‘LITTLE core performance levels

and that modifications to the core detection algorithm may be needed in the future.

8.3.3 DLAN Wireless Distributed Multi-Device Clustering

Wi-Fi is a ubiquitous wireless connectivity technology available in all smartphones

and is typically used to create a short-range link to a wireless access point (WAP). It

commonly provides lower-cost access to internet services compared with broad-

band cellular networks. However, it can also create private high-speed (250Mbps)

wireless connections to compatible phones without the need for external WAPs.

This ‘Wi-Fi Direct’ function appears in all Android phones with Android 4.0 operat-

ing system or newer.

While the new multi-core support delivers a significant performance boost to

DataLearner 2, we propose another solution that delivers an additional perform-

ance boost by combining multiple Android devices together in a wireless ‘cluster’

network. This enables classification modelling to be distributed across the devices

within the network and executed in parallel. We call this the ‘combine and mine’

method. The proposed ‘DataLearner Area Network’ (DLAN) framework uses Wi-Fi

Direct to create a single-server/multiple-client network for this task, its topology

represented as a ‘bicycle-hub’ arrangement, similar to that shown in Fig. 8.5.

Moreover, the solution we propose provides the functionality for both ‘server’

and ‘client’ devices in the single app, thus, any Android device with DataLearner 2

installed can become a server and create a DLAN, or connect to an existing DLAN
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as a client. The benefits of this approach are that it remains completely portable -

no other hardware, apart from the phones themselves, is required. In addition, a

DLAN can be created in almost any location with a theoretical range between client

and server of up to 200 metres. Prior to initial launch of the ‘DLAN’ tab (‘DLAN

Builder’ block in Fig. 8.2), all devices should ensure that both Wi-Fi and Android’s

Location features are set to ‘on’. Once the Wi-Fi adapter is active, the ‘Discover’

button is pressed on all devices that will join the DLAN, whether as server or client.

At this point, the top-left status indicator on each device will change colour to

yellow. Within a few seconds, all devices will appear on the other device lists (see

Fig. 8.1e).

To create a DLAN, each device to connect as a ‘client’ selects the device in the

list designated to be ‘server’ by ticking the checkbox next to that device. Each

client in turn then presses the ‘Connect’ button. The server device will receive a

permission-request message from that client device. Upon acceptance of the first

client, the device set to be ‘server’ will automatically become so. All further clients

will now automatically become ‘clients’. In addition, the top-left status indicator

colour turns green on connected ‘client’ devices and blue on the ‘server’ device.

Once connected, either as a server or client, the ‘Ping’ button can send a short

‘acknowledge-request’ message to indicate a valid data link. Clients send a ‘ping’

only to the server; a server ‘ping’ is sent to all clients concurrently.

Provided both a training dataset has been loaded into the server device and

a compatible algorithm selected, distributed model building can now begin by

pressing the ‘Start’ button on the server device. Wi-Fi Direct automatically handles

the electrical transmission and reception of signals between the devices, but has no

specific knowledge of or methods for distributed data mining. To ensure the correct

transfer of data between devices, we propose a novel communications protocol to

govern this process. This ‘DLAN Communications Protocol’ will now be discussed.

8.3.3.1 The DLAN Communications Protocol

The proposed protocol, shown in Fig. 8.6, is built into DataLearner 2 and used by

both client and server to transfer control data, the training dataset and the returning

completed base classifiers. The inherent Wi-Fi Direct functionality controls buffering

of concurrent transfer requests and any collision issues, leaving the DLAN Protocol
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FIGURE 8.5: The proposed DLAN forms a multi-device distributed
data-mining cluster through Wi-Fi Direct connectivity, no other hard-
ware required.

FIGURE 8.6: The proposed DLAN Communications Protocol handles
data transfer between server and client devices.

to focus on data transfer. The protocol executes the following steps, in order of

operation (with direction of data travel in brackets):

(1) Classifier type (server to clients) - the classifier type to be used is sent to

each connected client as text.

(2) Training dataset (server to clients) - the training dataset to be modelled is

sent to each client.
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(3) CPU core count (clients to server) - upon receiving the dataset, each client

returns the number of ‘big’ CPU cores.

(4) Random number generator seed set (server to clients) - each client is sent by

the server a distinct set of random-number generator (RNG) seeds, the set

size equals the number of ‘big’ CPU cores received in Step 3. These seeds

are used by the client devices to generate specific ‘bagged’ subsets of the

original training dataset (Breiman, 1996a), from which specific base classifi-

ers are built. Moreover, by sending the seeds rather than the actual bagged

subsets, the amount of data transmitted is greatly reduced. Individual base

decision tree models are now generated, one tree per ‘big’ CPU core per

device concurrently.

(5) Size of classifier set (clients to server) - upon completion of the set number

of base tree classifier models, the client first sends back the number of

models to be returned to the server.

(6) Classifier set (clients to server) - the classifiers created in Step 4 are now

returned to the server. Each base classifier returned fits into a specific slot in

the overall ensemble, based on the RNG seeds sent. Once the set is received,

if the current number of base classifier seeds sent by the server to all clients

is less than the desired ensemble size, the protocol loops back to Step 4.

Otherwise, the protocol for this client is stopped. When all classifiers are

return, the protocol finishes and the ensemble is complete.

In theory, the DLAN protocol supports up to the maximum number of allowable

clients, as set by Wi-Fi Direct’s Internet Protocol (IP) address range (255). However,

the practical number of clients is limited by the number of trees required and the

total number of CPU cores available amongst the clients. There may also be Wi-Fi

Direct limitations that restrict the number of connected devices. Performance results

of DLAN will discussed in detail in Section 8.4.2.

8.3.3.2 Estimating DLAN completion time

The DLAN process sends only one seed set at a time to a device and with only

sufficient seeds in the set to create one tree per ‘big’ core. This gives the DLAN

inherent ‘load balancing’ - those devices that complete sets faster will receive more

sets over the life of the distributed model build than those devices that are slower.

This also ensures each device remains optimally loaded without building a backlog
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of sets that might be processed faster by other devices.

Each device d has a process time td required to complete the full ensemble build

on its own. Thus, the build time Tb required by a combined number of devices n

can be approximated by considering the DLAN as a parallel processing network,

represented by:

Tb ≈
1∑n

d=1
1
td

+ to (8.1)

where n is the number of devices in the DLAN, td is the single-device process time of

device d, such that d=[1..n] and to is the initial overhead time penalty. This penalty

occurs since one device must act as a server and handle data transfer to and from

the clients, data such as the initial training dataset and returning base classifier

models. Thus, if a DLAN consists of three devices, where device d1 is the server and

requires 40 seconds to process the entire ensemble build, device d2 takes 60 seconds,

d3 takes 75 seconds and d1 has an initial setup time penalty, to, of five seconds, the

overall build time should be approximately:

Tb ≈
1

1
40

+ 1
60

+ 1
75

+ 5.0 =
1

0.055
+ 5.0 ≈ 23seconds (8.2)

More precisely, the concept of ‘speedup’, the gain in speed resulting from processing

code using parallel computing, was introduced in Amdahl’s law (Hill and Marty,

2008; Amdahl, 1967), where if a portion f of the computation process can be sped

up by a factor of S, the total speed gain can be represented by:

Speedup(f, S) =
1

(1− f) + f
S

(8.3)

Moreover, the initial setup time penalty, to, becomes the dominant term in equation

8.1 as the dataset record count approaches zero. The practical implications of this

will be seen and discussed in Section 8.4.2.1.

8.3.4 ‘DataWalker’ Augmented Reality Data Visualisation

Data visualisation is a fast-growing area of research, with Augmented Reality (AR)

increasingly used to deliver an immersive three-dimensional view of data. This

view is created either via dedicated ‘viewing arenas’ or through the use of dedicated

virtual headset hardware. However, to our knowledge, no research has yet been

published that uses the new Google ARCore technology in locally-executed data

mining and visualisation applications.
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FIGURE 8.7: DataWalker requires an ARCore-compatible Android
phone, then provides a) a simple user interface to select the axis attrib-
utes, b) a 3-D datacube of the user-loaded dataset in an augmented-
reality (AR) view, c) supports rotating, scaling and moving the
datacube, and d) allows the user to walk through the datacube in
real time (as viewed through a Samsung Galaxy A30 phone).

DataWalker is our proposed data visualisation framework built into DataLearner

2 and based on Google ARCore technology. An actual example is shown in Fig.

8.7. It takes the form of a 3-D datacube, consisting of three user-selectable numeric

attributes from the user-loaded training dataset. DataLearner 2 initially selects the

first three numerical attributes, but the user can select any of the dataset non-class

numeric attributes using the drop-down combobox selectors. This initial setup user

interface shown in Fig. 8.7a only appears when ARCore compatibility is detected at

launch. Otherwise, it is hidden from view. Once these attributes are set, the user

presses the ‘Launch DataWalker’ button at the bottom of the ‘Load’ screen.

8.3.4.1 The DataWalker Framework

The DataWalker framework is built upon the basic ARCore technology within a

compatible device and appears as a new augment-reality (AR) display or ‘fragment’

separate to the main DataLearner interface. Upon first launch of the AR display,

built-in ARCore code instructs the user to make large, slow circular movements
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with their phone in a vertical plane to allow ARCore to detect a suitable surface for

displaying the datacube. The detected plane appears as a series of white dots. The

user can now tap a position on those dots to anchor and display the datacube.

The three numerical attributes selected have their values normalised and plotted

within the datacube as small coloured cubes called ‘point-cubes’, as shown in Fig.

8.7b-d. Each point-cube represents one record of the training dataset, with the

colour of the point-cube representing the record’s class attribute value and these

colours chosen automatically. Each datacube axis is labelled with its attribute name

and an on-screen display (OSD) panel provides a list of the selected attributes, along

with a scrollable list of the class values and associated point-cube colours.

The user has two methods for controlling the position of the datacube in relation

to the surroundings. The first is to just physically move - the datacube’s orientation

changes relative to the user’s movement to maintain the proper 3-D perspective.

The user can move towards, away from, around and even through the datacube

itself for a unique view of the data. The second method is to use the common

Android two-finger gestures to move, rotate and scale the datacube. Both methods

work in conjunction with each other.

The visual performance of DataWalker - its ability to create a realistic AR/MR

view - depends largely on the processing capabilities of the Android device. Experi-

mental performance of DataWalker will be discussed in Section 8.4.

8.3.5 Additional features

DataLearner 2 also includes a number of secondary new features, as shown in Fig.

8.2. These include a new demonstration mode with built-in dataset that can be used

in all areas (‘Load Demo Dataset’ block in Fig. 8.2). Models created in the ‘Run’

and ‘DLAN’ tabs can be saved to local storage (‘Save Model’) and re-loaded (‘Load

Model’) for later use. Prediction results from the ‘Test’ tab (‘Test Model’) can also be

saved for external use (‘Save Predictions’).

Moreover, the models created in DataLearner 2 are now cross-compatible with

Weka version 3.8/3.9. This ensures that models created in one application can be

downloaded to the other and executed locally.
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TABLE 8.1: Details of the training datasets used in testing for Sections
8.4.1 and 8.4.2.

ID Dataset Abbr. Records Attrs Clses Type
1 Splice SPL 3190 52 3 Cat.
2 Mushroom MUS 8124 23 2 Cat.
3 MNIST MNI 10000 785 9 Num.
4 Pen-digits PEN 10992 17 10 Num.
5 MAGIC Tele. MAG 19020 11 2 Num.
6 Avila AVI 20867 10 12 Cat.
7 C. Card Def. CRE 30000 24 2 Num.
8 Shuttle SHU 43500 9 7 Num.
9 Bank BAN 45211 17 2 Mixed
10 Skin Seg. SKI 245057 4 2 Num.

TABLE 8.2: Details of the devices used in testing for Sections 8.4.1 and 8.4.2.

Intel Core-
i5 PC

Samsung
Galaxy
A30

Motorola
Moto G5

Telstra
Essential
Smart 2

CPU (big) cores 4 (NA) 8 (2) 8 (4) 4 (NA)
Main CPU tech Core-5 Cortex A73 Cortex A53 Cortex A53
RAM (GB) 16 3 2 1
Op. System Windows

8.1
Android
9.0

Android
8.1

Android
9.0 Go

Purchase Price NA AUD$399 AUD$349 AUD$45

8.4 Experimental Results

To better determine the efficacy of these three major proposed features, a series

of tests were devised and conducted. Section 8.4.1 details the build speed and

classification accuracy results of multi-core processing, while Section 8.4.2 details

the same using various DLAN clusters, consisting of multiple Android smartphones.

Section 8.4.3 investigates the viewing performance of the DataWalker AR viewer.

Ten training datasets were used for testing in Sections 8.4.1 and 8.4.2. These

are publicly available datasets from the University of California, Irvine (Dua and

Graff, 2019). Details are those datasets are listed in Table 8.1 and consist of record

counts ranging from 3,190 to 245,057. The three Android devices used for testing,

in addition to a Windows PC for reference, are detailed in Table 8.2.
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TABLE 8.3: Random Forest model build times (in seconds) using
multi-core processing on a single device against a PC and DataLearner
1 (DL1).

Dataset Intel
Core-i5
PC
(Weka)

Samsung
Galaxy
A30

Motorola
Moto G5

Telstra
Essen-
tial
Smart 2

Motorola
Moto G5
(DL1)

SPL 0.13 2.19 3.60 4.40 5.49
MUS 0.09 1.81 3.30 3.28 6.04
MNI 4.32 61.47 74.41 96.22 157.9
PEN 1.01 16.18 21.27 29.00 60.13
MAG 3.01 43.35 60.68 73.62 175.4
AVI 2.51 41.14 54.73 64.83 145.8
CRE 7.14 115.17 155.1 173.9 OOM*
SHU 3.86 45.56 57.21 84.07 247.6
BAN 4.16 53.87 73.37 84.07 354.9
SKI 14.33 175.1 232.7 410.7 1055.6

* out-of-memory error (failed to finish)

8.4.1 Multi-Core Processing

Testing for this section involved the training datasets of Table 8.1 and the devices

listed in Table 8.2. Each Android device was given the ten training datasets and

required to build a Random Forest model, consisting of 100 base ‘Random Tree’

classifiers, for each dataset. Each test was executed three times, with the fastest

result recorded.

Each model was then evaluated using 10-fold cross-validation. This involves

splitting a training dataset randomly into ten largely-equal subsets. A model is

trained using the first nine subsets and tested against the tenth. Each of the ten sub-

sets takes a turn as the testing subset, with results collated at the end. Classification

accuracy is determined by dividing the total number of correct classifications across

all ten test subsets by the number of records in the complete training dataset and

multiplying the result by 100 to achieve a percentage score (Han, Pei and Kamber,

2011). Further details on cross-validation are provided in Section 2.5.3.

8.4.1.1 Model build speed results

Table 8.3 provides a comparison of model build speed times for three Android

phones with a Windows PC and the original Google Play release of DataLearner

(DL1). A number of points can be gathered from these results. First, the multi-core
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support from Weka 3.8.3 ensures that DataLearner 2 achieves much faster build

times than recorded by the first DataLearner release. This can be seen by comparing

the two ‘Motorola Moto G5’ columns in Table 8.3. Apart from the fact the Credit

Card Default (CRE) dataset now completes its build, the DataLearner 2 performance

gains become more prominent the larger the dataset. This is seen with the three

largest datasets (SHU, BAN, SKI) where the speed gains are between 4.3 and 4.8-

times faster than the initial DataLearner version.

It may appear that smartphones, even with multi-core support, remain at least

an order-of-magnitude slower than PCs, even when comparing the Intel Core-i5

PC results with the fastest of the Android phones in Table 8.3, the Samsung Galaxy

A30. However, the Galaxy A30 is a budget-class device and at AUD$379, is only a

quarter of the cost of a new high-performance Galaxy S20. Thus, it is anticipated a

Galaxy S20 would improve upon the Galaxy A30 results considerably.

Moreover, the Telstra Essential Smart 2 (ES2) phone shows that reasonable

processing speed can be achieved from even the lowest-cost phones (this phone

model was purchased from a local supermarket for just AUD$45).

8.4.1.2 Classification Accuracy

Improved processing speed is the clear goal of implementing multi-core pro-

cessing. However, it is important that this speed increase does not come at the

expense of classification accuracy. This was tested using the same testing framework

of the previous section, along with the 10-fold cross-validation process, outlined in

Section 8.4.1. Results of these accuracy tests are shown in Table 8.4.

These results first indicate that 10-fold cross-validation is a RAM-expensive

process and with only 1GB of RAM on-board, the Telstra Essential Smart 2 (ES2)

was unable to complete this test on three of the ten datasets without an ‘out of

memory’ error. This is discussed in the next section.

The second point was the minor differences in results, with the PC and Galaxy

A30 pair delivering identical results, as did the Moto G5 and Telstra Essential Smart

2 (ES2) pair. All three smartphones executed the same DataLearner 2 source code.

However, it was notable that the Moto G5 and Telstra ES2 phones both feature

Cortex A53 CPU cores as their main cores, whereas the Galaxy A30 provides the

Cortex A73 for this role. No direct conclusions on these factors can yet be drawn,

as further research is needed. Nevertheless, the accuracy results were all within
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TABLE 8.4: Random Forest classification accuracy (in percentage)
using multi-core processing on a single device against a PC and
DataLearner 1 (DL1).

Dataset Intel
Core-i5
PC
(Weka)

Samsung
Galaxy
A30

Motorola
Moto G5

Telstra
Essen-
tial
Smart 2

Moto G5
(DL1)

SPL 95.9248 95.9248 96.0188 96.0188 95.7367
MUS 100 100 100 100 100
MNI 95.33 95.33 95.45 OOM* 95.17
PEN 99.1266 99.1266 99.1175 99.1175 99.163
MAG 88.0021 88.0021 88.0967 88.0967 88.0442
AVI 99.8371 99.8371 99.8371 99.8371 99.8514
CRE 81.6633 81.6633 81.65 OOM* OOM*
SHU 99.9839 99.9839 99.9839 99.9839 99.9839
BAN 90.3961 90.3961 90.3784 OOM* 90.4537
SKI 99.958 99.958 99.958 99.958 99.9592

* out-of-memory error (failed to finish)

0.1% of each other, with four of the ten datasets achieving identical scores on both

the Windows PC and DataLearner 2-equipped devices. However, based on these

results, the Samsung Galaxy A30 would be the preferred device, due to its speed as

shown in Section 8.4.1.1 and accuracy equality with the Windows PC.

8.4.1.3 Optimum thread counts

As noted in Section 8.3.2.1, the standard Weka practice for automatically setting

the number of threads is to use the total number of cores, but this appears to be

a sub-optimal solution for Android ‘big.LITTLE’ devices. This was further tested,

with the number of threads, t, incremented from ‘1’ to the total number of CPU

cores, c, such that t = [1..c], for each of the ten training datasets, producing 80 tests

each for the Galaxy A30 and Moto G5 phones.

Ultimately, the results were mixed. First, setting the number of threads to the

total number of cores (t = c, the Weka automatic ‘0’ setting) achieved just two

speed wins for the Galaxy A30 and only one for the Moto G5 from ten datasets.

However, using the number of ‘big’ cores (t = 2 for the Galaxy A30, t = 4 for the

Moto G5) also met with only moderate success, with two wins from ten datasets for

the Galaxy A30 and Moto G5 phones.

The most surprising result was setting the thread count to the total number
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TABLE 8.5: Distributed data mining results using various DLAN
setups (scores in seconds) and multi-core processing over multiple
devices compared with a PC and DataLearner 1 (DL1).

Dataset Intel
Core-i5
PC
(Weka)

Samsung
Galaxy
A30 (A)

Motorola
Moto G5
(B)

Telstra
Essen-
tial
Smart 2
(C)

Motorola
Moto G5
(DL1)

DLAN
devices

NA 3
(A+B+C)

3
(B+A+C)

2
(C+A)

NA

SPL 0.13 3.98 5.43 5.44 5.49
MUS 0.09 3.21 3.42 4.22 6.04
MNI 4.32 32.19 49.39 54.70 157.9
PEN 1.01 11.02 12.33 18.24 60.13
MAG 3.01 26.56 32.35 45.80 175.4
AVI 2.51 22.91 28.11 39.55 145.8
CRE 7.14 61.87 75.35 104.2 OOM*
SHU 3.86 22.37 24.57 30.79 247.6
BAN 4.16 38.83 48.92 62.14 354.9
SKI 14.33 99.66 101.6 119.0 1055.6

* out-of-memory error (failed to finish)

of cores minus one (t = c − 1). This netted the Galaxy A30-led DLAN five wins

from ten datasets and the Moto G5 four wins. This was not expected and on the

surface, appears a good alternative. However, the chart in Fig. 8.3 shows that

there is significant potential for even a ‘c− 1’ setting to work for some devices and

not others. Moreover, the slow-down can be significant when larger datasets are

involved. Thus, the current DLAN option is to continue using the number of ‘big’

CPU cores for the number of concurrent threads, pending further research.

In summary, the addition of multi-core support delivers as much as a 4.8x

increase in model build speed, while classification accuracy remains largely intact.

8.4.2 DLAN Performance

This section will address testing the DataLearner Area Network (DLAN) framework,

again, using the training datasets of Table 8.1 and the devices of Table 8.2. The

results in Table 8.5 show Random Forest model build times of the phones connected

in different DLAN combinations. Specifically, the device listed in each of columns

A, B and C is connected as the DLAN server. Thus, results in column ‘A’ feature the

Galaxy A30 as the server and the Moto G5 and Telstra phones as clients. Column ‘B’
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FIGURE 8.8: Normalised speed gains from DataLearner 2 on a Mo-
torola Moto G5 phone using the datasets of Table 8.1 to compare single-
device/multi-core results and combined multi-device/multi-core
DLAN results scaled against single-core/single-device DataLearner 1
results. High is better.

sees the same three phones in use, but with the Moto G5 as ‘server’. Column ‘C’ uses

the Telstra phone as ‘server’ and the Galaxy A30 as ‘client’ only. As noted in Section

8.2.2, Wi-Fi Direct-certified devices only require one-to-one connection support,

thus, while the Galaxy A30 and Moto G5 do support one-to-many connections, the

Telstra ES2 phone is a one-to-one only device, necessitating testing with a single

client. The results in Table 8.5 also include the previous PC and DL1 single-device

speed scores from Table 8.3 for comparison.

8.4.2.1 Processing speed improvements

The devices used in these tests were deliberately chosen to show that even

low-cost devices can be used to locally execute data-mining algorithms. These

DLAN results reveal a number of points. On a broad scale, each DLAN delivered a

significant speed improvement over that device’s single-device build time results

in Table 8.3. This shows that no matter the type of phone, notable speed gains are

achievable by combining phones and using distributed data mining.

Looking at the results in finer detail, there is a notable difference in the perform-

ance results of the Galaxy A30 and Moto G5-led DLANs, despite the fact that both

DLANs used the same devices. From this, it appears that to achieve the maximum
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model build speeds possible, the server device should be the fastest and most

powerful device available within the DLAN group.

In terms of absolute performance improvements, the combination of multi-core

CPU support and DLAN distributed data-mining achieved a better-than-10-times

build speed improvement for the Moto G5 phone running DataLearner 2 as server

and the Skin Segment (SKI) dataset compared with the Moto G5 phone alone run-

ning the initial DataLearner release of Chapter 5.

However, another point of note is that these gains do reduce with a reduction in

dataset size. Moreover, comparing these results with Table 8.3 show that the DLAN

framework offers no speed improvement if a dataset of less than 10,000 records is

used - and in fact, is noticeably slower. However, as noted in Section 8.3.3.2, there

are initial overheads in the DLAN data setup (the process of transferring the train-

ing dataset to each client, for example) and these incur a time penalty that reduces

the speed. Nevertheless, those overheads are minor and are soon overwhelmed by

the speed gains DLAN can achieve with larger datasets.

This can be seen clearly in Fig. 8.8, where the overall performance gains of multi-

core processing (MCP) and the combination of MCP with DLAN are compared

with the initial single-core/single-device performance from DataLearner 1 on the

Motorola Moto G5 phone. This shows clearly the effect of the time penalty incurred

by the system overheads, with the SPL dataset recording a lower speed gain using

MCP + DLAN than just MCP alone. However, with the datasets listed in order of

increasing record count, the clear trend is the larger the record count, the greater

the speed gain in both MCP and MCP+DLAN operation.

8.4.2.2 Classification accuracy

This initial DLAN implementation only uses the distributed network to train

the models. The evaluation process is carried out exclusively on the server. Thus, in

one regard, it should not surprise that the classification accuracy scores achieved by

each DLAN were identical to the single-device accuracy scores shown in Table 8.4.

But it is equally significant that despite model building being distributed to multiple

devices, the final ensemble classifier produces the same classification accuracy as

though built on a single device. Thus, the key observation here is that a DLAN

distributed data-mining setup has no effect on classification accuracy, yet can offer

significant speed improvements.
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8.4.3 DataWalker Performance

The number and calibre of devices on Google’s ARCore-compatibility list clearly

suggests that a reasonable level of performance is required to create and maintain

an augmented-reality phone display at a decent user-experience level. A quick

analysis of this list further suggests it consists of phones with at least eight mid-

level performance Cortex A53 cores or two high-performance Cortex A7x cores.

However, this does not guarantee ARCore support. For example, the LG Q6 phone

is listed, but the Motorola Moto G5 test phone is not, yet both include eight 1.4GHz

Cortex A53 cores and the same Adreno 505 graphics processor unit (GPU). Thus,

other factors appear also involved.

Our experiments with DataWalker to-date have found that a device’s ability to

maintain a frame-rate optimal for a good user experience is also highly dependent

upon the number of records in the training dataset being viewed. Since the number

of point-cubes equals the number of dataset records (one point-cube per record),

this is logical. Our experiments indicate that with the current DataWalker imple-

mentation, the Galaxy A30 test phone begins reaching its limits of performance

once the dataset record count reaches approximately 1,500. Thus, we have limited

larger datasets to display the first 2,000 records only.

Importantly, devices with higher-performance processors should be capable of

successfully displaying larger datasets. However, in practice, there may be little

to gain for AR purposes by squeezing thousands of point-cubes into a relatively

small space. One solution to this requiring further research is to use a fixed number

of point-cubes and scale their individual size relative to the number of records

in proximity. Thus, instead of drawing 1,000 point-cubes on the same spot, one

larger point-cube will indicate the relative popularity of this point in the datacube.

There are three benefits of this - first, it will provide a clearer indicator of relative

population areas within the datacube space; second, it will reduce the AR workload,

which, in turn, will help ensure the AR frame rate remains acceptable; and third, it

will allow display of much larger datasets, since the number of point-cubes will be

fixed. This chapter will now continue with a broader discussion on the efficacy of

DataLearner 2, along with other areas for future research.
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8.5 Discussion

The solution proposed in this chapter to answer Research Question 3 (Section 1.2)

has delivered up to an order-of-magnitude improvement in model training times

compared with the initial solution put forward in Chapter 5. This is a direct result of

the combination of multi-core processor support and the proposed distributed data

mining framework. A key component of this framework is the ability to use very

low-cost pre-paid smartphones, such as those available from local supermarkets,

devices that so far do not include extra neural processing units (NPUs).

However, while the empirical results show that matching PC performance levels

cannot be achieved with the test devices chosen, it raises the question of how many

devices would be required to do so. Based on these results, we estimate that a

DLAN setup consisting of as few as three or four Samsung Galaxy S20 or similarly-

equipped smartphones could achieve parity with a laptop computer for model

training speed. However, further research to include GPGPU (General Purpose

computing on Graphics Processor Unit) computing may see further gains achiev-

able with less-well-equipped devices.

This is just one of a number of areas for further research as a result of this pro-

posed solution. At present, the proposed DLAN framework only supports a single

server device. A possible expansion of this would be to create a ring of servers, each

connected to its own set of client devices. This would enable a significant increase

in the Wi-Fi transmission range of a DLAN beyond the current 200-metre radius in

addition to increase the overall model training performance. Expanding the DLAN

distributed model training to include model evaluation could also prove a useful

addition.

The current multi-core support is based on building each base classifier as a

single thread and implemented such that one thread executes on a single CPU

core. Implementing a base classifier algorithm to utilise multiple threads might also

further improve performance. Moreover, further investigation of a possible ’c− 1’

core thread count may enable greater performance beyond that tested in the current

proposed ’big’ core-only configuration.

The proposed DataWalker augment-reality framework suggests smartphones

are also sufficiently-powered to handle 3-D data visualisation and exploration.
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However, further research is required. For instance, as mentioned, fixing the num-

ber of point-cubes and using size as a marker for population proximity may enable

larger datasets to be handled, whilst maintaining a suitable display video frame

rate. DataWalker provides a novel solution for data visualisation and exploration

on ARCore-ready smartphone, but another area of knowledge required is its effect

on device battery life. This may also require improving the power efficiency of

ARCore to enable the DataWalker framework to operate longer.

This chapter answers Research Question 3 (Section 1.2) by proposing a new

expanded solution for on-device data mining for Android smartphones. It further

proposed three significant new capabilities. The first of these was support for

multi-core processing of ensemble classifiers such as Random Forest and FastForest.

This was followed by the proposed DataLearner Area Network (DLAN) frame-

work, enabling multiple devices to ‘combine and mine’ in a distributed fashion for

even greater processing speed. Finally, the chapter proposed a locally-executed

augmented-reality (AR) data visualisation framework called ’DataWalker’. It de-

tailed how DataWalker displays a user-loaded training dataset as a 3-D datacube

the user can not only move, rotate and scale using standard two-finger gestures,

but also physically walk around and through for a unique perspective.

The chapter further detailed experiments conducted to test the efficacy of these

proposed methods. The combination of multi-core support and DLAN distributed

data mining was shown to offer a 10-fold improvement in processing speed, whilst

achieving the same accuracy levels as an individual device. Moreover, it was found

that DataWalker can maintain a useable AR user-experience whilst displaying up to

1,500 dataset records, represented as data-points or ‘point-cubes’. Finally, numerous

areas of further research arising from these new features were identified, including

modifying DataWalker to accept larger datasets and expanding the DLAN frame-

work to support multiple server devices for greater Wi-Fi transmission range.

Smartphones provide ever-increasing levels of user functionality and processing

performance all within a package that fits into your pocket. The goal of our pro-

posed solution is to make available a self-contained fully-portable application

that is capable of fast locally-executed data mining, distributed data mining and

mixed-reality data exploration on a pocket-able device. To achieve this goal, the
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DataLearner 2 source code is open-source and will be made available shortly for

future research on GitHub3. The DataLearner 2 application will also be available

free on the Google Play store4 and a brief video tutorial on YouTube.

3https://github.com/darrenyatesau/datalearner2
4https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=au.com.darrenyates.

datalearner2

https://github.com/darrenyatesau/datalearner2
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=au.com.darrenyates.datalearner2
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=au.com.darrenyates.datalearner2


CHAPTER 9

Discussion

Our research over the preceding five chapters, in addition to the prior work of many

researchers highlighted in Chapter 3, shows that smartphones are indeed capable

of executing data mining and machine-learning algorithms for on-device model-

learning without the need for specific hardware-acceleration solutions. Moreover,

it also proposed two classification algorithms that improve model-training speed

without sacrificing overall classification accuracy. Finally, it proposed a solution for

faster on-device data mining using multiple smartphones in a stand-alone private

wireless network, along with augmented-reality data visualisation. This chapter

provides an opportunity to explore our findings, view them from a larger context

and discuss how mobile data mining can move forward into the future.

9.1 On-Device Data Mining on Smartphones

The results of Chapter 4 laid the foundation for our research, revealing that three

heterogeneous smartphones were able to achieve identical classification accuracy to

a Windows laptop computer. This indicates that smartphones themselves do not

have any architectural impediment to on-device model-learning. Not surprisingly,

however, the single-core processing speed of these now-superseded test phones

could not match that of the test laptop PC. Nevertheless, our review of smartphone

development in Chapter 3 highlights, particularly with respect to smartphone SoCs,

that performance continues to improve with each new generation of smartphone.

Moreover, this is further confirmed when looking at the battery life tests in Fig. 9.1.

A number of observations are relevant here. First, the number of models trained

within a 10% drop in battery capacity varies broadly and depends on the dataset,

the algorithm and the device executing the algorithm. However, more importantly,

they show the clear improvement in smartphone development between 2012 and

2017, with the more recent Motorola Moto G5 achieving an order-of-magnitude gain
179
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FIGURE 9.1: The 10% battery capacity model-training tests from Table
4.5. These tests on the C4.5 decision tree algorithm show the improve-
ment in model-training capacity achieved between 2012 and 2017 is
at least an order-of-magnitude (higher is better).

over older Galaxy S III in the number of models trained. This is further supported

by the thermal dissipation tests conducted in Chapter 4 that show the more recent

device achieving a smaller temperature gain.

9.2 The Value of Faster Classification Algorithms

It is logical that if the processing speed of a computer device is increased, so, too,

would be the speed of model training on that device. However, an equally valid

method of improving model-training speed is to improve the efficiency of the al-

gorithm training the model. Chapter 5 presented our initial solution for on-device

model-learning in the original ’DataLearner’ application, with its 42 algorithms all

executable on smartphone architecture. However, it is clear from Chapter 4 that

as algorithms grow in complexity, they require exponentially more training time

to achieve incremental gains in classification accuracy. Our work in Chapters 6

and 7 began with well-known base algorithms in CART (Breiman et al., 1984) and

Random Forest (Breiman, 2001) to deliver greater training speed whilst minimising

any loss in classification accuracy.

9.2.1 Giving CART that ’SPAARC’ of Speed

As Chapter 3 highlighted, decision trees are a combination of many components

that affect both accuracy and speed. The results of our proposed SPAARC algorithm
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in Chapter 6 confirmed previous research that the attribute split-point search of-

fers considerable potential for modification. As a result of its proposed split-point

sampling (SPS) technique, SPAARC achieved as much as 65% improvement in speed

with no loss in overall classification accuracy compared with its CART (Breiman

et al., 1984) base.

Nevertheless, Fig. 9.2 highlights that SPAARC achieves better speed results on

datasets with predominantly numerical attributes. This is not a surprise, given

the split-point sampling (SPS) method only operates on numerical attributes. It

also leaves categorical attributes to press ahead, relying only on node attribute

sampling (NAS). However, that classification accuracy is largely maintained is still

an important result. While some caution needs to be maintained in interpreting the

results of a limited number of training datasets, the NAS and SPS processes only

act on the tree-growth stage; the tree-pruning method remains the original CART

design. Thus, SPAARC maintains CART’s precise and thorough pruning process to

maximise tree optimisation.

Moreover, this pruning stage offers an area for further improvement. Imple-

menting the level-skipping technique from NAS into the tree-pruning stage would

reduce the scale of pruning, which should further reduce the overall model-learning

time. However, this may come at the cost of reduced classification accuracy. If so, it

would also highlight the importance of the current pruning strategy and its role in

maintaining overall accuracy. Thus, it is an area worth further investigation.

9.2.2 Gaining Ensemble Speed without Trading Accuracy

As important as decision trees are to classification, a single tree will always be

only capable of identifying a single pattern - the dominant pattern - within a train-

ing dataset. The ability to overcome this issue has largely pushed ensembles and

decision forests into the limelight, with Random Forest (Breiman, 2001) taking

centre-stage. In Chapter 7, we began with Random Forest as a platform for optim-

isation, combining a modified version of our split-point sampling technique from

Chapter 6 called Logarithmic Split-Point Sampling (LSPS), together with Subsample

Aggregation and Dynamic Restricted Subsampling (DRS) to create our proposed

’FastForest’ algorithm.

However, it can be noted from Figs. 7.5 and 7.6 that the subbagging factor, a,
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FIGURE 9.2: Model-training times of CART and SPAARC algorithms,
measured in seconds, from Table 6.2. The 18 training sets form three
groups of six, with numerical (N), categorical (C) and mixed (M)
datasets (lower is better).

provides a lever for adjusting the balance between accuracy and speed. While our

initial work focussed on using a = 0.5 to ensure no loss of accuracy, the opportun-

ity was taken to tune FastForest by dropping the subbagging factor from a = 0.5

to a = 0.4 to further boost processing speed. Moreover, Fig. 7.5 highlights that

FastForest still exceeded Random Forest for classification accuracy at this point.

Combining our work from Chapter 7 with the new ’DataLearner 2’ version in

Chapter 8, further tests were conducted on the 2017-era Motorola Moto G5 phone,

but with four-core multi-core processing now enabled.

Given the mixed array of training datasets, the results in Table 9.1 show Fast-

Forest achieved a combined training time of 562 seconds, ahead of Random Forest’s

736 seconds, a healthy speed gain of 24%. Moreover, FastForest won all ten dataset

tests. The difference in average classification accuracy across those same training

datasets was less than 0.03%, with Random Forest slightly ahead, 95.049% to 95.02%.

Random Forest achieved four accuracy wins to FastForest’s three, with three ties.

FastForest still continues the issue of Random Forest requiring the entire dataset
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TABLE 9.1: Comparison of Random Forest and FastForest (Chapter
7) using Motorola Moto G5 phone and four-core multi-processing
support enabled (leading scores in bold).

Accuracy (%) Build Time (secs)
Dataset Type Random

Forest
Fast
Forest

Random
Forest

Fast
Forest

Splice (SPL) Cat. 96.02 96.46 3.6 2.51
Mushroom (MUS) Cat. 100.0 100.0 3.3 2.62
MNIST (MNI) Num. 95.45 94.80 74.4 52.59
Pen-digits (PEN) Num. 99.12 99.17 21.3 16.39
MAGIC Tele. (MAG) Num. 88.10 87.91 60.7 43.97
Avila (AVI) Cat. 99.84 99.79 54.7 43.90
Credit Card (CRE) Num. 81.65 81.79 155.1 134.4
Shuttle (SHU) Num. 99.98 99.98 57.2 44.09
Bank (BAN) Mix. 90.38 90.33 73.4 56.44
Skin Seg. (SKI) Num. 99.96 99.96 232.7 165.1
Average % / Total secs 95.05 95.02 736.3 562.2

to be pre-loaded into system RAM before model-learning begins. However, the case

is not (yet) being made for smartphones to replace cloud computing, thus, having

the capability to learn from datasets that exceed device RAM could considered

moot at this point. Even so, as smartphone performance levels continue to grow, it

is an area for further research as need arises.

Nevertheless, the combination of Chapters 6, 7 and 8 have delivered a practical

solution for multi-core ensemble learning on smartphones that can also be tuned in

favour of greater speed or accuracy. Moreover, while ’DataLearner 2’ is an Android-

only application for now, it is not restricted to devices with on-board NPUs and

thus, offers a broader-based solution.

9.3 The Value of Mobile Mixed-Reality Data

Exploration

The value of fast-improving processing performance of smartphones is further con-

firmed by the research work conducted in Chapter 8 on Mobile Mixed-Reality (MR)

Data Visualisation and Exploration. At present, we are currently unaware of any

other Android-based research efforts incorporating on-device mixed-reality data
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visualisation and data mining. Existing efforts appear to either be room-focussed

headset-driven virtual-reality systems (Ruiz, 2019; Cavallo et al., 2019), or use Apple

iPads tethered to cloud computing resources. In the meantime, we expect the cur-

rent Android ARCore framework to gain traction within the research community,

particular as the number of support devices continues to grow rapidly.

However, the inability of our Samsung Galaxy A30 test phone to handle data-

sets beyond approximately 1500 records without a noticeable drop in video frame

rate highlights that smartphone performance is not an inexhaustible supply. This

frame-rate drop is explained by the processing workload of handling real-time

video with real-time MR calculations and image processing. The Galaxy A30, being

a comparatively budget-class device, is at the lower end of the list of supported

devices, featuring two Cortex-A73 ’big’ cores, which can be seen from Table 3.1

as now being a number of generations behind. Moreover, as newer, faster smart-

phone models arrive, their ARCore capacity will continue to increase (at time of

writing, the ’ARCore Supported Devices’ list consists of 275 different units1). In the

meantime, more efficient methods of data visualisation will reduce the processor

dependency on the user experience. These were discussed in Chapter 8.

Nevertheless, the value of Mixed-Reality Data Exploration is the additional di-

mension it provides when exploring data for its efficacy and importance. The ability

to view attributes and class labels is a useful precursor to model-learning, since it

can help identify possible useful patterns before the more expensive model-learning

takes place. Moreover, it virtually expands a smartphone’s screen dimensions to

deliver a larger view of the data.

9.4 The Potential of Mobile Distributed Data Mining

Aside from the optimisation techniques discussed in Chapter 7, ensemble learners

achieve their primary speed gains by distributing each base classifier to a separate

single processor core. However, the potential exists to extend this distribution

beyond multiple cores to multiple devices.

Fig. 9.3 highlights that when the training time exceeds a minimum threshold,

there are significant gains available by distributing on-device data-mining to mul-

tiple smartphones. The minimum threshold is due to the overhead of transferring

1https://developers.google.com/ar/discover/supported-devices

https://developers.google.com/ar/discover/supported-devices
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FIGURE 9.3: Model-training times for Random Forest algorithm using
multi-core processing on ten datasets comparing a single Galaxy A30
smartphone (Solo) against a three-phone distributed data-mining
network (DDM), led by the Galaxy A30 device (lower is better).

the training dataset to each device before modelling begins. However, due to the

fixed setup ’overhead’ time required between devices, it can be faster for smaller

datasets to be modelled on a single device. Nevertheless, once that threshold is

exceeded, the distributed data mining framework makes clear speed improvements.

Moreover, these results in Fig. 9.3 are important from the perspective of the

heterogeneous nature of the smartphones in the distributed data mining network.

The ability to incorporate any suitable Android device with at least Android 6.0

operating system into the network greatly broadens the scope of devices available.

Further, the ability to create a completely closed local wireless network via Wi-Fi

Direct continues the concept of self-sufficient mobile data mining that doesn’t re-

quire cloud resources or internet connectivity.

With the performance gap between smartphones and laptop PCs narrowing

considerably, there is scope for building a portable distributed data mining network

capable of exceeding the speed of laptop computers with as few as three high-

performance Galaxy S20 Ultra phones. Thus, far from being a device of constrained

resources, we have demonstrated that on-device model-learning is something that

smartphones are already well capable of.
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9.5 A Practical Data-Mining Framework for Android

Devices

The combined work carried out in Chapters 4, 5 and 8 has resulted in our proposed

smartphone on-device data-mining framework. DataLearner 2 enables the user to

train models using a touch interface without need for keyboard or mouse, external

cloud or internet resources. We believe our research is the first attempt to incor-

porate the recent WEKA version 3.8 release into the Android ecosystem and thus,

enable multi-core processing support.

It is our hope that DataLearner 2 is chosen as a learning tool by data mining

students and universities, where smartphones may be more prevalent or more eas-

ily obtained than laptop computers. Again, the ubiquitous nature of smartphones

enables anyone with an Android phone manufactured since 2015 to have a mobile

data-mining model-learning framework in their pocket.

The multi-core and mixed reality support required increasing the minimum

supported Android operating system from the Android 4.4 level of DataLearner 1

to Android 6.0. We will continue to monitor the take-up of the initial DataLearner

version and discontinue it if it is no longer deemed viable.

9.6 The Future

There is little doubt that the future for data-mining on smartphones is bright. The

rapid development of new hardware-accelerated neural processing units (NPUs)

appearing in next-generation high-performance smartphones does much to con-

firm the commercial interest in bringing smartphones and data mining together.

However, aside from the option to update existing deep-learning models in recent

Apple iPhone devices, the prevailing view from our survey in Chapter 3 is that

smartphones are for inferencing only and that models will be downloaded onto the

device after having be learned elsewhere.

Nevertheless, this does not discount the potential for smartphones to learn their

own models using faster decision tree and ensemble algorithms. Moreover, we

see a number of opportunities for further research into using these lighter-weight

algorithms as an alternative to neural networks on mobile devices.
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9.6.1 A Data-Mining Framework Plug-in

The Android applications developed in Chapters 5 and 8 show the potential there

is for on-device data mining. To our knowledge and at time of writing, the ability

to learning new models on a smartphone is not currently available in any other

Android application. However, these applications are designed for the end-user and

do not lend themselves easily to implementation in other applications. Thus, there

would be significant value in an ’embed-able’ framework or ’plug-in’ that can be

incorporated into other applications, providing the ability for software developers

to to easily add in mixed reality, distributed data mining and a host of classification,

association rule and clustering algorithms to their applications.

9.6.2 Mental Health

As has been noted, the prevalence of smartphones within Australian society makes

them an ideal device for use in allied e-health applications and one area where

there is significant potential for on-device data mining is mental health (Bakker

et al., 2016). There are many factors that affect a person’s mental health - these cover

broad areas including biological, medical, psychological and social (Bloch et al.,

2017).

Our honours dissertation (Yates and Islam, 2019) presented a potential solution

using on-device modelling of the individual user’s behaviour. However, this thesis

has since generated considerably more knowledge for the task, by greatly expanding

the number of possible algorithms that could be implemented, as well as improved

understanding of battery life, processing performance and thermal characteristics.

9.6.3 Agriculture

Agriculture technology is a growth industry in Australia, with efforts to bring digital

technology to primary industries receiving government, industry and research

support through the Food Agility Co-operative Research Centre as an example2.

With their combination of on-board communications, multi-core processing and

built-in sensors and cameras, smartphones have significant potential to provide

a low-cost single-device data-mining solution. A key to this potential is their

2The Food Agility CRC website: www.foodagility.com

www.foodagility.com
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universal support for Bluetooth technology. Bluetooth is a low-power moderate-

bandwidth wireless communications framework for one-to-one connectivity that

would be capable of connecting to external sensors, motors and other electronics

(Haartsen, 2000). Thus, a smartphone could become a portable computing solution

for driving specific-function autonomous robots, such as auto-weeders. Bluetooth

is not without its security issues (Lonzetta et al., 2018), but nevertheless, it has

potential worth exploring.

9.6.4 Future Improvements in Distributed Data Mining

The distributed data mining framework introduced in Chapter 8 was designed

to enable multiple smartphones to form a closed-network workgroup for local

on-device data mining of local data, thus, removing the need for cloud computing

or internet connectivity resources. The performance results in Chapter 8, even using

entry-level smartphones, validate the concept. However, there are potential areas

for improvement.

Currently, the training data is transferred by the ’server’ phone to each ’client’

device before the first tree can commence building. This creates a setup time

proportional to the number of client devices and the size of the training data. In

this case, we question whether there is a more efficient option of incorporating the

clients themselves into the training data transfer, thus, distributing this task as well.

Moreover, this could have a secondary benefit. Our recommendation based on

the results of Chapter 8 is that the device with the greatest processing speed be used

as the ’server’ device. This is on the basis that the ’server’ device not only controls

the algorithm task distributed and returns base classifier collection, but is also used

to build its own portion of base classifiers to the model. If the ’server’ device can be

rid of the training data transfer task sooner, the sooner it can begin building trees,

which may well improve the overall model learning time.

9.6.5 Supporting Larger Datasets for Mixed-Reality Visual

Exploration

Our ’DataWalker’ mixed-reality visual exploration framework utilises support for

Google’s ARCore technology available in recent mid-range smartphones. This
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combines live real-time video from the rear-facing camera with a 3-D virtual over-

lay of a datacube referenced and grounded to a single-point, thus, enabling the

user to walk through and generally interact with the datacube as if it were a real

object. However, in order to maintain sufficient processing power to cover the

necessary video frame rate and real-time 3-D perspective of the datacube, there is a

limit to the size of the training data that can currently be viewed. At present, the

framework represents every record as a separate data-point within the cube. Thus,

as the number of records increases, so too does the processing demand, causing an

eventual bottleneck and decline in the video frame rate.

One possible solution we suggest is to change the representation of records such

that a fixed number of cubes are drawn with the cube size based on the nearby

record density. Thus, the more records within an associated area, the larger the

cube is at that point. This would have the benefit of being able to scale up the 3-D

view for larger datasets without having to implement more point-cubes to visualise

it. We believe individual points for each record would give the better visual result.

However, for devices not able to provide the processing power required, this could

be a usable compromise.

Smartphones are now some of the most computationally-rich devices available

and that this much processing power fits into our pockets should never cease to

amaze to us. It is our wish that through this thesis, the reader has obtained a deep

understanding of how the learning of models on smartphones - not just inferencing,

but actual model training - can be achieved and enhanced through these capable

mobile devices. We acknowledge this is but the first step and look forward to the

applications to come.
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Conclusion

The current growth in hardware-accelerated neural network-focussed processor

cores highlights the growing commercial importance of machine-learning in smart-

phones. However, this focus also misses the opportunities afforded to smartphones

more broadly for on-device model-learning through lighter-weight classical data

mining algorithms such as decision trees and ensembles. We have seen through our

survey in Chapter 3 that smartphones have made and are making rapid progress

in terms of processing power, storage and power efficiency. We have explored the

evolution of classification algorithms, in particular, decision trees and ensembles,

from the twin perspectives of classification accuracy and processing speed. We

have further identified the usage patterns of smartphones in current research and

found that although commonly used for data collection and even to some extent for

model-inferencing, that on-device mining of that data continues to be surprisingly

rare. In response, it has been the focus of this thesis to research, develop and pro-

pose solutions for implementing locally-executed data mining on mobile devices,

with smartphones at the centre.

Chapter 1 of this thesis asked three defining research questions. This chapter

will now reiterate those questions and describe how they were answered.

Research Question 1 (RQ1): How can we use sophisticated data mining algorithms

on mobile devices such as smartphones that are also capable of data collection

through their built-in sensors?

This research question was answered in the first instance in Chapters 4 and 5.

Chapter 4 first explored the concept of on-device model-training from the perspect-

ive of smartphone hardware to understand the effect doing so would have on the

device itself. One of the key sub-questions to this was whether or not smartphones

could achieve the same classification accuracy as laptops and PCs. A failure to do so

190
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at this point would limit the capacity of smartphones to render worthwhile practical

results. Our research proposed a custom cross-platform Windows/Android frame-

work based on the core of the Weka data-mining suite. The identical test results

obtained on both Android smartphones and a test Windows laptop confirmed that

smartphone hardware would not be an impediment to achieving high accuracy.

Moreover, the power consumption of on-device model-training was confirmed

by empirical testing to be of negligible concern, while tests also showed that the

increase in device temperature due to constant model-training was limited to less

than 7◦C. Further, it was also shown that more recent smartphones produced lower

increases in temperature, thus, mitigating power dissipation increases resulting

from on-device model training as a cause for concern.

Based on these positive results, a general-purpose data mining solution was

proposed in Chapter 5 that incorporated the Weka core. The ’DataLearner’ applic-

ation has since been released as open-source for further research and is available

for free download on the Google Play store. To our knowledge, it remains the

only application of its type on Google Play and at time of writing has users in

over 45 countries. Nevertheless, a weakness of DataLearner is that it only utilises

single-core processing for model-training, regardless of the number of processor

cores the smartphone has available and limiting model-training speed. Thus, while

the solution proposed achieved its initial goals, it also left two key questions un-

answered, stated as Research Questions 2 and 3 (Section 1.2).

Research Question 2 (RQ2): How can we speed up high-accuracy classification

algorithms and make them suitable for on-phone data mining without losing classi-

fication accuracy?

It is logical that the speed at which an algorithm is processed can be increased

by either incorporating more processing power or by making the algorithm more

time-efficient. Chapter 6 answered this research question by proposing the SPAARC

algorithm, with its novel components to reduce attribute-selection complexity. It

was identified during the literature review in Chapter 3 that the node-attribute

search process, particularly for numerical attributes, was one area of speed impedi-

ment. The proposed SPAARC algorithm incorporates components to address this
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issue. The Split-Point Sampling (SPS) method reduces the split-point search space,

while the proposed node-attribute sampling (NAS) technique aims to dynamically

reduce the attribute space by alternating between the full attribute list and the

above-median subspace based on the decreasing information gain. It achieved

equivalent classification accuracy to the popular CART algorithm but reduced

model-training times by up to 65%. Since SPAARC is single-threaded, it will also

achieve speed gains on the proposed DataLearner application in Chapter 5.

Nevertheless, despite its apparent success, SPAARC develops only a single

decision tree. The empirical tests in Chapter 4 confirmed that ensemble algorithms,

such as Bagging and Random Forest, can deliver greater classification accuracy, but

that the generation of many decision trees also requires considerably longer model-

training times. Thus, speeding up ensemble processing could also deliver faster

model-training times on smartphones. Chapter 7 further answered this research

question by proposing the FastForest algorithm that uses a novel combination of

new and existing techniques to reduce the amount of data to be processed without

dragging down the classification accuracy. Subsample aggregation or ’subbagging’

was shown to deliver similar classification accuracy using only a fraction of the

entire training data for each base classifier data sample. A proposed modification of

split-point sampling from Chapter 6 uses a logarithmic reduction of the numerical

attribute value search space, while a further technique was proposed for dynamic-

ally restricting the attribute subspace at each node based on the number of records

arriving at the test node. Each of these combined to produce a 22% increase in

model speed without loss of classification accuracy compared with the popular

Random Forest algorithm.

Thus, in answering Research Question 2, two solutions were proposed that

improve model-training speed without seemingly sacrificing classification accuracy.

Moreover, these solutions can work on existing smartphone hardware, regardless

of their inclusion of specific machine-learning hardware.

Research Question 3 (RQ3): How can we maximise the use of the broad capabilit-

ies of modern smartphones for faster and more effective data mining?
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While FastForest could be implemented in our DataLearner solution of Chapter

5, the inherent parallel nature of training multiple independent base classifiers

would be lost if executed in a solution limited to a single processor thread. Thus,

Chapter 8 answers this research question by proposing the ’DataLearner 2’ An-

droid application. This incorporates three novel components to achieve greater

processing speed and explore the potential of modern smartphones. It proposes

two solutions for processing speed - enabling support for multiple processor cores

working together, as well as multiple smartphones working together. The proposed

DataLearner Area Network (DLAN) thus can combine the processor cores from

multiple smartphones, each core processing a single base classifier to greatly in-

crease the model training speed of supported algorithms.

Our research survey in Chapter 3 determined that smartphones offer a growing

array of features beyond their basic capabilities. Through their environmental and

image sensors, for example, smartphones are increasingly offering new augmented

(AR) and mixed reality (MR) technologies that require no external hardware.

A small phone screen provides only limited scope for exploring training data

in a typical two-dimensional spreadsheet form. Nevertheless, this expanding set

of features within new-generation smartphones provides new capabilities for on-

device data mining. This research question was further answered in Chapter 8 by

the proposed ’DataWalker’ mixed-reality data visualisation feature. The arrival

of augmented and mixed-reality functionality in recent smartphones delivers the

basic parts for developing a solution that enables the user to view the training data

in a three-dimensional cube. The user can not only manipulate this cube using

standard two-finger gestures, but also physically walk around and even through it

for a unique perspective.

As a result, we believe smartphones should no longer be considered as performance-

constrained devices and instead, be seen as the ultimate expression of the ’personal

computer’. Combined with development of faster, more efficient decision tree and

ensemble algorithms, these devices offer incredible potential to create new learning

in a wide array of domains. It is our hope that our research and the proposed

’DataLearner 2’ solution become a source of learning in itself as both a practical ’in

the field’ mobile data-mining application and a learning tool for universities and
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data-mining students alike. In making the source code for these tools available

as open-source, we further hope the fruition of this goal is accelerated. Moreover,

we hope this thesis provides the reader with a platform and the tools for further

investigation of data mining on smartphones that goes beyond inferencing alone.

We eagerly look forward to the developments and applications in on-device model-

learning that await.
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